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Considerations on the Kuernberg Indictment

After the capitulation of the German Armed Forces and abolition of the Tazi 

domination, the world celebrated the victory of liberty over enslavement, . 

the victory of right over force* A deep sense relief pervaded suffering, 

oppressed humanity. The leaders of the victorious powers proclaimod the 

grave and highly important task that still remained to be accomplished: 

There must never again be a domination and triumph of force over right, of 

the power of a few over human justice.

Justice demanded atonement for the past, investigation of the guilt of

Nazism and punishment of the guilty.

This task is based on the question:

What are the circumstances which led to the unlimited power of lazisn under 

the leadership of HITLER in Germany and who bears the guilt for the crimes 

committed by this tyranny?

The primary requisite for a proper answer to this question is to see the 

situation as it was then and not as it now appears in r e t r o.spect in the light 

of our present knowledge of the circumstances.

The situation in Germany seemed dospor te in 1932. 7 million unemployed, 
af te r bankruy. toy 

that is to say, about half the total of workers, bankruptcy/in the economic 

fiold, ruin of the middle class, all trade and production was stalled, the 

revenue of German economy had dwindled to e third.- Hopeless situation of 

agriculture: over—indebtedness and liquidations of property. Farns covering 

-an area the size of the State of Hossa, i.e., 7692 square kms. were sold by 

auction. Unrest among the farmers was the result.-Everyone felt that the 

foundation of his economic existence was shaken. Crime increased.

The government of that time was helpless in the face of this desperato 

situation. Two radical currents offer'd themselves for the salvation of 

the German nation. As a desperate patient gives himself into the hands of 

a radical "miracle curor", the masses in Germany turned to those radical 

currents. On the one side stood the leftist radicals who, for the accom

plishment of their euro demanded the abolition of almost all the values of 

Western civilization (personality, religion, private enterprise etc.) and
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accor panied their doctrine of salvation with the threat? "And if you won’t 

be 1 Ay brother, I’ll knock your skull in”. On the other side, the rightist 

radicals promised to remove all distress with due regard for property, 

private enterprise and Christianity. The political position of the govern

ment became so difficult under this assault from left and right that one 

dissolution of the Reichstag followed another and the government lost cen- 

trol of the situation, despite emergency decrees and the plea of "excep

tional conditions".
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Io was then thct president von_HIIDENBURG, who enjoyed the highest rogerd 

within the Gcrrzn nation as well as throughout the whole world, appointed 

HITLx-R Reich Chancellor. lith the t grecnen t of a section of the Socicl-Demno- 

erct and Center representatives, the Reichstag vested HITLER with full 

-powers by the qualified m jority required for a modification of the constitu

tion. In this way, large sections of the Gornen people who still viewed 

HTLER with aversion or distrust were induced to wait and see. If the 

Reich President and the Reichstag as the responsible political institutions 

of the Gerxn Nation adopted this attitude with rorard to HITLER end his 

party, could it then occur to the German people tin t HII'IEa . and his orymiza- 

tions pursued crimincl t-i-is? Indeed, the highest Gcran Court had aclcowlcde 

sono time before (1930) that HITLER worked with legitimate methods. Jinco 

HIDENBURG’s desire for peace was beyond doubt (it was again acknowledged 

by the press of the whole world at his death in 1934) the Nation did not see 

any day or to peace in the investiture of HILLR by HINDEINBURG. Moreover, 

dust was thrown in the people’s eyes: thus in 1933 and 1934 c mjor cele

bration was staged every few weeks to divert, as was admitted to me later 

by the National Socialists, the people’s attention from the rccrcmcnt which 

was beginning. Neither did foreign countries cssu.c a hostile attitude 

toward HTLR’s regime. He was even allowed to score political successes 

which had been denied to the preceding' democratic government: ro-incorporcti 

of the Sacr territory, the naval treaty ith England (which signified a 

revision of the Treaty of Versailles), toleration of the ro-militcrization 

of the Rhineland. Tho reproach is now directed against the Gorman people, 

even down to the plainest citizen, that they should have recognized, LS early 

as 1938 end afterwards, the HITLER government as criminal end opposed 

resistance, but until 1939 the Mlios themselves treated HITLER as a trust

worthy contracting party and repeatedly legitimized him. Thus, according to 

a newspaper report (Hannov. Nachrichtonblatt dated 1,11.45), a German 

Socialist Party lcadcr. Dr. SCUNL.CHER said at a large public function in 

KCicl: "'Jo were in concentration comps whilo othor nations still concluded 

alliances with the Reich Govornment".

-0005
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The Christian background of the not State wes ostentatiously stressed* 

- concordat w<..s concluded with the Holy See. The opening of the first Roichstag 

in Fotsde= was opened with a religious service. In the nunicipalitios, as was 

t..e Cc.se in Hanover, the investiture of the municipal officials was given a roli- 

cious form by addresses do by clerics of both religious, an unprecedented 

occurrence.

Thc anti-Semitism already proclaimed by HITLER before his seizure of 

power, -iich cetun1}y provided a place for the Jos in the party progrm, was 

rejected by 1 rgo sections of the Nation an was nct tkez cezsidere2, 00 bu 
National Socialist leaders as serious as it lster - to the horror of the 

Geran People - proved to be. It xtas at the time considered more as an instru- 

ment of election propegenda. Hovever, we have seen, for instance, the case in
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Eenover of tho highest renking SA officer at the timo, Gaupponfuohzoz Cozscmenn, 

being the house guost of prominent Jews A the oldest vetorens (holders of the 

bedge of honor) declare themselvos in f vour of the maintenanco of e. Jewish 

lawyer in office. Even the Reich Governmo. ; aveiled itself of the services of 

Jevish banking firms until 1937 and the y ticipation by jews in the Olympic 

G mes of 1936 WP.s not prohibited. The revolution.,' ontrecos ( essnult And mob 

--olence) which took pleco at the time were even condemned but considered as 

ephemeral revolutionary phenomena attendant upon the times. All this, along with 

many other factors not mentioned here, must be taken into consideration when 

subsequently uttering critical judgment on membership in the NSDAP or one of 

its brnnch organizations. Must those joining hFve been aware that it meant joining 

? "criminal organization"?

Aftor Hitler had thus, thanks to the Reich President and the Reich; tag, 

attained an incredible power, he abused it to an ever-increasing extent. The 

parties saw themselves obliged to dissolve -nd it was forbidden by law to found 

now ones. The only organization still existing outside of the National Socialist 

rgenizations, the "StAhlheln", wps incorporeted into tho SA. Having boon dituled 

in this WFV, the SA wes 1" id eside after the Roehm’s murder and occupied with 

parades and sports, under the leadership f the h .rmloss Lutzo, whereas the SS 

was reorganized under the lesdorship of Himmler into a political instrument bound 

b a life ond death allegiance to Hitlor, Vith the SS, the Gestapo en the SD, 

Hitler then introduced in Germany i t a const'ntly more severe and bloody dictatorshi 

which did not shrink from ony Pcts of violence. Indeed, the full measure of those 

was not know to the German poople since their secrecy was imposed under the most 

severe threats, but all resist-nce on the part f the powerless nation was nipped 

in the bud. They included, as Gount 4 of the Nuernberg indictment has it, "the 

prosecuting of all th .se who were supposedly hostile to the Nazi party

or suspicious of it, or were in opposition to the Plan exproundod in Count 1 of the 

indictment or suspicious of it."
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The general picture briefly traced above for the exposition of the circumstance 
loading to this unbounded power of Hitler and Nazism in Germany contains at the 

same time the general answer to the question of who boars the guilt for the 

crimes perpetrated by this tyranny. It would load us too far, within the 

framework of this brief exposition, to probe further into the particular 

groups nomod in the indictment. As an example, we shall only take into 

particular consideration those matters concerning the UA.then SA a criminal 

organization ''nd did its members make themselves guilty of participation in a 

criminal organization by joining it or remaining in it ? True, the SA was 

originally at- political organization with which Hitler st god his propaganda 

processions, with possibly the use of force against counter-demonstrations,
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not against the authority of the State, and with which he also disturbed 

rival manifestations. The SA, however, lost its original character to a 

very considerable extent when the "Stahlhelm" was incorporated in it. The 

"Stahlheli" , besides being numerically superior to the original SA, in any 

case brought its mentality to the SA, a mentality essentially different from 

that of the SA, and incarnated the sort of spirit that is 'iso cultivated 

by ox-service men's organizations in other countries, its counterparts 

abroad. Indeed, the Stahlhelm, what is more,introduced • great number of men 

into the Sa whose political attitude were hostile towards the azis. These 

men had for the most part joined the Stahlhelm in 1933 at the instigation 

of Social Democrat leaders wrhen, the parliamentary system having been 

crushed and the political parties dissolved, the Stahlhelm remained the sole 

representative of a major organization which could be expected to counter- 

bslance the Lazis. (That even HITLR sew a danger for himself in the 

Stenlholn is show by the fact that he repeatedly postponed and sought to 

prevent the celebration of tne Stahlnl Day in 1933). That this expectation 

was not fulfilled by the leaders of tne Stanlholu and that the latter was on 

tne othur hand incoporsted into the Sa was a great disappointment for many 

of its members. However, an important modification was introduced in the 

charactur of the Sa. This was probably brought about by HITLER imediately 

After the ROJH affair to create a reliable political combat formation for 

hi.slf in the newly organized SS. The former Stahlhelm men were mostly divided 

auongst the "Sa Reserves" as elderly gontlemen and employed in harmless 

occupations, such as blocking stroets, filling reunion halls, collecting 

for the Winter Relief and attending good fellowship reunions in the evening, 

when they mede any appesronce at ill. Withdrawal from the Sa (unless involving 

a mere private) was a step that a nender could not venture to take. A 

campaign of slander and the ruin of his professional life would be the 

consequoncos and surveillance by tne Gestapo would forestall him everywhere 

and make any act of opposition impossible from the first. Desides this 

Personal reason, however, it was tha sense of obligation to their field of 

duty and their responsibility to the conunity which induced officials and 

employees, ospoci: lly in leading positions, to give the outward signs of
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allegiance > even if they were inweral: hostile. They did not ebandon 

the snip, but tried to save what could be saved and prevent a conplote 

plunge into bestiality. Yet British Foreign Minister BEVII ha.s declared 

rocentlJ that the English Governnent had hoped to be able to rebuild on 

the rexmants of the old Gernan civil service, but that the Hazists had 

Costroyed it all in the end* If none the less there are still nen to-day 

at the disposal of the Allies as experienced specialists for the work of 

reconst ruction,it is because such nen contrived to evade the terroristic 

net nods of the Nazis. What those terrorist nethods were need not be farther 

described here. They are sufficiently thoroughly and clearly exposed in 

Count 4. In the concentration caps , there were nainly Germans. The 

terrible conditions as found there by the Allied troops give a staggering 

picture of the rule of terror over the Gernan people thenselvos end the very 

large nunber of prisoners
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constitutes, as the English radio once declared, the "best document for the 

exculpation of the German people. A large part of the members of such an 

organization as the SA were likewise inwardly opposed to Nazism and sought 

to contrive a camouflage so that they could protect those industries, firms 

and other economic and social concerns within their professional care for 

the benefit of the community.

The younger men composed the Sa proper which was particularly trained in 

sport activities, such as military sport. It received its new recruits from 

the HITLER Youth and student bodies, on a compulsory basis in a certain 

sense, which subsequently induced the actively National Socialist -minded 

youth to turn to the SS. Those youth,, in particular, who were reluctant 

to enter the Party but who had to show up that they belonged to some kind of 

organization out of consideration for their professional future joined the 

SA Organization, which appeared less political than sporting. Unlike the 

SS, membership to the SA vas not subordinated to the premary requisite of 

membership to the Party* Thus, SA members were not subject to the juris

diction of the P rty Tribunal.

If SA members are also charged with participation in the pogrom against 

the Jews in November 1938, such participation w.s not, so far as I can 

visualize, official* It was probably, KIMMLER, the leader of the SS, who 

ordered these excesses in the name of PITLER. Both the leaders and the 

members on many occasions refused to comply with demands from above. These 

facts speak against regarding the Sa in a general and unconditional way as a 

criminal formation.

Neither could the SA be regarded as a military organization in the real sense, 

thouch of course its younger members belonged to the Armed Forces during the 

War. The SA commanding staff as such lackad every characteristic of militery 

leadership. The SA could not even be considered no a police organization* 

When, during the War, it wa.s considered using it for air raid protection 

and police tasks, it was ultimately considered inedequate as an organization 

and individual men were detached to the air raid protection organizations 

directed by the police (for rescue stations, clearing away rubble etc.)

In view of the facts stated above, the term of "criminal organization"
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cannot possibly be applied wholesale to the SA as a corporate body, and 

still less to the individual. What has been said above for the SA also 

applies in many respects to other accused organizations. When,for instance 

riding and motoring societies were incorporated as a body into the SS 

cavalry, the IISKK, it was, from that time on, their only possibility of 

engaging in sport at all, and it woul in any case be misleading to 

attempt to draw any conclusions from this on political motives.
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To conclude these considerations, let ne add the following general facts 

in answer to the charge of collective guilt:

j^ta.blishment of a collective guilt without investigation of the crine in each 

particular case is contrary to the sense of justice of denocratic nations. 

It has been reserved for National Socialism to construct the collective guilt 

of a community or of a whole race out of the offences of their individual 

menbers in contradiction to the legal concepts of the entire civilized world . 

The individual must have committed a punishable action or participated in it. 

And it is, as stated on 7. 11. 45 at Lueneburg by Professor SMITH, professor 

of International Law at the University of .London, "a fundamental principle 

of law that a Tribunal cannot punish a na.n for an act which was not subject 

to punishment at the time it was comnitted". A wholesale incrimination 

of all nenbers of major organizations, like the SA for instance, would 

in ny opinion, be contrary to justice, as well as to political wisdom. 

The individuals concerned,. who for a large part prepared for positive 

reconstruction on the side of the allies and who represent a reliable,, 

indispensable and efficient potential, would be driven, in a fit of desperate 

resignation, into fresh radical currents and indeed, to nihilism, 

mny, particularly the young, who now feel that they have been deluded and 

deceived by their former National Socialist leaders and are beginning to 

believe in the proclaimed principle of justice and law against force, would 

lose faith in justice and inwardly revert to belief in the domination of force 

and to Nazism.

signed Dr. MENGE 

s/ Dr. Arthur MENGE

I certify the above signature is that of 
Dr. Arthur MENGE signed before no this 
day of 21 May 1946

s/ S.A. BINDER 
Capt. Inf.

6850 ISD IMT
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CIE 91 Darias adt

16 June 1946

Affidavit

1, the undersigned, B10 h E K U H T
Hame Christian name

Int, No. 31 G. . profession: Prof. Dr. med., last residence; Munich, Mottlstr. 
5173069 

being informed of the meaning of an affidavit, declare in a sworn statement in 
lieu of oath the following:

I am conversant with the fact that the making of a false sworn statement 

in lieu of oath is punishable and that this affidavit will be exhibited at the 

I.M.T. in Nuernberg.

Re subject:

I know the former SA Chief of Staff Victor LUTZE from the SA , to which

I belonged since 1931. I was last the medical local leader at the disposal of 

Supreme Sa Command. Although this position had no connection with the duties 

of the SA I often met Staff Chief LUT:E, so that I had good comradely relations 

to LUTZE. These meetings were mostly short and casual, but during the war in 

1940, on the occasion of an incidental common journey in the sleeper Berlin- 

Munich, or vice versa, we had the opportunity to indulge in a lengthy intinate 

discussion. Brom this meeting I recall chiefly 2 points of conversation *

1) The general situation*

2) The events of 3 /9 November 1938.

He 1. Chief of Staff LUTZE complained of the general political development, 

especially of the fact that, from his point of view, a gradual distinction 

had developed between the true national socialism as it was represented 

during the fighting period and in the party programme, and the present 

regime which he called "Nazism" . As the essential feature of the latter 

he mentioned the suppression of every individuality and every honest 

expression of opinion. Brom the dosired national socialist people's 

state had arisen an intolerant Police State. He talked about a general 

complete "uniformity" not only in outw rd visible forms but also in the 

intellectual sphere. The world would have reconciled itself with the 'Id, 

decent national socialism; Nazism, however, had brought upon us the hate

H5128 -0014
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of all. If a basic change is not male here, a gloomy future awaits us. He 

himself was sorry for most of the men of the SA, who had been deeply 

disappointed by the course of the development. LUTZE expressed himself 

to me similarly on the occasion of my visit to him in Berlin Vosstrasse, 

about February 1941.

When in 1942 I congratulated Chief of Staff LUTZE on his 50th birthday 

in his apartment in Berlin, he took me aside, lead me into one of the rooms 

and said to me almost literally the following:

"Last night the Fuehrer was here in order to congratulate me. There 

(he pointed to a seat) we two sat alone for more than 2 hours. I told 

the Zuehrer frankly all my worries and misgivings. He promised me he 

would do all ne can to provide for a change."
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He, -UTZE, then expressed his joy on the Fuehrer's promise. Now he hoped, 

to he able to inspire the SA, for years treated like A step-child; with 

new buoyancy in the old traditional sense.

He. 2:

On this point LUT2E talked to ne in an outspoken lively manner. He 

had known nothing of the matter, otherwise he would have prevented it. 

I believe he mentioned Dr. GOHBBZLS to me as the instigator .By this the 

S, quite unjustly, was put in an unfavorable light, which, considering 

its decent basic motives, it did not deserve. If SA men really took 

pert in it, it was due to their thoughtlessness and the imposition of 

orders which had not been issued by him. Wherever he, LUTZT, turned up, 

grent disappointment was showm about those events.

s/ Prof. Dr. Kurt BLOME, 

(Prof. Dr. KURT BLOM3)

I certify above true signature 
as witness, 
Darmstadt, 18. 6. 1946

s/ Victor POUH(t) Civ, 
326 HID
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Oberbuergermeister Zuernberg 21 Ma 1026

Dr. MEIGE

Contains throe enclosures

To the International Military Tribunal

in luernberg.

I enclose

I Annex I"Refl octions on the Nuernberg Indictment"

II Annex II Excerpt of a letter acccmanyins these r flections which I 

wrote to the Secretary Genoral of the Intorneti nal lilitary Iribunal 

on 27 lovember 1945.

In connection with the infornation riven in these enclosures I add 

the followine statements:

1) Prior t and also dvring the first period after the seizure of 

power the Christian attitude of the S.- was str ssod ropcatocly:

a) Thus I was tcla by General D. MUTT who is now residing in 

Haomolschenburg near Hamln end who was in 1931 sonit r e1rison 

officer in Ludwigsburg in Wusrtanborg, that the hi host S- 1 & or 

there asked him if the Sa micht perticip to as a body in tho Sunday 

divinc s rvices in the gennise n chuch.

b) In Eaincln the SA entered the Hameln cethoral with their 

marching flags - n 1 May 1933 and 1 .ay 1934 .

c) In the late sunmr of 1933 an assembly f 4 Standerte 16+ 

(city of hameln and Eemoln-Pyrnont district) took place

H5128 -
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in Ba.c Pyrment, its culminating D int was a divino field service on 

tho Emmerwiesen, during which a Pyrmnter clergyman orcachec. (Public: ti on 

of retired Regierungsbaurat BECHEL of Hameln).

I believe, thet the events ce scribed above are meroly exemplos which 

can be multipliod further, if things are examined more closely.

2) The question of aggressive intentions of the SA.

a) The retired general named abeve MUPF and the presont city councillo, 

MUZLLIR of the city administration of Hameln have tola me the following, 

which is worthy cf belief: In 1ovember 1939?, after a hunting perty in 

Fahrborg near Hannover, they met the then Chief of Staff of the SA, LUIZE. 

Durin this meeting he tcld them in a v ry passionate way about a conference 

vhich took place in August 1939 concornin the imminent war with Poland. 

HITLER and GOEBBELS were for the war, which they intended to c nuct as e 

Blitzkrieg, LUTZE is supposed to have declared himself very onergetically 

opposed to this war, the Gorman poople not boingpiritually ore pare d for 

such a war, and th: t moreover a Blitzkrieg was out of the question, at 

this mooting retired Admiral STILINGEE is supposed to have been present.

b) In due course the former commander of the Hannover cavalory school 

Hannovor, retired Genorel VOI.K, informed me that an agreement was made 

between LUTTI and the then commander in chief of the army, General v. 

3RAUCIITSUH, that in case of a conflict between SS an. the Wehrmacht, the 

SA would be on the side of the Wehrmacht.

3) Concerning the question, whether a normal erson must, from a
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roesone blo point of viow, consicc the SA Ps f criminel orgrnizrtion, thpt 

is rn orgenizstion, bfethich it WFs known, that it sorvo the politicel 

loccorship as en instrumont for the Cominrtion of uropo, rnC trioc to Fttein 

this pim, possibly by the violent oy pssion of those who thcu ht Cifforontl 

(torror), by bro-ch of interne tionel treaties (wfrs f egrossion), this 

uostion in gonorally e swerec tn the nogetivo rmong tho civcl of my re upint 

This hps boon opressed to me, for oxpmplo, by the Provinciel Bishop of the 

Honcvrien T r vincie l church, M-ichnons, of H-novor tho socroter of the 

occumonicpl counct, Obe:1e ndockirchenret Liljo, Ienovor.

Pestor -hnor, Hnnover, business loscor of the Conominstion.1 church 

in the Eocovrien zovincul chorch, F ruenn Schuster, He never, professor 

of theology st the university of Goottingen.anc othors.

The present Prosicont of the Chembor of Modicel Doctors of Lower Sat ry, 

Dr, Siomons, Henovor, wh WFs a well known opponent of the Tationsl Socialist 

repine, writs to me thet it di not seen ponnissiblo to hin to conform 

catogoriclly, in ecvence, the most wic --t Cifforent f rations, enC. thst he 

woula like to w.m epirst stmms -1 j y c n, & oring, the nombors of the SA in 

pduenco etc. s cemir»13.

A.t t.<_ Une f th - croUi n 2 -ho Sa end Sb o:lry compnios (Roiter- 

stuormo, , vlsk 9,3 it soems, >30 fcom sport cJ.u. nobcCJ jocw 92 ny 

unlawful, or ruch less, -rimin- 1, intentions on ecolvinis 0: those orsonizst 

The present Jresident of -ho Agriculturel Chenbor and f tho Prcvincipl - ocC

Office in Honovor, von Reccn, writes to mo
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that the approximately 280 - 300 rural riding clubs in the province of 

Hanover in 1933 were forcibly changed over to the Sa Gavalry, newly 

established at that time, end thereby constituted the main body of this 

N tionel Socialist Formetion. Organizations, which were opposed to this 

change,wore designated as "wild" , their members no longer could participate 

in the riding and driving tournaments and in the championship fights. One 

joined the SA Cavalry out of enthusiasm and love for tie riding and driving 

sports. The SA Cavalry could not be regarded as e political fighting 

organization. It was, above ell, en organization of horsemen who also 

always strove for a separation from the SA.

From my ov knowledge of the conditions in the SA . avel units, I can 

prove the above attestation concerning the SA Cavalry. The so-called 4 

naval divisions which were established in Hanover in the fall of 1933, 

included the water sportsmen who were organized in the Hanover rowing, 

yacht , canoe, paddling, and swimming clubs. The water sports club members 
joined the SA naval Units under considerable pressure by the Party. Had they 

not joined, their boat houses, boats etc. would have been confiscated and 

the offical financial support, upon which they were dependant for the 

expenses of regattas, procurement of boats etc., would have been withdrewm. 

A watersport spirit and comradeship were the backbone of the SA lavel Units, 

the so-called old fighters were missing in it; the connection with the 

actual Sa was a very loose one. The SA naval units were not regarded as a 

Party fighting organization end, in my opinion, no member of the Sa Laval 

Units, in carrying out his duties, would have thought of serving the 

preparations for a war of aggression.
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When, after IILTLER had been entrusted with the Reichchencellory ,it 

become apparent in the course of the year that veapons were being ma nufactu 

to a certain extent - only very late, if at all, did the German people lean 

of the tremendous extent of the German armanent - HITLLH, through the press 

and whispered propag nda, was sgLtemtically presented to the Ger.un .C.1 

as an angel of peace, who had been in the world war himself for 4 yoars, 

knew all the horrors of war, and who would guard the German pcoplo roml the 

sufferings of a new war. This devilish propaganda was generally believed i 

Gornany. As a sitter of fact, it really ’.vas difficult to believe th-t afto 

the endless suffering and horrors, which the .First iorld lar had brought 

upon humanity, such an unscrupulous criminal could be found who would again 

unleash a war. In my opinion - with the exception of a fur; statemen - 

this was also not believed abroad J Otherwise the Gorman anrment, which at 
wouldthat time could easily have been prevented,/not have been tolerated.

I also wish to state that my conscience has forced me to mko those 

statements in order to avoid "further injustice" and "political mistalcos" 

I belonged neither to the Party nor to any 3.. forction. On the contrary, 

as the deceased burgomastor IU_LLLR of Hanovor had stated on due occasion, 

in 1933 I was several times in danger of being arrested by lesser nurbburs 

of the Sui ! These arrests wrero prevented on the part of the higher 3...
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I verify in licu of ost. the correctness of tha st-tants Ee.de by 

me in this petition and in the three enclosures. 4s attorney, I am 

aware of the consequoncos of an incorrect statement in lieu of osth.

Kuuruborg, 21 liay 1945 

s/ARTHUR WE.IGE

former burgomaster of Hanover and

momber of the Reich Council of the

German Republic .

I certify that the ebove signature is 

that of Dr. ARTHR WI-G‘ signed before 

we this day of 21 May 1943

s/ S.E. ELTDER

Ca.pt. Inf.

6850 ISO I
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Nuernberg 21 May 1946

Dr. MEIGE

Contains three enclosures

To the International Military Tribunal

in luernberg.

I enclose

I Annex I"Refl actions on the luernberg Inictment"

II annex II Excerpt of a letter accc manying these reflections which I 

wrote to the Secretary General of the Internati nal lilitary Tribunal 

on 27 lovombor 1945 o

In connection with the information riven in these enclosures I add 

the folluwine statements:

1) Prior t- and alsc during the first period after the seizure of 

power the Christian attitude of the SA was strosso rooato 1y:

a) Thus I wes told by General D. MUT2" who is now residing in 

Haemelschenburg near Hameln and who was in 1931 senior garrison 

officer in Ludwigsburg in Wuer t a n b : , that the hi he st S.lealor 

there asked him if the Sa micht participate as a body in the Sunday 

divino services in the gemnise n church.

b) In Eanneln the SA entered the Hameln cethodral with their 

merching flags ' n 1 May 1933 and 1 May 1934 -

c) In the late sumnor of 1933 an assembly f Sa Stendarte 164 

(city of Hameln and Hemeln-Pyrnont district) took place
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in Bad Pyrment, its culminating p int was a divine field service on 

the Emmerwieson, during which a Pyrmonter clergyman preached. (Publication 

of retired Regierungsbaurat BECHEE of Hameln)..

I believe, that the events described above are merely exemlos which 

can be multiplied further, if things are examined more closely.

2) The question of aggressiva intentions of the SA.

a) The retired general named abe ve MUFF and the present city councillc: 

MUZLLIR of the city administration of Hameln have te id me the followine, 

which is worthy of belief: In lrvembor 1939?, after a hunting • erty in 

Tahrborg near Hannover, they met the then Chief of Staff of the S, LUIZ. 

During this meeting he t. id them in a v ry Passionate way about a conference 

which took place in August 1939 concornin, the imminent war with Poland. 

HITLER and GOEBBELS were for the war, which thoy intended to conduct as a 

Blitzkrieg. LUTZE is supposed to have declared himself very onor otically 

opposed to this war, the G rman people not boing piritually proparod for 

such a war, and th. t moreover a Blitzkrieg was out of the quosti on. at 

this meeting retired Admiral STILINGER is supposed to have been present.

b) In due course the former commander of the Hannover cavalory schoo 

Hannover, retired Genenal VOIK, informed mo that an agrocment was made 

between LU13L and the then comnondor in chief of the army, General v. 

BRAUCHTSUE, that in case of a conflict between S3 and the Tohrmacht, the 

SA would be on the side of the Wehrmacht.

3) Concerning the question, whether a normal person must, from a
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rossonsblo pint of view, consic.o tho SA ns f criminel or rnizrtion, thet 

is en orgenizetion, bfethich it wps known, that it sorvo. the politicel 

lorcorship ps en instrumont for the cominstion of uropo, en. tried to sttein 

this pim, possibly by the violent ompssion of th'so who thcut Cifforontl- 

(terror), by brooch of interntionel treaties (wFrs f egrossion), this 

uostion in conorally esvoroc te the nogetivo enong the civclo of my =.c upint 

This hps been oprossed to me, for oxerplo, by the Provincial Bishop of the 

Encvrien Tr vinciel church, M-ichnons , of E-novor the secretory of the 

occuonicel counctj , Oberlendcckirchenrt Liljo, never.

Poster hnor, Honover, businoss lescor of the Conominstionol church 

in the —Puovri’n plovincte 1 church, Hruenn Schuster, Hanover, professor 

of thooley s.t the university of Goottingen.anc others.

The present President of the Chenbor of lodicel Doctors of Lower Sat ry, 

Dr, Siomons , Hnnovor, wh wfs - well known opponent of the lationel Sociolist 

ro:imo, writs to me that it did not soon ponnissiblo to hin to condonn 

cp.togoricelly, in ecvence, the mosL wid; ty different f rations, -nd thet ho 

would like to wern eenirst sum msr1 J y c ngoring, the morbors of the SA in 

pdurnco etc. -s crimirsis.

At tao tino f th' croti n 2 he Sa '.no S3 co; dry comp’nios (Boiter- 

stuormo, vhlsl a it scoms, • • so feom sport cJuni nohccy lmnow of ■ ny 

unlewu.l, or much less, -rimin 1, intentions on ectlvinios of those orepnizet 

The present President of -ho Acriculturel Chemnbor en f the Provincil 3 0C 

Office in Honover, von Hec.cn, writes to no
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that the approximetely 280 - 300 rural riding clubs in the province of 

Eanover in 1933 were forcioly chenged over to tne Sa Gavalry, newly 

established at that time, and thereby constituted the main body of this

stionel Socialist Formetion. Organizations, which were opposed to this 

change, were designated as "wild", thair members no longer could pezticipi +. 

in tae riding and driving tournaments and in the championship fignte. One 

joined the SA Cevalry out of enthusiasm and love for the riding and riving 

sports. The SA Cavalry could not be regarded as a political fighting 

orgenization. It was, above all, an organization of horsemen who also 

always strove for a separation from the SA.

From my ovm knowledge of the conditions in tne Sa . aval units, I can 

prove tne above attestation concerning the SA Cavalry. The so-called 4 

naval divisions which were established in Hanover in the fall of 1933, 

included tne water sportsmen who were organized in tne Hanover rowing, 

yacht , canoe, paddling, and swimming clubs. The water sports club members 
joined tne SA naval Units under considerable pressure by tne Party. Had. they 

not joined, their boat houses, boats etc. would nave been confiscated and 

the offical financial support, upon which they were dependant for the 

expenses of rugattas , procurement of boats etc., would have been withdrenm. 

A watersport spirit and conradeship were the backbone of the SA Haval Units, 

the so-called old fignters were missing in it; tne connection with tho 

actual Sa was a very loose one. The SA Hevel Units vere not regarded as a 

Party fighving organization end, in my opinion, no member of tho SA naval 

Units, in carrying out his duties, would nave thought of serving the 

preparations for a war of aggression.
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When, after IIITLER had been entrusted with the Reichchencellory sit 

became apparent in the course of the year that weapons were being manufactu 

to a certain extent - only very late, if at all, did the Geruan people leai 

of the tremendous extent of the German arnament - HITLLR, through the press 

and whispered propaginda, .as stematically presented to the Gor — n . 0 1 

as an angel of peace, who had been in the world war himself for 4 y-arS, 

knew all the horrors of war, and who would guard the Germen people from the 

sufferings of a new war. This devilish propaganda was generslly believed i 

Germany. Ls a matter of fact, it really was difficult to believe th-t afte: 

the endless suffering and horrors, which the First orld Ior had brought 

upon humenity, such an unscrupulous criminal could be found who would again 

unleash a war. In my opinion - with the exception of a few stctemen - 

this was also not believed abroad 1 Otherwise the Gorzan armament, which at 
would

that time could easily have been pro vented,., not have been tolerated«

I also wish to state that my conscience has forced me to m.ko these 

statements in order to avoid "further injustice" and "political mistakes" 

I belonged neither to the Party nor to any 3„ formation. On the contrury, 

as the deceased burgomaster LIULLLLR of Hanovor had stated on due occasicn, 

in 1933 I wa.s several times in danger of being arrested by lesser nu.bure 

of the S l Theso arrests were prevented on the part of the higher J„.
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I verify in lieu of oeth the correctness of tha ste toents made by 

ne in this petition and in the three enclosures. As ettorney, I an 

aware of the consequences of an incorrect statment in lieu of oath.

Nuernberg, 21 biay 1945 
s/aRIHUR ILGE

former burgomastor of Hanovor end 

member of the Reich Council, of tho

Gernan Republic.

I certify that the ebove signature is 

that of Dr. ARTHUR W-TGE signed before 

me this day of 21 May 1943

s/ S.H. ITER 

Capt. Inf.

685) I SR IMI
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Willy NEY Nucrnborg, 22. 6. 1946.

■affirm tion in lieu of outh.

aft’ I hcvins been informed of the poncl conscquoncos of a fclso 

affidavit, I state as follows in lieu of oath for submission to tho Inter

national Military Tribunal at luernberg,

Porsoncl_metter:. My name is Willy NEY, born on 10.8,1893 at Scl.crtondor: 

District Grucnberg in Silesia. I was a SA-Tuchrer in Standerto 4 , fj-.n] 

fuehrer of this Stenderte vith the rank of a Sa-Cborsturbannfuehrer. 

Matier rel event ,

1 - 3e-m ubers of S • dcr*u L in Berlin did not receive orders to partici- 

pate in o.cesses in November 1938.

2 On the contrary the Head Office ordered us to see that under no cir- 

cunstancos should Sh-mombers participate in excesses. This occurred.

According to reports of the units, members of Stenderto L did not 

participate in excesses n 

, n the4 . On — way from my office to/ousinc.s office of the Stendertc I could 

confirm, together with the S -Oberfuchrer MEDL - fuehrer of Standarto 

41 bhnt civilians vero onspierous].y busy at the shopwinow in the 

steis or rhe inner town of Berlin ond fled when they sct us, mcso 

People gave us the impression of being anti-social olounto who, 

according, to experience, do dirty business when the slight st occasion 

arises.

5 * I repeatedly her rd from people that foreign clononts worc conccrnc 

in these excesses,

6 • I learnt through the 3a-Fuchrors of the Standarten 5, 10 cd 12 in 

Berlin thct members of those units wore not concerned in the excesses.

/ WILLY NaY
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Subscribed end sworn to before Lie this

.. ...............................................  of June 1946

s/ FOBLRT B. ST.RNTES 

0-1334763
1 S5 -.t Inf.

Lt.

J, P-.U. SCIDT, fully conversant 1th the English and Gercn languages, 

testify that I he ve tcted as interpreter for the swecring of the above 

affid -vi-,

Dr. P.UL SCIIDT.
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AFFIDAVIT

Declaration in lieu of octh.

I certify the following Coclarction in 1 ou of ocbh for subnission t 

the International lillitary Tribunal in Nuornberg after I have been inf r o 

of the consequences of a false Ceclaration:

lie ; ars'-n: Dr. zed, ML-EINZ KOCH, born 5 Larch 1910 in 31121311, acting 

as doctor in the Staff of the SA Su re.o Colman, at present at cc q LOOS- 

BURG No.9971.

esubject: The nethods of work of the Heslth Service in the S.. indiccte 

that the Si Wo.s neither a military organ nor ha' it tento or mado any 

preparations for a war of agression. This was proved by the medical 

oaninations of tho candidetes to be aittod an also curently of r l1 

S. nen witl respect to their capability for service in the S.. without 

taking into consideration their . ilitary fitness. The oc-inetons were 

es-ociclly made to test the fitness for attaining the n-nport insi.gnis 

which id not coincide with the fitness roguletions of the Goman er.od 

forces. .Iso those absolutely unfit for iliter service couli be found 

suitable for B... Those current cxcoinations woro url^ ’ only in tho 

effort to lift the conerol health of the people z especially to ci h 

tuberculosis and were set w, corros on in to the ymwr;l aims of the 

Sh, for the protoction of the health of those bal on in -to tho a. . Tho 

Chiefs of the -icCiccl Corps were called u on for lectures an instructi one 

of their fL-units on gonornl hy ionic conduct (reform of nutrition, sport 

as ens to general he ith, gonorol hyuiono, venereal doseaso em such 

like). Health units wore nezct to the sanitary care, Auxin. the BA-service 

introduced by the health service at the ront institubas of the party, mo 

were also -bli-od to organize the health sorvico urin Reich Party rallies 

in "uornbor_ and also Curin Gau Party rallies. mk j were called upon for
.. tho

oe service Corin- -erg- sporting fetes, as for instance duriny/Olyrpic 

Geaus 1936. Turthor possibilities for o.„loynon wore rovidod for in c sc; 

disaster. Because of this latter possibility of oploont con city ad
ministrations nco financial contributions to the local .. H 16 units, as 

for instance by the city administration fluporto. neither in their

H5128 - 0031
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general orcenization nor in the equipment was a war of a—session consillerc 

Units of the lodical. Servico of the SA were particlly sot up in the fra, 10- 

work ol the public lifc-saving service, as Sanitactsstur. luernborg. Ef

forts to include the cencral set-up of the lodical Service s.. in this 

Life-saving service have failed, as this service was rcsovel for the Gen. 

Red-Cross, and a further extension was refused in the interest of unifor

mity in this sphere of activity of the lodical Service of the a.. The 

instruction book of the Red Cross, used as a basis in the develop: or of t’ 

Hcalth Sorvicc, wa.s sufficient for its purposcs. There was no health scrvic 

traini.n practised or demanded, vhich in any way co. liod ith lilitary 

de an. In confornity to th prohibition which conorolly oxistcd in 6lo 

Sl also durinc health service exercises, it was forbi ion to set up ri l i - 

tary installations. The training of the odical mon was con 1ctod after 

an oxuninction, which if . asscd entitle . thom to tlo .-odiccl Cortificate 

Of what little military in ortanco however this di- odical trainin,: was, 

is shown by the fact that all these on were obliged to complete with out 

linitation the mdical schools of the ol cht before Uwir a poinbnent 

in the ichracht-]cdical dr anisati n.

In this connection it it ortnnt that no trainin was ivon

the Chiefs of the helical Service of the S. ( octors, ondists, e’e ists

veterinary surgeons) which would cive thom nodical 1mno o in addition

to what was needed durin the war. In this way also werc chcy appointed
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to the SA, merely from a general technical professional point of view. 

The "bestowing of service ranks until 1934 was exclusively dependent upon 

it. If a doctor, for example, wa.s entrusted with performing the duties 

of the Health Service within a Sturmbann, he was appointed with t e service 

rank ”Sanitactssturmbannfuehrer” without taking into consideration the 

previous membership to the SA. After 1934 a half-year of service wa.s 

required in the SA before such appointment, in order that the doctor may 

by made familiar with the general service conditions and required duties 

in the SA. His immediate appointment in the Medical Service could be made 

with the service grade "Sanitactssturmfuehrer," This custom expains the 

considerable distinction in the SA between the ranks in the Medical Service 

and the military ones. Both organizations are absolutely separated and even 

a lengthy activity in the SA does nob imply that medical officers have 

complied to the demands of the German Armed Forces, The service ranks of 

the Medical Officers could be obtained only after performing the prescribed 

exercises and serving the required time in the German Armed Forces (thus, 

for example, the last appointed Chief of the Health S rvice Organiztion 

in the SA, Sanitaets—Obergruppenfuehrer BJAUNECK held in the Gorman Armed 

Forces the service rank of a Marine- Ober stabsarzt (the Chief Nav l Staff 

Doctor) and fell as such).

A working session for Medio Chiefs (Sanitaetsfuchrer) took 

place in the spring 1939 in the Reich Medical School of the SA in Tuebingen 

at which the Chief of the Department of the National Socialist Party for 

Racial Policy (ISDAP), Professor Walter GROSS,also spoke about the populnti 

biological situation of the Roich. At the same time ho underlined especinll 

that considering the existing biological danger of the Reich a war must be 

avoided by all possible mcans. A war for Germany would be very unfavorable 

up to 1950, as up to then the years with a poor birth-rate of the first 

world war affected the youth of military age. Thus the predominate idea 

of the Chiefs of the Medical Service (Sanitaetsfuchrer) that a war should 

be avoided, was strongly suported.

The Chief of the Health Service, Obergruppenfuehrer BLL.UIICI ,

with the most import' nt divisionsof his office wa.s already in Nuernberg
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during the sumer months of 1939 in order to prepare the hea.lth service 

of the Reich Party Rally. First of all an inspection by Roontgon- 

rays of HOELFELD process of all SA nen present - over 100,000 nen - was 

planned for this Reich Party Rally, This big menifestation required the 

most extensive preparations on a large scale and could have hordly bocuno 

if an outbreak of war was to be expected.

Fron this it- follows that the Medi.ca.2. Service of the SA has not 

transgressed in any way the bounds of those duties exercised by Medical 

Services of even such organizations, as "Bergwacht (Mountain Watch), Gorzen 

Red Cross, ISKE, ITSEK" and such like, which are not criminally accused. 

If the SA ha.d made preparations for an aggressive ver, their Medical 

Service also should have betrayed a military character,

Moosburg, 29 April 1945. s/ Dr, nede Tell EoCH•

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the above sicnature is 

that of the party who signed in my presence.

8 May 1946 s/ Dr. ZWIlGL.NNa

Assistant of the Defense Counsel of the &• 
Georg BOEIM

I attest the signature of Dr, Z.ITGNiAII,

Internee Buergermeister of Civilian

Internment Camp No. 6.
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GEORG ZELNHEFER

No. 6 - 2238

Camp Moosburg.

AFFID.VIT.

I make the folio ring statement under oath, to be presented at the 

International llilitary Tribunal in Nuernberg, after I have been instruc 

about the penal consequences of a false affidavit:

Dates concerning the person:

GEORG ZELNHEFER, born on 24 January 1908 in Nuernberg, in the SA 

from 1932 until 1945, former referent for organization and its 

divisions, for construction of 3^ settlements and problems concer 

ing Reich Party Days in the Staff of the SA Group Frankonia, 

it the present time Civil. Internment Camp 6, Moosburg.

Relevant material:

In the year 1939 I worked in the Deployment Staff (lufmarschstab) 

for the Reich Party Day. Due to the various incidents on the 

Polish ’ order the rumor of an imminent wer was circulated. In tl 

period between 15 and 25 august (I do not recall the exact date 

anymore) Dr. ROBERT LEY appeared and called the chief workers in 

this matter together for a discussion. Asked by us whether in vii 

of the foreign political situation there was any sense whatsoever 

to continue to work, LEY said that he just came from the Fuehrer 

and had the order for us that the Reich Party Day had to take plcc 

under all circumstances. The Fuehrer was in no respect thinking 

of war, but quito the contrary, was ready to do everything to pre 

the peace for Gcrmany.

Civil.Internment Camp 6 
Moosburg, 29 Lpril 1946

s/ GEORG ZELNHIEFER

0035
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The above signature has been zedo before mo after I WCs shown t 

papers and is hereby certified by me:

(illegible signature)
8 Nc.y 1946

I certify that to tho best of ny knowledge, the above signature 

is that of the party who signed in ny presence.

(Illegible signature)

Assistant of the Defense Counsel of the SA, GEORG BOEHM.

0036
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I attest the sigc turo of Dr. ZlINGMLIN, Internee Bucrgorcistcr 

of Civilian Internment Camp No. 6. (sic).
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Prisoner 2o. 2426 - B 15

Internment Camp 78

- have "been informed as to the consequerees of a false dcclara- 

tion in lieu of oath, and I know that the following declaration is 

"being made for submission to the International Vilitary Tribunal 

in "uernberg in Court proceedings against the SA of the NSDAP as an 

or animation. According to the best of my knowledge and in g od 

conscience I make the following declaration in lieu of oath:

A. - Person- 1 Career.

I was born in lnrslruhc/Baden on 24 July 1900 as the son of 

Gcorg A PFIS, indop endant merchant. After at-ending the Ecalschulo 

(school with 6 grades - 10 to 16) and, l'ter, Oberrcalschule (school 

with 9 grades) unt 1 the first class, I volunteered for militery 

a-rvice in 1917 and served as a gunner throughout the First Torld 

War, until the end.

I then enter'd my fa th r’s busines (office machines and sewing 

m chines) as • nppre entice. In 1921 I became • senior clerk and co- 

proprietor of this business. During the time of my apprenticeship I 

worked cvcry year for several months in factories, as an volunteer, 

in order to incr. use my experience. Our business was do in well, 

even after stabilization of the currency in 1924. In 1933 I worlcd 

as a volunteer for the firm, of Pfaff at Kaiserslautern, anc wa.s 

oubccquc: tly employed by that firr manager of their branches at 

Solingon and Remscheid, still continuing as partner in my nth r's 

business. —conomicolly, my position ’-'ns very satisfactory. On en 

average my monthly earnings amounted to from 600 to 1,000 marks 

during the years 1928 to 193". In Cutover 1935 I resigned from my 

po ition with the firm of Pfaff. -The reasons for this, as well 

a., for ’ ithdrn win from my father's business which occurred in 1934, 

■ r oxplcincd furthcron. .
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After having attended a National Socialist meeting in Mu ich in 1037, 

I came to the conclusion that this party would reach tnis goal, and that 

is why I joined in October, 1928.

At that time the organization of the Party was such that almost every. 

Party member was also an Sa man. When considering the tasks as igned to 

the SA at that time, there should be differentiation between the Sa service, 

strictly speaking, and the use of the Sa for Party purposes. Directives end 

orders to the Sa service properly speaking came from the Supreme Sa Lepler- 

ship in Munich to the Sa Gau Leaders who, in turn, passed them on to the 

SA units under their jurisdiction. In those days the ordinary Sa service 

was not efficiently organized, the SA activities consisted mainly in marciing 

in propaganda marches, forming cordons during party affairs; providing 

protection for speakers during meetings, making and putting up posters 

etc. The SA was not excluded from information regarding the aims of the 

NSDAP; information and indoctrination were made part of Party gatherings. 

These goals were all laid down in the ISDAP program, that is knomm.

The goal to be reached was the taking over of power in Germany. As 

Was emphasized in innumerable gatherings by leaders of the Party, this 

taking over of power was to come about in a legal way. The legal way wa.s 

to obtain so many votes in the elections, that by reason of a majority 

of votes, governmental power would be transferred on the basis of the 

democratic Weimar constitution, arou tnis it followed that special 

attention was to bo devoted to elections and election propaganda.

As already emphasized , the special tasks assigned to the SA consis5.d 

in marching, distributing leaflets and handbills, and providing protection 

during meetings. This special task of safeguarding had become necessary 

because political opponents had disturbed numerous meetings not only through 

shouting but also through violence, and had even broken them up. The SA, 

on the other hand,was merely intended to serve as a protective measure, 

Which means it entered into action only whe disturbances occurred through 

opposing parties.. The Fuehrer demanded that repeatedly and omphatically.
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in that connection the Fuehrer also forbade explicitly the cnrr yin ■ 

weapons by the SA. There also existed an instruct ion,given by the Supreme 

SA -uzdorship, which pledged the Sturmeushrer to search their mon for 

weapons borore every meeting. I have myself carried out this instruction 

at a number of meetings.. Whenever disturbances occurred in meetings or 

in the course of other legitimate propaganda activity - for instance 

during propaganda matches or the distribution of handbills, they mturdly 
to

"ere put an end/:buv without the use of force.

In election speeches and other propaganda activities of the Part, 

the Tr-et- of Versailles played naturally an important part. Already 

in the years after 1920 - especially after the inflation - it had become 

manifest that it was impossible to carry out the Treaty of Versailles in 

its original form. This was also known to the ex-enemy powers; the USA 

had never ratified the Treaty of Versailles; and moreover sovzal new 

ereenents hed been concluded which made essential provisions of the

•treaty of Versaillos obsolete; as,for instance,the YOW Plan, the navs 

Plan and the LOCAR.ro Agreement. Germany’s continued economic decline, aud

its effocts on the world economic situation as a whole, shoved tlat thos. 

changes constituted merely unsatisfactory partial solutions. Shat is why 

all parties in Germany demanded to a greater or lesser degree a fundamental 

revision of the Treaty. In that respect
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the NSDaP differed little from nume.cus other German parties which were also 

influential. On the other hand, the NSDAP tock the stand that the 

governments of that time did not represent these basic conceptions enci bic. 

enough in their negotiations, or conferences, with enemy powers. Irom this 

it follows that the fight against the Treaty of Versailles which the IUDAP 

had made part of its program, tras in the first instance a fight against 

the German governments which had proved too weak. The NSDLP took the 1 int 

of view that this weakness arose from the fact that these governments .. .0 

backed by numerous smaller and larger parties and by other poucrful pxa a; 

frequent changes therefore became necessary, which made a clear, unilo. 

line in the pursuit of that goal impossible. That is why it We.s the cim 

of the NSDLP to come to power in a legitimate manner, through a majority of 

votes, and thus to form a government capable of doing successful worke This 

government was expected to bring about fundamental revisions of the Treaty 

of Versailles also in a legitimate r -mor through negotiations with the 

respective porcrs. It is therefore an absurdity to hold thi t any S-. an 

thought, or could have thought, that after assumption of power throuch the 

NSDAP, a revision of the Treaty of Versailles would have to be obtained 

by force •

It is my opinion, and also that of the Party, that one of the principal 

causes for Germany’s economic plight derived from the fact that through the 

Treaty of Versailles we were deprived of exploitation of former areas of 

raw materials in the colonies. Germany was poor in raw mctoricls and could 

not recuperate without new raw matcricls. That is nhy, ithin the freu- 

work of its fight against the Treaty of Versailles, the Party also un .cased 

the demand for restitution of the former German colonies, all the more so as 

according to the Treaty they had been assigned to other powers .temporarily 

only, as mandates. It goes without saying that in this respect also no

body thought of rcconqucring the colonies by force of arms. I have novom 

been informed of a provision or the setting of ’ a Party goal, cccordin: to 

which European countries were to bo attached to, or incorporated into, the

German Reich by force of arms. Personally I was of the opinion that a greai
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contribution would be nede to the economic prosperity of the worla if 

custons boundaries botwcon individual States could be clininetod, I a. 

of the opinion that a great portion of the Party shared that opinion.

As regards innorpoliticcl cffcirs the NSDLP carried on warfare against 

. the Ertios in the nannor already referred to.

ht thct tine, there was no tension between the Catholic or Ivcgoliccl 

Church. On the contrary, nunerous Catholic and Evangelical clorgnun tero 

cctive and useful monbers of the Party lending their support hol. .. ally 

p-rticule rly in the fight against Corunism. In this connoctio. I shoima 
like to refer to C. rather sensational panphlct written by the Catholic pric 

Sunn, of Sickingon/Baden, shich won the approval of the widest circles in 

Badon. The SA Was not antagonistic towards the Church; I knew that in 

several localities SA units were m.rched to Church services.

The attitude of the Party e.nd, consequently of the Si to the Jctish 

Question is known; essentially it also corresponded with ...y own opinion. 

Jor tho SA it was a foregone conclusion that the olimination of Jewish 

influence, which had been too preponderant in the fields of public, cconorr 
and cultural matters, would be brought about in a lcgitinato mannor.
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I io not know whathor already at that tine an clinination of ir ■ c 

unions hai been Leranded. In any case, the question of trade unions played 

no part in the SA.

On the other hand, one of the nost irportant points on the NSDAP 

proran Was not only to strive for improverent of the workers! econoric 

position hut also to safequard his richt to work an: due respect for vori-e 

Just because those donans were so zealously fought for’

numerous worknen who formerly hal boloucod to 

the SPD or to the KPD flocked to the Party and to the SA.

Moreover, the SA enbodied the much-desired mreat racial corrmnity.

In it the orinary worker was linked in fellowship-with the acaien.icia.nj 

the city dweller with the people living in the country, ant tho Irotestant 

with the Catholic.

C.- ^.ssu-iptl^n of Power by 30 June 1334

I nyself witnessed the takine over of power in 1333 in Duussc2Rcr 

when I was already employed by the firm of Pfaff, at that time I did not 

serve actively in the SA. I was merely an honorary nenber of the Group 

Dotachent Baden, as Standartenfuchrer (about equivalent to Colonel in the 

Arny)o It f0es without Sayine that I welcomed the election results which 

brousht us the majority of votes, an with it the 1eal assumption of power. 

The taking over of power in Duesseldorf and vicinity took place without 

friction. Cases of excesses against Jaws or political opponents did not come 

to Hy attention although one should bear in mind the fact that particularly 

in the Rhinc- Ruhr section the SA had suffered considerably because of the 

violent measures previously thken there by political opponents. It is 

natural thet as a result of the taking over f power considerable cont:_orte 

joined the SA from all political camps. In the Duesseldorf recion, for 

exa-plo, nany Stahlheln member joined the SA immediately after the as sw ption
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of power. in adiition, qreat nunbers of workers vrho until then were in 

favor of Co: runism or Social-Democracy, joined the SA hoping for the nost 

part that ncnbership in the SA would help then find work more rcalily. 

The task of the SA did not chane. Where here and there Sa nen were used 

in Police service, those men were renoved to the Police; they were on 

their payroll and, where necessary, they were also supplied with arms by 

the Police# The SA had nothine to do with the assiqnnent of those to the 

Police. A great nunber of these nen renained with the Police and were taken 

over by it or by offices of Hone AAninistration. In general, the old Len 

again-i the carrying of arns continued to ronaln in effect for the SA..

As a result nf the very considerable numericel rovth, - which 

increased the total SA strength to 3.5 - 4 million nen, constant 

reorganizing becane necessary. As another result of this sudden growth an 

effective service organization was bwdly possible in the SA for a long time.

It did not take long, however, for Rochm, - at that tine the Chicf 

of Staff (Stabschef> - to introduce or .or in this field. The SA service 

rogulation che SA clothing regulation, disciplinary regAs’otons and so on. 

for exanplo, were issued at that tine: but nothing change in the fundamental 

task of the SA; it was centered predominantly in the social field, as will 

be described later on.
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Technical units of SA, which had begun to appear here end there, were ab thet 

time 8lso organized? for example the motorized SA, SA units on horseback, 
in

medical service units. The iden/forming these special units wes to win over 

men who had special lovo for technical matters, for horses or for medical 

service for the type of service which suited them perticul: rly and

to fosterthoir love for the service.

Chief of Staff Roehm placed the relationship with the political loadorshi 

on a. different basis. This became necessary bocauso individurl lororof higho 

political rank tried to build up SA Gau units of their own and to placo them 

under thoir exclusive jurisdicijono Rcohm wes very much opposod to such 

aspirations and in time ho also was successful in preventing formation of suc? 

Ga,u units.

On the other hand, the Party and tho Supreme SA Leadership issued numerov 

orders, directives,and suggestions intended to bring about by all means the 

economic rise which tho program had I cised. Individual mombors of the SA wol 

over and over again advised in evening training courses to do their own buying 

to heve repairs done, end so on, to help priming economy again. it did not tai; 

long for thio progende to show rosults because not only did it become possible 

to give work to a consiboreble number of SA mon thus far unemployed, but also 

to give work to many unemployed men who had previously been political opponent 

The SA leadership also cevo special thought to work to people with different 

political ideas in order to win their cooperation.

SA had set itself the spoci l task of fulfilling this purpose by estblie 

SA Auxiliary Working Camps which came into exist”nce shortly after the taking 

over of power. I remember exactly that immediately after the assumption of pov 

the SA Leadership emphatically demanded that the groups establish such camps. 

That is why vhen Group Leader Ludin congratulated me on my birthday anniversary.
1933

24 July ho pleaded with me to teke over this task for the region ®f 29 Southw 

(Wuerttemberg and Bavarip) Group because he did not have any other suitable mr 

Finally yielding to the repeated urgent requostodf various SA Leaders, among 

them Brigadefuchrer Pjosch, Obergruppenfuchrer von Jagow, end also Chief of St
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Rochm, I accoptod the agsignnent of Grurpongolvorwlkor (Group Finpnco 

Administrptor) in October 1933, with hoadqupzcrs in Ssuttert end took 

over tho erosion of relief cenps within tho rocion of tho Group 28 ll-* > 

nctivity.

Those Auxiliary Working comps wore expectod to admit SA non ho wero 

out of work pnd, where necesspry, to supply then with undorvo., to refresh 

then (bobpnusa many ref then wore undorncuris.ed) rnd to obtein worn for then. 

At that tine l had under ny ordorc a technician whoso oxclusivo task it was t 

be in contact with labor offices and hevo then direct the SA non to tho canpt 

in thuo camps SA non also benefittod elong proaesionpl 12205, for insbenco, 

through work in smell work shops. In addition to this, I succcodod in errnd 

with trade schools in the vicinity the introduction of special courses for 

those non.

On the basis of that assignment I ostrblishod between 1933 and the 

naado of 1934 the following xx111 - Working carps; vallincon, Grzortinc 

Stuttgart, Isny, Simeringen, Be.ch camp p.ccommodn.cod 300 on in round ficure 

admission ves on the average granted for 6 to 8 wooke. Heeded structures wor 

in part available and to sone extent, were placed at our disposal by communit 

free of chazgo; in Stuttgart, for oxpmplo thoy wira erected oz:c-usivoly r •

SA funds,
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with subsidies granted by the town. During the first year of ny activity 

with Group I South-West, expended 3 Dillion Reichsmark, in round figures 

for such purposes. The best part of these funds was -3mittod by the sonior

SA leadership for these purposes

The 3A social-wolf are work, howevor did not end with such Auxiliary 

Working camps; we helped wherever necessary. I know - to iv on o-u1o 
that with the consent of Group Leader Ludin I distributed at Christao 1933 

underwear, socks, and boots which cost 100,000 Reichsmarks, in round fi O 
Sonotine in the spring of 1934, the SA Supreme Leadershio introduced tho 

Adolf ETTLE Tund, for the creation of free board and lodging. The popvleti 

was asked to provide free board and lodging for Sa men in need of a change. 

This found amplo response within my field of activity and great numbers of 

SA men from all parts of the Keich obtained in that manner an opportunity 

for a needed change. In addition, we supplied these men with daily pocket 

money of E: 1.- which was obtained thrcu-h voluntary contribution within the 

Sa. The Sa devoted special attention to matters pertaining t public hoeltl 

as a beginning, I established an SA Medical School in Tuobingron Castle, wher 

were receiving instruction in medical, and public hoi th service, 

permit their giving first aid in cases of acci onts. Under the direction 
of medical men and professors from Tuebingen, the school was much sought 

after, so that I decided in 1934 to erect a new structure in Tuebingen and 

in the beginning of 1935 it was used by the Supzano Sa Leadership as tho 
periodically 

Reich Medical School of the SA. Finally all the Sa tan were al so/examined 

by SA physicians, particularly to combat tuberculosis of the lungs,a very 

common affliction at that time. Whenever serious diseases were confirmed 

in regard to SA men or their families, we contacted the crmetuant public 

health agencies and saw to it that the sick persons were taken to hospitals 

or were otherwise given such care as the situation rgpire * .

During that time I observed no religious tension. I myself "a 

married early in August 1934, in church, in uniforn. Several high rerline 

SA comrades attended the ceremony. The Sa Leadership, in any case, did 

not issue any oflers which were in any way aimed against the Church, or 

reflected animosity to the Church. The German Christian movement did n t
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play any importent part in the SA. It also never came to my attention that 

within the Sa there had been opposition because of differing religious views. 

Comrade ship continued to predominate in the SA.

Settlement of the Jewish question was a matter for the State. I am 

of the opinion that it is entirely out of the question that the SA would 

have interfered in any form in this domain reserved to the State or even 

that it would havo made suggestions for settling the Jewish quostion. I 
my, cannot remember any excacaes against Jews within GrouD area, and I certainly 

would remember them if they had been of eny importance. It goes without 

seying that SA men were expected to observe the greatest reserve in their 

dealings with Jews; as an example, they were not t buy in Jewish business 

estab.! ishmonts .

After the assumption of cower, and especially after the dissolution 

of the other political parties, political campaigning against people end- 

orsing other views had lost all purpose, at least within my Group. AS 

already emphasized, the SA now saw its primary task in winnine the out

siders through deeds, in other words through the soci l-welfare measures 

el r e ady di s cu s s e d.
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The dissolution of the parties cane abcvb without the exertion of 

any influence by the SA as an entityo Should it happen, here or there, 

that GA members were used to fill certain positions in other parties, they 

were not assigned as SA nembers but as auxillary police. In so fer as t 0 

property of dissolved parties was confiscated, the SA did not benefit ■ 

directly by ito Whenever the SA desired to have the use of rocraticn grovn: 

or of recreational establishnents, and so on, I — and this applies at lc: st 

to ny Group area — nade the proper arrangenents with the corpotent authcritic

As far as I know, the SA had nothing to do with the establishent 

of Toncentrujlon ~anps -■ at least not within ny group area. It is therefore 

also impossible that the SA could have been used for guard service in that 

field.

In the beginning of 1934 the question of taking over the -tahlheln 

(steelholnct) into the SA becane acute. The Supreme SA Lesdorship issued 

orders on the Denner in which this timnsfer was to cone about. Tae necessary 

negotiations were to be carried on by the SA Group Leaders with the respective 

Stahlholn leaderso These negotiations laste for nonths and tho final result 

was that the greater part of the Stah.hcln was trensfersod to the SA Hcscrvo, 

and a smaller portion., to the general SAo I an not in a postiion to state 

whether any pressure or compulsion was used by the Stall;. ein in connectien 

with the transfer. In ny Group area, also, no other formations were 

transferred to the SA as a whole.

It has already been stressed that as a result f the great number 

of new nenbors reorganization had also become necessary* This is how it 

Cane about that the, SA service strictly speaking - wh.ch heretofore centered 

primarily in the protection of meetings, - was placed on a new basis. In 

that respect the SA members physical improvement though sports Was placed 

into the foreground. This physical training formed , very essential part 

of the social program of the SA, beccuse the physical condition of the SA 

men Was largely unsatisfactory. Open air physical exercise was expected to
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and could help to inprove this.

For that reason the SA Sports Badge was created! requirements 

for its award are known. In addition, it also becane cecessary to 

educate the SA nen so as to assure their statisfactory and appropriate 

behavior in their contacts with other people. This also brought about 

the tnmporery ban on snoking in the street for the nan in uniforn. 

Great attention was also paid to decent and neat clothing. The SA 

had no military duties, all the more so &0 it had no arns at its disposal 

outside of those which, on the assuntpion of power, night have been 

torporarily in the • possession of the SA fron confiscated weapons of the 

It'D and SPD. It is true that at that tine the Reichswehr established 

S’ -called Chef-A-Lager. Upon agreenent between the Suprene SA Leadershi 

and the Rcichswchr, SA nade SA nen and leaders available for brief 

instruction courses, but enlistnant was on a voluntary basis. Direction 

c_ this entire organization was in the hands of Krueger, at that tine 

SA Group Leader. I recall a Group-Leader rally, in the spring of 1934 

at Hotel Elizabeth on the Starnberg Bec, on which occasion sorora1 Group 

Leac.ers complained to Chief of Staff Roehn that these carps nt only 

were not under the Jurisdiction of local group leaders but
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it was not even possble to have an influence ever such camps.

In all other respects considerable value was attributed to keeping the 

SA decent. For example, all SA members who had been? .punished or were being 

punished because of dishonorable offenses, were excluded from the SA. In 

addition, SA jurisdiction was also introduced, so as to roquite infractions 

against the internal descipline and order of the SA.

The SA had nothing to do with the dissolution of the trade unions; in 

any case I know nothing about it.

D.- 3G June 1934, until the autbre'k of the war^

Too events which led up to 30 Juno 1934 are not quite clor.r to me. The 

immediate result of events in Munich was firstly that the operations of the 5 

were severely curtailed, rerticuls rly as part of its former lendershig hed 

boor shot and part removed from their positions. Then followed the Fuehrer’s 

decree on decency and simplicity within the entire Party. I heartily welcomed 

this decree, which had at all times found application within my Group. A 

ro-iev of administrative affairs was also carried out in my Group area, but 

no cases of complaint occurred within my Group. I believe th t this may be th 

reason why I was appointed Administrative Chief of the Supromo SA Lopdorshi 

in Lunich, in October 1931. There I made the acquaintance of Cnic-of-Stef 

LUT2S, who so far v s known to me by name only, and Reich Treasurer Schwarz 

who initiated me into now duties. They consisted in the creation of a well- 

ordered nnd decent administrative system for the SA, the settlement of its 
at

debts and/the seme time the taking of the necessary steps to keep undesirable 

and nrcliable elements out of the Leadership Corps. Following an order given 

him, Chiof-of-Staff TUTZE had at that time already demanded that the SA 

should be cut dovm to a. maximum of 1-1/2 million men and the elimination 

of 'll mon from SA who for one reason or another might be a burden to it
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Already some time previously, the SS and the NSK (ITe lionnl 

Socialist Motor Corps) had become independent organizations by reason 

of the Fuehrer’s order, and the SA had to supply then with nary c2 their 

nen. Inportant tasks were assigned to the SS and NSKK by the Fuehrer 

while, after 30 June 1934, the SA was corpletoly relegated to the 

background. SA men were now awaiting a declaration by the Fuehrer 

regarding the events which led up to 30 June 1934, because through the 

erasures then taken they themselves felt outlawed. When such a declaratior 

by the Fuehrer failed to materialise, the effect on the SA service was 

tlat numerous nc„ stayed away from their duties, which meant automatically 

their resignation.

Through raxwal of the SA Sports Badge in 1935 - which the SA

Was charged to carry out - this duty assumed still greater importance.

Following the Fuehrer's order, I had in the meantime given 

instructions for a thorough checkup of all full-time SA Leaders as to 

their personal desirability. Through brief instructional courses, hold 

in the Reich Lender School, those loaders were also tested for their 

deader qualifications from the viewpoint of character, physical condition 

and intellectual ability. For the carrying out of my checkup, I followed 

these rules:

statement as to indebtenes; to be made out yearly;

submission of a political certificate of good conduct and 

u extract from the penal register. I had the right to 

ask for extracts from the penal register.

later on its became necessary to submit possible divorce 

records, so as to establish whether the respective SA 

leader's moral conduct/, was in any way objectionable.
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By reason of this action several SA leaders were forced to resign from 

their full-time activities, or to resign altogether from the SA. Those who hpd 

distingishod themselves through services rendered to the movement were placed 

elsewhere whenever possible, with the help of the SA.

About the same time I succeeded in prevailing upon Schwarz, the Roich 

Treasurer* to consent to the creation of an SA Administrative Leader Corps which 

had been approved by the Fuehrer - ena to have it pla.cod under my personal 

supervision. I wished to sefoguand thereby the doconey demanded f the SA, which 

I succeeded in doing, particularly because I ordered the meting out of severe 

punishment, by legislative and disciplinary action, for all infractions, irrosp 

of position or rank. Hspecinlly during the first years of my activity I brought 

about quito a series of Court proceedings against SA Lopdors guilty of embezzler 

in those instances the culprits were expelled from the SA without regard for ran] 

or position, In addition to that quite a number of Loaders were thrown out who " 

not . ailty of embezzlement but of negligence and of infractions of ninistreth 

regulations. Upon request of the Supreme SA Leadership, Prosecuting Aathoritios 

and Courts of Law were also obliged, from that time on, to infox the SA Leader 

of each ponel sentence at least.
I also took steps so that all contracts which h'd been concluded by SA 

offices before I took office were checked and placed upon economically scund bat 

with due consideration of legal regulations.

My special attention was devoted to thbcfutther extension of the SA 
camps . . c 

Auxili IV Torking/concerning which I had already had excellent o^orionce in E 

Southwest. I brought about the creation of approximately 78 such camps througho 

Gormen-. Their aims were not changed. Through enlarging the extent of those ca 

further training workshops were pr vidod, under the direction of exports, and S. 

men could even take their journeymon’s test there.

In view of the improvement of the economic situation oy 1356-1937 wi 

attest scarcity of labor, and since there no longer existed a need for such < 

I gradually closed all those relief camps except for two. This definitely pTov 

that those cepe served purely social welfare purposes and no other nilite ry
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I kept in two cpmps where foreign-born Germp.ns - who at thet timo roturnod

in ropt numbors from almost all countrios - were given retraining according

to the seme principles, thus preppring them for earning thoir livelihood.

In Ahs connection I should refer to the following fact: •ft r th

abortive Dollfuss Plot in 1934 Austrian lTationp1 Socialists, some of them 

armed, crossed the German border in great numbers flocking perticule rly into 

Bevrrin. Upon the Fuehrer’s order those units were disarmed end the SA was 

assigned the task of housing those fugitives in camps located at a distance 

of at least 500 kilometers from the Austrian frontier. I ost blished those 

camps on the Lower Rhine. The fugitives were retrained in these c mps, and 

work was provided for them through those camps. The Fuehrer's order explicitly 

prohibited their returning to Austria. The Fuehrer also had ordered every 

fugitive who attempted to cross the Austrian border armed to bo shoti 

Those camps were also called Auxiliary Working Caps. These Gamps also served 

no st ciel purpose.
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These camps had nothing to do with Chief AW Camp.. As a matter of fact, 

the camps of Chief AW were dissolved after 30 June by a Fuehrer order. This 

development was strictly the concern of the Reichswehr. These camps had at 

no time been of appreciable importance; they were still in course of 

cons jruction.

Incidental to the Fuehrer’s birthday in 1935, I started a drive for funds 

wi in the SA; the purpose was to make a considerable amount of x.ocg 

av ilable to the Fuehrer for the creation of settlement of various kinds. 

The drive yielded between 12 and 13 million Reichsmarks which were turned 

over to the Fuehrer on 20 April 1936, The putting of this plan into practice, 

alors the lines as proposed by us, was assigned by the Fuehrer to the Sa, 

and thus to me. In the years then following, numerous settlements were 
these

created in all parts of Germany through/funds which were replenished through 

new .rives each successive year. The total number of such settlements was 

about 3,000 All kinds of settlements were considered, such as settlements 

at th outskirts c " cities - Leipzig and Munich • newly crente farms in 

Pomeranie, and, finally, a whole series of community-settlements near 

Gleiitz. The local SA units contributed generously to the creation of 

these settlements by voluntary work.

In the selection of settlers consideration was given not only to SA 

members or Party members, but at least 30 to 400 also included other racial 

co- ra.de s, particularly families with numerous children and war veterans 

whose income - depending upon the number of children - was not to exceed 

300 Reichsmark p r month. These settlements were deeded to the settlers as 

their property, after a probation period of two years. The debts on the 

settlements we. kept as low as possible; provisions for amortization also 

were as generous as possible. Funds from this drive were also used to assist 

young farmers who tarough no fault of their own — for instance through 

epide; ics or through floods - were in need.

• rather considerable sum of money was also turned over every year to 

the G rman Life-Saving Society.
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25 trucks with X-ray equipment were made available throughout Gormany 

for --ray examination; this equipment was bought by the SA.

-incl1,, the free-board contribution also continued to oporeto; my 

cti‘ 5y did not cover this field, and I also had no influence on the 

drive for children evacuation; I do know, however, that measure a of that 

kind were wholcherrtodly supported by the SA.

-mmoci tely after taking over my central offices in Munich, I started 

work on the reorganization of the Sa administration into a uniform body 

from entirely new angles, not folloving Wehrmacht instructions vhich I 

considered extreme, obsolete and irpractical for our needs. my endeavor 

was to create an administration as simple and as comprehensive as possible, 

-hese ideas wore reflected in the ■ ninistrat ive instructions which I 

issued, regulations pertaining to salary, travel expenses and cost of 

removal; regulations governing lerses and tenures, regulations governing 

purchase contracts, and so forth. To enforce these regulations a special 

administrative inspectorship office was established in bivnich; in addition 

the offices were inspected by the Reich Auditing Office, an Agency of the 

Ruich Treasuror. By the end of 1934 the total monthly SA budget amounted 

to b to 6 million Reichsmarks a somewhat modest sum when considering the 

the. orship body previously mentioned, and not sufficient to cover 

preparation for war.
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With the aoproval of the deich Treasurer I refused to melee crants 

of money from SA funds to SA Leaders for special purposes. Onl: on 

special occasions, such as 50th birthdays, silver wec lings and Christmas, 
were 

special honorary gifts/presentod in the name cf the Chiof-of-Staff.

T‘ so honorary gifts always consisted of books, perst nal photographs with 

autographs, etc. The value of such gifts did not exceed 100 to 150 

Richsmark. Incidental to the 50th birthday anniversary of Chicf-of- 
LUTZE and Chief-of-Staff
Staff/ SCEPMANI a birthday present was offered by Group Leaders the 

expense of which had been covered through voluntary contributions. The 

cost of these presents amountad te from five thousand tc seven thousand 

Rcichsmark. On the other hand, end alsc in agreement with the Keich 

Treasurer, I gave crdors thet without my approval the Sawas not per

mitted to accept contributicns f any kind and fr m anybody. I turned 

down such requests on principle. In casos where funds or material of 

value had already roechod the S.., it was a genoral practico to turn them 

over to the NSV (Iation 1 Socialist League for Public Telfero) to be 

used according to their discroti' n. I will not fail to mention that 

every cashier in tho Group had every month t hand an official declaration 

to me, stating that no c ntributions had reached him. I therefore hoped 

to discouraga embazzlement and opportunities for the SA to come under 

the influence of donators.

I should still add a few explanations relative t SA publications. 

The Supremo SA Lasdership published the weekly paper "Der SA Mann" with 

a special grou supplement; also the monthly publication 11 or SA Fuchrer" . 

Tho purpose of the manor "Dor SA Mann" was to acquaint Sa members with 

the work f their follow comrades in other group areas, and thus to have 

a stimulating effect. Important political events were discussed therein. 

The editing of the "SA Mann” wac in the hands c.f the SA Leader LOE-LBEL 

who, as far as I knew wes under the orders of LUTZE and therefore had 

his headquarters in Berlin.

Articles which appeared in "ISA Mann" were contributions -r • tho 

verious groups sent to the press offices in Berlin. Their content sove 

ropoatoa cause for / between the Central Office and the Adjutant

■ the Chi f-^f- Staff. It was in that connection and upon my request
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that KO.23EL relinquished his post. Moreover it should be remembered 

that the writers of these articles were inclined to present their vrork

• work of their units in a particularly favorable lisht. That is 

why acconnts givon in these articles very frequently are not in keeping 

with fact Most likely, the wish was f other te the thought. The paper 

was financially self-supporting. It remained in existence until 1942 

when its publication was banned by the Fuehrer because he disapproved of 

its tendency.

The nnthly publication "Dor Sa Fuehrer" was first supplied on sub

scription, but subsequently furnished free f charge to SA Leaders down 

to the rank cf Sturmfuohrer. It erved the intellectual training of the 

SA Leadership.

The effects of the events of 30 June 1934 deeply affected relations 

between the SA and the political leadership. This became evident from 

the fact that - to ive an example - no local leaders f SA Gaus were 

asked t attend Gau leader meetings, or regional leaders’ meetings. This 

evo cause to innumerable complaints made by groups to the Su rome. SA 

Leadership. But cooperation between the Supreme SA Leedershi and the 
•so 

Purty Chancery was also/bad that the SA was frequently only informed 

subsequently of imrrtant Party nestings
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This is why in discussions with me the Chief-of-Staff often made 

roforcnco to the impossible attitude of the Party Chancery and to 

toe arrogant style of their letters. Obergrupponfuchrer JUJTTITER 

repeatedly made the same complaint. I know that Chief-of-Staff 

LUTZ lodged frequent complaints with the Party Chancery though 

cvi lently with little success. This bad relationship between the SA 

and the Political Leadership was manifest throughopt,dowm to 

th, most subordinate offices.

All of these circumstances show thot for the Lorty Leader

ship the SA had become a matter of very minor import-nee. Ivon Reich

rcnsuro Schwarz and several of his colleagues told me this bluntly 

'• rep cat < cly- At the same time, some of the Gau lenders supported

by the Porty Chancery c nstantly renewed their attempts to bring

the S. men f their Gn.u under their control. Chief-of-Staff LUTZE 

protested vigorously against this, because he considered it in- 

c mpetible with the purposc for which SA was formed. The Fuchrer 

too, Cion proved of such schemes. This was probably one of the chief 

reasons why, from that time on, the SA ws hardly ever asked for 

any more replacemtns. These t ’eke rings also ex leined why there was 

little inclination on the part of the SA to carry out orders or in

structions from the Political Leadership. There is therefore no 

ground f r tht claim that an intimate and close relationship existed 

between the SA and the Political Leadership.

There were no closer ties between SA and the other formations, 

nfortunatoly, each organization went its own way.

Tension, which in the meantime zrose between the Churches of 

Doth creeds fround little express' i n in the SA. There wrero leaders who 

took the stand that he only could become a SA Fuehrer of the Central 

Officc who had left the Church. But on the other hand therc was a 

far larger number of leaders vbo objected vigorously to this. I recall 

thot incidental te a Gr up-Lenders’ Rally orderd by-the Fuehrer in 

1935 or 1935, held on the Obersnlzborg, and which was attentded by
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the Chief—e f-Staff anc all Group Leaders, the Fuehrer stated unequivo- 

cally that he had no intention f abolishing the Churches or of intro- 

Cucing a new religion; and he forbade any pressure on members of the 

Party or SA members, to force them to separate from the Church. This 

basic order of the fuehrer was thus brought te the kn wlocgo of all 

Group Leaders ml it never became known to me that - aside from 

unimportant individual incidents - higher SA Leaders would have violated 

h .is order.

I attended the Fuehrer Rally in the Old Towmhall in Munich, on

• -ovombor 1933. After conclusion of the official part of the program

during the evening, and after the Fuehrer as well as part of the

Leader Corps hd already left the Hall, Dr. GOBBBILS stood up and said

he had still t' make a brief an ounccment. He stated that he had just

been inform d that Embassy Councillor von RATH had succumbed to his 

injuries, nnd that as a result of this news there had already occurred 

spontaneous manifestations against the Jews in tw cities - I believe 

it ws in Kassel and Elo-Merseburg, Dr. GOEBBLIS further declared 

th" t f r his Gau Berlin he had given his approval for a public 

demonstration to be held th t same evening, whereupon several of the 

Leaders of the Party who were lso present requested a proval of 

simil r demonstrations in their areas. GOEBBILS imme iatoly gare 

his consent. Some of the Gau Leaders declared that this concerned the

and they tried
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to rope in the SA Loalers of the respective Gous who were still present. 

LUTZE intorvened innediately and protested acainst such an imputation, and 
to

he prohilitoC SA Leaders who were still pres ent/p emit participation of the 

SA in such demonstrations. Inasmuch as some of the SA Leaders had already 

left the Hell, the Chi efyef- Staff cive ne the order to proceed at once to 

Hotel Rhoinhof where the SA LeAhers were billeted and to transmit to them 

his strict order. I gathered the S'. Leaders together in one of the small 

halls of Hotel Rhoinhof and acquainted then with the order of the Chicf-ef- 

Staff 8 As far as I renerber all the SA Leaders were then present. In other 

woris, the Supreme SA Leadership explained clearly and unmistakably to the 

suborllinato offices namely the Groups, all of which were represented, that 

the Highest SA Lca.ership prohibited participation.

I, of course, know that in some parts of Germany SA nenbers 

participated nonetheless. It is my personal conviction that the explanation 

for tills is that immediately after GoebY els had made his declaration, 

several Party Lea ers - but none of the active SA Group Leaders - Hado 

telephone contact with their home offices and ordered the above mentioned 

demonstrations. The respective home offices then took steps to givo the 

necessary instructions for the deno strations, and naturally, in that 

connection they also informed home formations. In that manner it nicht 

have happened that here and there SA agencies might have been called upon 

by the Party, or by other formations or organizations, and given the order 

for the Carrying’eut of the demonstrations in a manner which implied that 

orders for such demonstrations,same from Munich. Events then occurred in 

part so rapidly that orders of the local SA Group Leaders - to tho effect 

that participation by the SA was prohibited - arrived too late, all the 

more so as SA offices were no longer open in the evening. After news 

spread of what had happened in the course of the night and during the following 

day, the Fuehrer mave the order to the Chiefof-Staff te post immediately 

SA guards in uniform at all demolished business establishnentso as to 

prevent pillaing. That order was car ied out, and it is my opinion that
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this accounts largely for the impression that the SA wos responsible 

for this destruction*

A fet days later I was in Berlin, calling on Chief-of--Staff LUTZL, 

who explained to me that the Fuehrer had stormed on account of the excesses. 

At that time I was present during a telephone conversation betvecn the 

Chief-of-Staff and Dr, GOEBBELS, during which the Chief-of Staff reproached 

Er. GOEBBELS, telling him that his declaration alone had set the entire 

matter going, and that he was trying to make the SA play the part of 

scapegoat. Dr. GCEEEELS tried to vindicate hinself by saying that he had 

not given orders but that he had merely given instructions which affected 

his own Gau, Chief-of-Staf f LUTZE protested vigorously against that 

interpretation and I remember very clearly my very deep indignation at this 

answer given by Er. GOEBBELS,

From conversations with the head of the SA judicicry, I also remember 

that court proceedings were opened against SA members who ad enriched 

themselves porsona lly in connection with these excesses and most of which 

ended witl the imposition of considerable terms of impriser ment, in consequenc 

of which the men were expelled from the SA. Altogether the impression 

prevailed in the SA - where the c hesses met with disapproval - that the 

ultimate originator was Er. GOEBBELS and that the SA members who participate’ 

as individuals had got into the mess through him and as a result cf 

unfortunate circumstances. I remember that during one of the following Group

Leader rallies Chief-of-Staff LUTZI ,
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when he mae mention of the events of 9 November, oxgressed the 

point of view, while nt the same time he also expressed his severest 

displeasure to the Group Lenders in whose areas improper behaviour 

on thePort of SA men had occurred. The events of 9 Tovember and notedly 

contributed further considerably to the SA’s pretest against being 

made use of by the Political Leadership.
these

The SA derived no financial benefits from / excesses. ° 

money was made available to it from the sequestrated property.

Relationship with the "chrmacht was friendly, especially after 

the rointro duction of the. general draft 'ct. The SA considered the 

reintroduction of compulsory military service as justific in view 

of the fact thet the other signatories to the Treats of Versailles 
continued 

not only failed to dis-rm ous even/to arm.

Sometime in 1938 a Fuehrer order assigned to the SA the task 

of pre—military and post—military training. Details for the execution 

of this order — st Itoi in negotirticns between the offices whom this 

order concerned lasting many months. Their final result was that 

pro-military training was to bc handled by HJ (hitler Youth) , that 

SS and ITSKK handled the training of their own men and that, practically 

speaking, the SA was to handle the training only of th-t which was 

left. The question of whot this training wes to consist of was a 

matter of concern to the leadership who, as far as I know, carried 

on deliberations for months until a result was finally reached. The 

militiamen (Wehrmannschaften) who were subsequently"trained did not 

make their appearance for practical purposes at all. Immediately nfter 

the outbreak of the war a decree was issued suspending all work 

connected with the organizn+i n of this militin program until the 

end of the war and as a matter of fact, nothing had really been built 

up when the war broke out, not even the reorganization which had be

come necessary in connection with this program hrc been put into 

of'oct.
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The SA took no part in the entry of German traps into Austria.
I kncvwr nothing whatsoever of preparations of any kin 1, which I should 

havc knowm of had it been planned for the SA to porticipnte in th-t in

vasion in any form whatsoever. I did not learn of th t invasion 

until it was announced over the radio, while I was on a duty journey 

in Tuebingen, when all of a sudden the first radio announcements wore 

made about the invasion. It is true th't thereupon I was immediately 

ordered to Munich where I received the order to proceed to Vienna 

the following day, whereto a pert of the SA Supreme Leadership had 

already preceded me. In Vienna I was ordered to organize the Austrian 

SA - which th uch previously illeml, hod managed to exist without 

any financial assistanc from the SA of the old Reich - according 

to the administrative principles approved by me. Th-1 order was carried 

out. moreover, in this insta ne also I immeintely directed my at on— 

tion towards the impr venent of social c onditions-tri to the calling 

and tradition of the SA - , submitting my proposals along such lines 

to the Chief-of-Staff and to the Fuehrer. T • cive an example of such 

activities: the creation of l'rge-scale settlements in Vienna was 

initiated with the cooperation of Oberbuergermeister Neubacher; 

nine months later these bui.. lags were ready for occupancy. I also 

took steps to have meals distributed to the needy pe rulation of Vienna 

and vicinity fr m the field kitchen, free of ch rge. The cost was 

covered out of SA funds. I also gove order to send l rge quantities 

of underwear, clothes, and sc forth, from SA supplies in Gormany to 

Austria where they were likevrise distributed free of charge to needy 

people. This social welfare work wos vonv inued later on and it was

considerably c xpended.
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I also wish to stress that Austrian SA members quartered in the Auxiliar. 

worthing camps on the Lower Rhine wished to return to Austria immediately 

after the Anschluss* It wras the Fu ‘perls order, however, that they must 

two wreeks and then only after they had been searched for weapons.

Immediately after the invasion SA Loaders from Germany (Altreich) vere 

stationed in Austria for the purpose of initiating SA Austrian Leaders. 

These men vere also tested at the SA Leader School, newly established in 

Vienna, with regard to their suitability a The same checkup--principles which 

had successfully found application in the Altreich were applied here also.

I will not fail to mention that the SA welcomed Austria's Anschluss, 

It was generally known in Germany that as far back as 1919 federated States 

such as Salzburg, Tyrol and Vorarlberg had in a plebiscite demanded by a 

90 to 100 % majority that Austria ioin Germany. The Interallied Commission,. 

however, did not permit this step. When I was in Austria, a few days after the 

invasion, I could myself confirm that this desire continued to exist 

throughout Austria as far as the majority of the population were concerned.

Late in the summer of 1938 German refuges from the Sudetenland arrived in 

the Altreich. I cannot say just how many there were, because personally 

I had nothing to do with the care for these men. I merely remember that one 

day - I do not remember whether it was before or after the Munich Pact - 

Obergruppenfuehrer JUT NER called me on the telephone. He informed me that 

he had been given the assignment of administering to the needs of refugees 
from the Sudetenland, and he asked me to send administrative leaders to help 

him. I first communicated with Reich Treasurer SCHLARZ who told me explicitly 

that he had no orders along that line from the Fuehrer and that I could 

send a man only with the explicit understanding that his unction would be 

that of a consultant. I then sent Standar ten fuehrer ROSSIG from my Bureau. 

He reported to me that he had to edle feeding and maintenance, and in 

order to help him he asked me to send out blankets and cooking vessels 

from SA stocks. Groups stationed nearby, in Silesia and Eayreuth, had 

already of their own accord given their assistance along such lines.
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I subsequently approved of these measures, and I did this without qualms 

of conscience because I was under the impression, and had reason to believe, 
the

that what was involved . eant mitigation of/suffering of the refugees. The 

SA did not place money at their disposal.

I did not know whether these refugees were gathered into formations ar.d 

for a certain purpose. As far as I know the SA did not play any part in 

co nection with the occupation of the Sudeten country; in any case I did not 

make any funds available for such purposes; nor had they asked for from 

anywhere. It is true that the SA unit "Feldherrnhalle" was used. This formati 

was at that time, however, a pant 2 the Air Torce, and consequently of 

the Wehrmacht. In all other respects the same measures were repeated, after 

occupation of the Sudetenland, as after the invasion of Austria.
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E - The War.

It is true that the SA had takcn noasuros in the event of war.

However, in keeping with the purpose for which the S was forncd, these 

were measures of cconory, for oxarple combininc of offices, etc. ..lien 

the war broke out, a considerable percentage not only of SA non but 

also of the Leader Corps joined the Vchrmacht. As a result all SA acti

vity was suspended at first; nor was the SA civon special assicnronts, 

I rororbor that it was planned to assign to the SA the task of organizing 

the air raid protection, but Chief-of-Staff LUTZE refused. On the other 
preomilitary 

hand, / urcining now bccaro an active duty for the SA in that 

it omibracod the older ace-classes, the call-up of which could be antici

pated. Training consisted of basic infantery troining without arris; 

only small-calil r rifles for shooting practice were available in limi

ted quantities. S. leaders or . . who had served in the Irmy handled the 

traini nr. participation in such training was voluntary. In my opinion 

these noasuros had little nilitary valuo because the trainees wore very 

rarely rogular in their attendance and, in any case were usually very 

soon transferred to the Wohrnacht or drafted for labor service.

SA nembero called up for mlitary service were cared for through 

so-called Group or field post letters, which contained news fron the 

honefront of interest to the respective SA nan.

It coos without saying that with the outbreak of the war there were 

also other assicnonts givon the SA, for oxenplc, collecting of rotal 

scrap, rags, paper and sinilar drives. It was also called upon to help 

in cases of omorg ncy such as heavy snowfalls, catastrophics caused by 

floods, or bringing in the crop. The SA had nothing to do with orcani- 

zation of air rcid protection, ns already nentioncd. It stands to reason 

that the individual SA nan had to do his sharo of air raid protection 

duties, just as any other nan. Otherwise nothinc was chancod in the assign- 

monts of the SA.

As regards the parts of the occupiod territories which were incor

porated into Gerr ay - for oxarple the Vartho rocion - the SA soon canc 

into existence. Only racial Gormans or Geman nationals were admitted; no
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special assicnucnts were civen to it.

In the General Govornront - just as had rcviously boon done in 

the Protectorate - SA units were recruited fron racial Gomans or 

German nationals; they likewise were not civon special assi nronbs. 

I ranonbor that Chie f-of-3taff LUTZE flatly refused to use SA in those 

regions for police duties. In so far as in these rogions promises voro 

needed for the establishment of cortral. adrinistrativo offices, thoy 

woro rented or purchasod in a normal manner.

ilso durinc the war the Ga carried out no assicunonts of a purely 

military character. For example, no SA units in their entirety were used 

in guardinc prisoners of war camps. In any case I know nothing about it.

As regards the ostablishnont and suporvision of concentration 

camps, tho SA as such had nothing to do with this. I am convinced that 

all the SA men kncw no more about the concentration camps than I ..Id, 

Until the end of the war I . know about camps at Dachau, Oranienburg 

and Wocllordorf. I attended nuorous meetings of Group Leaders and 

many Party mcotings; at no tine was there anything discussed about 

the ncaning, purpose and orgnization of the concentration camps.

And until the end of the war T
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knew nothing of ctrocitics said to have been comittod in the canps. 

Also I never hoorc that it had been planned to use the SA proper in 

conbat against parachutists, or agents, nuch less that thoy were actual

ly used. In my opinion they vonld not even have been qualified to serve 

that capacity because they were unarird and woro not quartered in barrac

I also wish to stress that the SA was corplctoly passed over 

at the tinc the German People’s Levy (Volkssturn) was established. This 

in ny opinion bests reflects the situation that during the war also 

the SA had no influence at all. I was under the imprcssion that 

HLLER and DORLIIIT both fought for the power.

In any case during the war the SA had still less to do 

with the State leadership end direction of the Party than before. 

Tron the boginning the Ohio f-of-Staff LUTZE hnd had but rare 

opportunities - and if so only after ovorconing crcct difficulties - 

to discuss S. mettors with the Fuehrer. Appointments were often 

nade but either posponod or cancelled. So it came about that LUTZE 

had a conference with the Fuehrer at the utmost two to three times 

a year. He n vor took part in Cabinet wetincs. None of the Chiefs 

of the Central Office of the SA had occasion to report to the Fuehrer; 

only Oborcrupponfuchror JUETINER called on the Fuehrer a fcw tires 

after LUTZE’s death. The so conditions did not change when SCHEPMIAN 

became SA Chief of Staff. There is equally little cause to speak of 

actual links between the SA and the individual ninisbrios or most 

of the offices of the Party Leadership. Relations between th Chiof- 

of-Staff and BCRIINN and HIlLILER were such that I cannot reronbor 

that at any time during the last few years had thoro been a serious 

conference, LUTZE and SCILEP. LN ropcatodly oxprossod their annoyancc 

about this. It is true that GOERING camo from the ranks of the SA and 

for a brief period was SA C1 ' f-of-Staff. But especially after the 

assumption of povor his connection was very slight. He only rde Ms 

appearance before the SA as honorary leader in connection with impor

tant affairs. His authority to issue orders was nil; he also never 

gave his attention to purely SA matters. The reason for GOERING’S
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bocoring Chief of the IFeldhorrnhallo" rogiront was on the one hand 

an cxprossion of opprcciation of his services to the SA drring the tine 

of its strucclos and, since rcspcct for the SA had dwindled considerably 

as a result of 30 June 1934, it was expected to help to improve this 

situation. The fact is, anyhow, that GOERIIIC put in an appearance with 

SA as its nombor so rarely that undoubtedly a croat : any SA non did not 

even know that GOERING was an Honorary SA Leader.

Among the rest of the defendants on trial in Nucrnborg, only FRANK 

and STREICHER are knovn to no nS SA menbers. They also were in no way 

prorinent in SA natters; STREICH was Honorary SA Leader and, towards 

the end, FRANK headed only no; inally the General Govornnent Group; in 

fact the leadership was in the hands of SA Leader PEIZ and SA Leader 

KUSEEMNUNDNcithor FR.NKIs A x- STREICHEI’s influence over the SA amountc 

to anything; in eny case I know nothing about it and in this respect 

likewise I an certain that hardly any of the SA mon - with the oxceptior 

of those in the rogincntal areas - know that FRINK an I STREEICHG were 

S. Leaders. I do not know who or any one else, or several of the others, 

who are on trial. inNuornbor • oro menbers of the nA; but I do know for 

certain that none of the other defendants had any influence on the SA 

in any way.
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In conclusion I may stste with fullest conviction and in 

keeping vith my oath,

1) The purpose for 1 hich the SA vas intended cxclucos beyond 

doubt the commission of crimes such as mentioned in article 6 of the 

indictment of the Internationt i .d lit ary Tribunal. Should such crimes 

have been committed nonetheless, persons who committed them placed 

themselves thereby in opposition in the purposes for which the Sa 

vra.s intended; they are outsiders end,consccuently, the SA has 

neither any connection with suci crimes nor can it be acid 

responsible for same.

2) membership in the Sa vas on the whole voluntary. It is possible 

that when the admission of ’.nolo units was concerned - as for 

instance in the case of the Stahlholm - that some of those men became 

S members uncor some pressure, so to say. I also believe that after 

the assuplan of pot or cuitc a fow men joined the SA hoping thus to 

be norc successful in finding, ork.

3) Since the S4 did not pursuo criminal goals it follows that Sa 

men also could not be acquainted with such goals. Should tho defendants 

on trial in Nuernberg be gui. of such crimes an SA n had 

knowledge of it in but very few - in fact exceptional _cases v hich did 

not come to my attention. The great. bulk of the Sa knew nothing about 

such crimes and could not know of such crimes, since such crimes 

had not even come to my attention v:ho, as the head of the SA Londe rship, 

of course knev so much more about vrhat vas going on.

This statement on 18 pages is made at IC 78 Zufenhausen/Germany/ 
at 14.00 hours 9th of liny 1946. I svear before God that it is 
the vholo truth.

(s) Georg liappes 
Georg MRPPES

• Iniconee Woe 2426 
e),-y Itetrnt Cnmp 78 

*" uffenhausen/Germany

Subscribed and svorn to before me at IC 78 Zufenhccscn/Gorony 
9th da, of hay 1946.

(s) Villion . Silver 
lilliam h. Silver 
Captain Inf. 
Investigator

. r Crims branch 
Lucnigsburg detachment
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Ludwigsburg, 13 April 1946

In reference to the indictment against the SA, I state the following: 

REIMANN, Hans, born on 13 November 1906 at Luoben/Silesia 

Business manager, later main office SA-leader, 

now it siding at Diesen on Amme rsce /Upper Bavaria.

Prisoner Fo. 5 301 171

I was in the SA from 1930 unitl the end. In the year 1931 became 

Sturmfuchrer, 1933 Sturmbannfuchrer and in July 1934 main-office SA- 

leader. I then led two units in succession in Silesia. In September 

1°3 I was transferred to the staff of the supreme SA-lcadorship 

at Munich, and there I was departmental chief of the SA-Sports-Badgo- 

Division until the beginning of the war. I served in th armed forces 

from August 1939 until July 1943. After being discharged from th armed 

s rvice I wes leader of the Graz-Brigado until the end.

1. 1930 until 30 January 1933

In the years prior to 30 January 1933 the task of the SA consisted of 

propagandizing for the NSDAP, protecting meetings and recruiting 

members of the party and the SA. Several attompts of the German Commu

nist Party and the German Socialist Party to disturb and to break up 

meetings were presented. Many of the SA-mon under my command were 

maltreated by political opponents in the street in front of the em

ployment office and also at their place of work.

Rocruiting marche s of the SA at that time were numerous. For the prepa

ration of a disciplined and impressive appearance drill- and marching 

exercises were regularly carried out. We practiced many songs in order 

to draw the attention of the population on recruiting marches. Tvcry 

SA-man had to purchase his own uniforms and other equipment. On many 

occasions the expenses for propnganda-trips, repairs of bycicles etc. 

were paid from personal funds. Since the majority of the mon were 

poor or unemployed, much idealism was needed.
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General physical sport-training, including small-caliber firing, 

more extensive marches and terrain sports, were -already nt that 

time part of the regular training.

The entry into the SA was always voluntary, and it could be left 

at any time.

Every SA-man swore an oath of loyalty to Adolf HITLER and in the 

text of the oath also wore to obey the orders of all superiors, 

insofar as the se did not demand "anything unlawful" from him. 

Terrorism toward political opponents wns never practiced in my terri

tory, insofar as individual clashes occurred, the SA-men were always 

attacked and had to protect themselves in self-defense.
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II. 50 January 1933 until August 1936.

HTothing has come to my knowledge of the introduction of military combat 

training by the SA after 30 January 1933. Since protecting meetings and 

general recruiting for the party became rather superfluous, more time was 

at our disposal for more intensive physical training and for the training 

of units in strict, disciplined deportment. In this every single SA-man was 

constantly urged in his personal appearance and his conduct in the family 

and at his place of work to be an example to his fellow-netionels in comrade

ship, willingness to help, willingness to work,and personal, decent living. 

SAnen who acted contrary to this demand were reprimanded and lectured to, 

and dismissed from the Sa after repeated offenses.

Lectures by doctors and other specialists on public-health problems were to 

further mental flexibility and increase the knowledge of all SA-nen. SA-en 

thus treated helped raise the general level of public health.

By an increa.se in pnysical training the one-sided physical development caused 

by professional work was to be compensated for, and the SA-man kept 

physically end mentally healthy and agile until ripe old age.

On marches and in terrain sports the SA-nen were pointed out the beauties 

of their homeland and of nature and urged to use all tneir strength to 

improve this homeland and the living conditions of tne people living in it. 

We voluntarily assisted in the construction of settlements, in bringing 

in the harvest, in draining nd in regulating creeks; in tne country 

especially we constructed sport-fields and swimming-pools; by way of 

precaution we trained ourselves in fighting natural disasters, like forest 

fires, floods, etc. We always only wanted to be active helpers in the 

reconstruction of a beautiful Gernen fatherland in wnich every German, regard

less of profession, religion or former political attitude,could earn a 

living w ge and lead a decent life. Bor these reasons alone even a 

contemplated aggressive war would have been contrary to our actions.

I would yet like to emphasize that every SA-man took those tasks upon himself 

writhout componss tion and without any personal advantages. The oxponses for 

his uniform, for small-caliber ammunition and personal expenses on parades 

etc. had to be borne by hi;.. personally end in addition to this , he sacrificed
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his sperc time wnich others could devote to their femilios, for his 

idoalism..

Aside fro:. the SA-degger, the SA-len did not possess any weapons; SA- 

leaders could also cerry a pistol. Besides a few small-caliber rifles 

(on the avorege approximately 3 per Stur), the SA-units did not have 

any wcapons or other military itens of war equipent.

Special units, like the Combat Engineers, dispatch riders (Nachrichter), 

and medics wore activated for use within the framework of the SA-servicc. 

The Riding Stuorme (Reitorstuerne ) trained their men in riding and 

driving, and deepened the knowledge for the sensible care end treatnent 

of animals anong the rural population.
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Sheet 2 to the report of Reinann, Hans.

The exercises were not based on strategical assurptions, but as training 

for conbatting of potential catastrophes, and similar things. I recall 

that in the years 1933-34 Sunay uties sontines began with field services 

and that in the year 1933 some SA-nen who had only be married officially 

■before now were afterwards married clerically. I also knew that ministers 

belonged to the SA, one of them even Was SA-Sturmbannfuehrer. On the 

occasion of my wed'ing in 1933, units of the Sturnbann under my cormend at 

the time, about 500 men strong, marched in formation and participated in 

ny clerical wedding with all flags of the Sturm.

Since the rush to enter the SA in 1933 was very great, every applicant had 

to submit a testimonial of condact by the police to prevent the absorption 

of anti-social or criminal elements. On the other hand, during this time 

I have accepted many former members of the Gernan 6ornunist Par3y and the 

Gernan Socialist Party if theyr seems suitable as to character and reputation. 

Some of them have even obtained leading positions in the SA at a later time.

In many cases excerpts of courtprosecution-registers were furthermore 

requested in order to keep criminally inclined elements from the SA or to 

dismiss them.

in the ficls under mo n relationship of courtesy without mutual influence 

existed with the armed forces, which expressed itself in the participation 

of officers end SA~Lsdors as guests at social and sport—meetings of the 

armed forces and the SA.

In and the unit-leaders under my command made use of the service— lav-coLc 

only in individual cases, whereby prison-sentences were not imposed. As 

fas as I can remember, an introduction to the service—law-code stated that 

the latter was to be primarily an instrument of education. It was effective 

merely by the fact that it threatened punishment.
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In ny capacity as leader of an SA-unit I was not suboriinate. to the 

local political leader. He could not issue any orders to the Sa. The 

SA-luty was only carried out in accordance with ny directions. If ncetings 

were to be holdin connon, then their procedure was agreed on in a nutual 

discussion#

III. September 1536 until the beginning of the war.

Early Scptenbor 1936 I was first of all placed on the Staff of the Suprenc 

SA—Leadership, and later on transferred there. After several nonths 

familiarizing nyself with the work I took over the direction of the SA- 

Sports-Badge Division, a post I held until I was called into the armed 

services at the ' eginning of the War. During the period of this activity, 

a new procedure was introduced for obtaining the SASports-Badge. In 

connection with this some fundazental remarks are pertinent:

Several years after the First World War the German Reich-Spuvts-Badge, was 

introduced# The conditions for obtainin : it were relatively severe. One 

had to be an experienced, well-trained sportsman in order to be able to 

obtain it. I is also a fact, that during a period of many years only a 

very small percentage of the population, which could not bear any weight 

for a general physical education of the whole people,was able to get it. 

It therefore, could not be considered as an attraction for a work of the 

masses.

I believe that this fact Was an important reason for the institution of the 

SA Sports-Badge, In any case this point-of-view influenced my conducts 

lurins my term of office in the Supreme SA-lealership. By simple, popular 

exercises which appealed to the interests of the broad nasses with 

relatively small demands on one’s ability all classes of the people in the 

cities and in the country were th be attracted to compete for the SA- 

Sport s#Badgc,
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I suppose that the International Military Tribunal has in its possession the 

IRogulations of Procedure end Exemination" for the SA-Sports-BaCEe•

In thom my assertions cen be proven.

If, for oxenplo, a full fioldppck-merch, smell-celiber-firing, throwing 

and aiming of hendgronedes, swimming biccling end an obstacle course with 

gesne.sk wore demanded from Group II, then those exercises on the one henc 

corresponded to the tendencies of the German male population, nnd on the other 

hand they were to stimulate activity in the sense of raising the general public 

health by strengthening the will, the endurance, etc., and for tho preperetion 

of a purely passive defense of the country.

As the basis of this I list:

Firstly? March with full field—pack: Moro extensive meetings of the party and 

the state wore almost always connected with trades of all organizations, for 

example, the German Labor Front, etc. For thoso parados the particip its for 

the most port had to make long rvence marches. The advance march, parpdo, and 

return march often consisted of more than 20 kilomotors. Aside from its plupice1 

value this fact was Also factor in introducing marching with • full-fiold-Ppck- 

Secondly: Small-calibor firing Shooting practice is not only popular in Germany. 

I recall the example of Switzerland, whose regulating for training in shooting 

I studied prior to the re-construction of tho SA—Sports—Badge. Shp.rpshootins - 

clubs have existed in Germpny for hundreds of years, even in many smaller towns 

and villeges. Intionl and international competitions were also hold by those 

clubs prior to 1933, which already existed a long time before the founding of 

the SA. The inclusion of small—caliber firing into the conditions for the 

ologibility of the SA-Sports—Badge was one of the ways this badge was noped 

to be made popular. Furthemoro, the conditions for the German Reich-Sports— 

Badge also contained small-caliber firing.

Thirdly: Hand-grenade target throwing was otiginally called ”cudgel-target-throw! 

It is an exercise for increasing the power of concentration, for distributing 

labor and safety—moasuros. Practice grenades made of wood wore used. The name 

of then- ronade" for this p.ctual wooden cudgel was to conciliate the voterens•
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Fourthly: Swiming or bicycling. In GermFny, just er everywhere in the world, 

thousands drown annually beceuse they do not know how to swim. If the SA 

demended swinming-achievaments in its Sports-Bpge, it wanted to help save 

many human lives. However., since in me.ny rural ere-s without rny larger 

bodies of w'ter the populetion could not be given pny opportunity to learn 

how to swim, another exercise had to be selected as P substitut for those 

ercps. Wo chosebicycling beceuse it is indispensable in rural traffic; 

for example the rurel firemen used bicycles if they had to fight fires in 

the neighboring villages. With this exercise, therefore, the SA was of 

service to those institutions cormon to both the state and the communities. 

Since in this exercise more credit was given for swimming than for bicycline’ 

the construction of swimming-pools wes stimulated.

Fifthly; Cross-field Vostado-ccursc with gas mask. The civilian air raid 

precaution measures had led to the manufacture and distribution of a people’s 

gs mask. As the grim reality later on confirmed, it was presumed that 

all able men would have to be assigned to combp.t the Cennge during or 

ftor nir- attacks. Since this compelled them to climb over ru.bblo, jump into 

coll rs, crawl through the small openings endrundor certain conditions > had 

to protect themselves at the same time with the gas mask, those f cts were a.

reason.
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for the introduction of this exercise* Since civilian air raid precautions 

can probably only "be considered as defense, it thereby at most served in the 

preparation of a very passive warfare.

The above explanations about the "nilitary sports” of Group II generally also 

apply to the "terrain sports” of Group III.

By neans of the nost sinple exercises like reconnaissance, observing, locatin, 

etc. mental agility was to be improved, and the German nan Wes to learn how 

to travel through his homeland with open eyes.

For thbse territories with an overwhelningly sea—faring population the 

”terrain sports” of Group III were adjusted to the interests of these 

people in water sports, as can be seen fron the orders of procedure. 

At the beginning of Paragraph III I have pointed out that the SA- Sports- 

Badge we.s to be the foundation for inproving the physical fitness of the 

Geran people on the broadest basis.

The repeater-exercises introduced in the year 1937 were to be a further 

means for this purpose. We wanted to prevent a nan fron obtaining the 

badge in his best years and there after place no value on this physical 

fitness. With the introduction of the repeater-exercises,he had to pass a 

certain number of exercisesprescribed for obtaining the ndge, if he 

wished to remain in the possession of it. If he refrained fron taking the 

repeater—exercises, then the bage was taken away from him if he 

participated regularly in these repeater-exercises for a number of years, 

then he received in recognition the badge in silver and later on in go1d. 

This wa.s to provide them with the necessary stimulation to keep 

physically and mentally sound and agile up to an advanced age.

For purposes of eduction and for giving the tests,many of those who were 

eligible teachers and examiners,had to be trained all over Germany. They 

had to receive detailed instructions prior to the beginning of their activity 

as the tests for the German Reich Sports Badge were only given by active 

sportsmen with years of experience after having undergone 4ourses or trai

ning in the various sport branches.
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Eligibility to teach and to exanine was n't only conferred on nenbers of 

the SA, "but also on those of the SS, the NSKK and the RAD who had fnl filled 

the prerequisites after having undergne a training course. The training 

courses were given at the Reich- and Group Schools of the SA. The arned 

forces took part neither for the personnel nor technical aspects of the 

planning and training. Achieving the goal of the training course involved 

being qualified as SA- leader or sub-leader but, this wA.s not acknowledged 

in the armed services, nor was it a qualification for any grade in the arned 

forces.

Of the nany examples which have coe to my knowledge, I only wish to recount 

a personal one: When in the year 1938 I reported forny first training 

into the armed forces, I was a Senior SA-leader (SA-Oberfuehrer) and had 

obtained the right to teach in Munich and the right to examine at the Reich 

School at Dresden. In pite of this, I -.entered the armed forces as a 

rifleman and was only appointed to Private First Glass after ny second 

training in autumn of 1938. In this capacity I reported to the armed 

forces ot the beginning of the war, and,after having stood the test,I 

be.cano corporal in the spring of 1940. After I was decorated I bocane 

Sorgennt in the autun of 1940, and only after having made good further

I became Lieutenant in Viay 1941. With this rank I was discharged from 

the armed service in 1943. Looking back on these yeers, I can only state 

that I have at least worked as hard to become an officer as the other

German
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officers. The same thing happened to many SA-leaders I knew. Our vork 

in the SA therefore did not bring us any advantages with regard to service 

in the armed forces, but to the contrary, we SA- leaders were so taken up with 

work in the years before the war, that we were only able to take part very 

late and then for the most part in only few training courses of the armed 

forces. In contrast to us SL-leaders, for example, many tesciers and members 

of other professions nere already reserve-officers at the beginning of the 

war because they had enough time in the years of peace to go through the 

required obligatory exercises. According to my knowledge,- the SA-leaders 

were urged not until the years 1938/39 to go through their exercises with 

the armed forces, because it had been discovered, that many SA-men did not 

return to the Sa after having served their active obligatory duty, because 

they did not want to subordinate themselves to superiors who had not served. 

Even as the Sh-leader entered the armed forces as a rifleman without having 

previously served after he had obtained the right to teach and to examine 

in the schools of the SA, but did not draw any advantage there from his 

previous activity in theSA, so, according to my knowledge, the active non- 

commissioned officer or officer, who had been discharged from the armed 

forces, could also only enter the SA as an SA-man: (Pvt.) Only after properly 

qualifying in an SA-school was it possible for him to occupy leading positions 

in the SA..

In concluding my statements cbout the relationship of the SA to the armed 

forces, I would not leave unmentioned, the fact that the SA in various 

regulations about drill, marches, etc. has depended in a large measure on 

customs of the armed forces for its oral nomenclature as well as in the formal 

execution of the rogulations. These were either bound by tradition or they 

had proven themselves adapted to the purpose. Why should an SA-man be taught 

a command and its execution in a form which varied from that of the armed 

forces? He would have forgotten whatever he had learned when he entered 

the armed forces, would have to relocrn everything, and after his time of 

service he would heve to repeat the seme procedure again with his entry into 

the SA, I believe that most of the SA-men would never have found their way 

back into the SA after their time of service, especially if it were know
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that large circles of tho crmod forces did not recognize the activity of 

the S. and described it to the young soldiers as playing around. ovevr, 

decisive for both parts were the dec! rations by Adolf HITL&R and other 

authoritative personalities of the state given repeatedly in public that 

only the Wchrme.cht woro the armed forces of the nation.
During the period of my activity in the Supreme Sa-Focdorship the amnoxction 

of Austria cnd the events of the 9 November 1938 took place.

In connection with the annexation of Austria I only know that some time 

after the merching in of the armed forces the "Austrian “ogion" marched 

in its homolend . 4 consisted of Sa-ten tho had previously been forced 

to flee from astric to Germany because of political persecution, ana -ho 

were ozgcnizod here in the SA in a closca unit, the so-cclled "Logion"- It 

can be imagined that these men had the sole ish to be able to return as 

quickly as possible to their families.

On 9 November 1938 I was in Munich, and in the evening I returned with my 

ifc end my oldest son on the express-train Lunicn-BrcsUu to “ Silesian 

homclcnd in order to attend a family celebration. Although I was always 

informed of all orders of the Supreme SA-Lead ership, neither a writ ton
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nor an oral order for the burning of synagogues or similar measures have 

come to my knowledge. In my home town of Lueben the local synagogue was 

not destroyed and must still stand if it has not been destroyed by military 

action.

Towards the end of 1938 the Supreme Command of the SA began with the prepa- 

ratory work for a ore- and no st military training. As HITLER stipulated in 
thi

his decree of January 1939, in which he entrusted the SA with’ task, this 

should be done on the basis of the SA-Sport Insignia. The insignia itself 

received the name of”SA-Military Insignia” ("SA-Wehrabzeichen").

As already mentioned above, it should be made possible for every German man 

to earn the badge and he will then be induced by regular repetition of the 

training to keen physically end mentally alert and healthy as long as possible.

The first year of repeater exercises, 1938, showed that the recruiting and 

registration of all participants was attended by difficulties which could 

be solved only by employement of an extensive executive organization. With 

the adoption of the repeater excersises as pro- and post military training, 

the SA was placed in a position to use the recruiting office and their trained 

personnel for this purpose.

Discussions with the OKH should result in the clarification of this question. 

Moreover, for reasons elready stated before, the partly achieved assimilation 

of certain expressions, commands and their execution linguistically and 

preotically, to the torns usual in the Gernan armod orces should be exemined 

again. I romember that during one of these conference, the Wohrmacht 

(Gormen Armed Forces) rejected full field pack- march as being unpopular 

and not- modern. But it was retained as many other exercises. Training with 

modern weapons and in the technique of a modern war of aggression was not 

mentioned, as far as I know. It would also have been impossible to carry 

it out at that rime as only a diminishing percentage of the SA-Leador end 

Sub-Leadors had served or hold ranks as officers and N.C.0. of the service 

rank in the German armod Forces, as my own example showed elroady To my 

knowledgo, the conferences did no some to a conclusion and a final settlement, 

because the war broke out. 
$
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IV. From the beginning to the end of the V.:ar

At the beginning of the war I was called up to the Army and fought in the 

19 th Infantry kegiment.
%

I was discharged from the German Military Forces in the summer of 1943 

and appointed as a Leader of the SA brigade in Graz. The SA men of this 

brigade were about 90% from the military services. Only a small number 

of these SA men who were distributed through a large district and were 

overburdened with work in the farming, industry and restaurant business, 

were still at home. The SA units had an average strength of from 10 to 

15 men? units of only 4-5 men were distrubutod in many districts and 

were no rarity. It w s impossible to c rry out a regular, and to some 

degree a Planned, SA-Service. Essentially only a skeleton of the SA units 

could be kept together after the war. Occasional meetings served to foster 

comradship and a permenent connection with the retired friends.

The numerous and somewhat stronger units were combined into auxiliary 

troops foxclearence work after air raids.

During my activity in Graz the SA units were not used for guard duties 

of concentration camps, prisoners of war and camps for foreigners.

All the SA work practically ceased with the organization of the Volkssturm

in 1944>
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as all SA leaders and men were placed in the Volkssturm•

I cortyfy in lieu of oath that I have made the above statements 

to the best of my knowledge and conscience. I have been informed 

about the criminal consequences of a false declaration in lieu 

of oath.
s/ Hans REIMADN

I certify -.nd confirm the above signature
I

after evidence of identity

ccording to authorization of the CI of the Internment ca 79 of 

15.4.46

s/ ALTSTADTLBER (7)
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C.I. Coump 91, Darmstadt
Darmstadt, 26 April 1945

PIT ESII, Enns, born 13 Septerbcr 1885 in ATETTS (Grocco) Vnjor (ret.) 

-rosiont in IMMTTSTADT/ Allencu, Internment NTo. 533094

formc r SA-Oborgruppenfuehrer

Pcrconnl:
Offices held in the SA:

1933: Instruct. r in ilcolcgical training in the Reich Leadership 

School of the SA in Munich (Highest SA-Cormand.)

1-1-1934 - 14-1-33: Deprrtment Chief in the snme office of the

Supreme SA-Cotman

15-1-193 - 3091041: Lender of the 39th SA Brigade in Dosrcu 

(Anhlt)

20-4-1940 - 30-11-1941: Deputy of the Lender of the Thucringen SA 

Group in Weimar

1-12-1941 - 1945: Chief of the Mnin Personnel Office of the Supreme 

s.-C -r nd in Munich.

Pertinent Eatter:

The opportunity has ju t now been afforded mo to talce a position 

to the oxtrac rdinory woi htv ch-ryes ngninst the ormnizntion of 

the SA bcf ro the Internrtic nal Military Tribunal in lTucrnters, 

which purport to heclarc th- orgnnizntion nomo ns criminal.

Before I attempt t render impotent and e ntrndict the prose

cution's charges individually in the f rm of - statement in lieu 

of onth, I consider myself especially blitted, as former Obor- 

rup enfuehrer and Chief of the Mnin Personnel Office of the 

Supreme SA-Cn- ond, t take a stand conccrning the charges. ncninst 

SA, because:

1. I A not know whoth r the fe rmcr C ior of Stoff of the SA, 

Wilhelm SCEFIIN T or his permanent former deputy, Aber rup cnfuchr 

Eax JUTTJR, as the m t professions ant respinsiblo Jen tors in 

lucrnberg, wrero present, r whether another forror active hi,,hor 

loner, ^ctj vo in the SA. represents the interests of the. SA be

fore the Into mat i nal Military Tribunal,

H5128 -008
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2. the sole responsibility in nfiairs rclntin tc personnel for the

Chief of Staff was carried ovor te me as Chief of the Main

Personnel Office,

3. boyonc. that, the Office of the Supreme S-Court in the Suprome

S-Command was ■ uh ordinate" to me.

On the port of the Prosecution, the Chief American Juge o- 

grossly stated th-1 the more : portant aim than the D mnishnont 2 

the leaders of the Thir. Rcich wac -the erection of a Cam of inter

national law Against war. There can be nt doubt that almost voryone 

will ' oprove of this c n1. The forme r League of Nati ns' recognized 

t is aim also, but ncvertholc ss did not attain it. The reasons 

for the failure of the L auUg of Jations nro to be founc. in th. fact 

th-t th: most important st to in this board, the U.S.A, was not 

r presented ns a member in spite of the fact that the great idea 

hn come from the U.S.A. For ano the n thing, it was nb vc all the im

possible severe conCitins which were imposed on th Gorman n tion in 

thc peace tronty of Vcrsnilo:, in the Daur s and Young Plan which 

practically would have allowed Germany to lapse into slavery for 

centuri os. Onl he vhe was familiar with the innor-p liticel condi

tions in the Gormany of th* yenrs 1920-1932 can understand the fact 

th t - basic change was long- for by all Gormr n-conscious circles. 

Th- t such a change of the inn; r-pc litical relotionships, after the 

failure of the nntionlrv lution of 9 November 1923, could c me 

about only by lognl means, wa clear te see. The lerrlity of the 

struggle for the usurp-tian of the st- to power vr-s sworn to by the 

Ie- ler of the Party in 1930 bcforc the highest German court, the 

Roich C urt in Leipzig. The program publicly announced by the londor 

of the 1SDAP promised the n tion frecdom, w rh, aud bread. It th-t 

timc, 1919, co mencing with the collapse, a chongc of valucs took 

laco thr uh • w ■ esprca d inflation brought about b r hyenas of 

finance without conscience; the destruction of n healthy oconory by 

the rcporations imposcd, couplod with -n avalanche—like incronsing
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uncrplo ymont such nS hnc been hitherto unkncwn, hrousht a horrible 

ncc. to Gcrmany f - r the fir; b time in its history t such an extent. 

The rousing call of Aolf HITLIR fr c oporatirn in order to ovon- 

come Gormnny’s wnt, callod the most active worthwhile forces of 

the notion t the plan. The number of the followers cf EITL R grow 

in ever-increasing numbers nnd com from all sections and. classes 

of society. Men who , for the most part, hnc. been together in the 

horrors of the first iorlc War unite’. in rcr to save Germany 

from the certain decline, just as the same men be for , without 

rogorl for p rs n, ank, r lineage hod performed their duty to 

the fatherland in the trent of the first World Tar.
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The inescribnble want in Gt. any hnd as consequences: 

ins. curity before law, unrest, cts of violonco,ccrruption, nnerchisti 

coniti ns, which finally threatened t< throw Gcrmany into n chnos. 

In orCer to mec t this nee d with success, t prepare an end to the 

anerchistic c nditi ns, t ro nstitute the order disrupted by bed 

clononts, th't c uld only sue cod if unselfish men united tc serve 

only the community, ready for sacrifice, whe were ready under dis

ciplined leadership but nevertheless on a v luntary basis, to strke 

ell i r the community living in dire need. The extra orlinary hi h 

casualties in the battle for inner-political rer .-nd the re-. stablish- 

ins ' f generally held concepts of law attest t th ionlism an.', the 

Cov tion with which the fighb rs of the ISDAP were inspired, to 

preserve not only their fatherland, but n1so estern Europe from

1shcvism, which is the Ceninl of all human order. How clearly 

did Prime Minister Tinston P nrchill in 1919 already and ngnin ‘ 

boforo the utbroalt of the second Torlc Fer point out this dengorr 

f' r Europol

For the protection of their political gathorin s which served 

f r the onlishtonnent of the bulk of the nnti n, a well-disciplined 

"Or-or '-'nit" hr ■■ to be cror tr it was exposed exclusively of 

indcpendent and ■'■oun- members and follovers of the Party, of which 

ab ut 80) hnd p- rticip tel the h rid ar. They had the horr rs f 

the wnr behind then an', ntarmnlly were complctoly opposed to the 

t. ught of n n w wt. The chrrce of plannin , prepar in ., or complotcly 

carrying—out a war of ag ressi n appears accordingly in itself as 

senseless. This" Order Unit" received after its fir-t trial the neno 

"S-Sturm Abtcilng". It protected the vork of the Party nne its 

pr-pnsnnda from the f r the r t part armcd terrorism of politicnl 

pponcnts, the K.P.D. and the U.S,P.D. (Sprrtnkus) and the S.P.D. 

(-oichsbannor) , without itself terrorizing, mho basic thouht of the 

S- was to serve the comrunity, thr u h ' bodily • exorcises nc. sport 

activities t strengthen the b dy, t clucnto its members to honor
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loving, healthy nanhood, to wel itself together into a closely-knit nanly 

conr ados hip, disdaining all differences of class, forming a well- 

disciplined organization of the Party in voluntary subordination to its 

appointed leaders. The SA never ore ams, as has been repeatedly 

publicly emphasized.. They carried as external sign of their night of 

defense a small dagger, and corpleted their final education in snal1 

ams as was practiced in the youth organizations of almost all the 

countries. If an SA nan wished to carry a weapon (a pistol, for oxarple), 

he had to got a weapon permit icned by de local police

authorities. The SA was never employed to carry out state or organizational 

matters. All duties of the SA took place completely in public, also in 

view of the foreigners residing in Germany. Since 1934, a long list of 

foreign diplomat;* took part in the manifestations of the SA, representing 

crosssections of the official labor elements. It never came to my know

ledge that one of the
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signatory powers of the peace Treay of Versailles ever protested, against 

the nature and activity of the SA; on the contrary, nenbers of the 

diplonatic corpa were represente. i 1 almost all great organizations, 

taking part also in conradly gatheringsa Would that have been possible 

in full public sight. had the SA been a criminal organization? Also, the 

former Aribessador of the French Republic, Hr, FRNCOIS POIIOET, was aicng 

the gucsts of the SA. One of the r: st celebrated American authors of today, 

Sinclair Lewis, also reported, concerning the SA in his book "Adolf Hitler'1; 

he wrote from his own observation and experience but writes nothing of the 

criminal intentions or of secret conventions, but tries in his book to 

present the true ideas and intentions of the National Socialists to the 

Amer*can nation# The contention put forth again and again by the prosecution 

that the SA was involved in a conspiracy intended or designed te train its 

members in crime or offenses against humanity, can now be labeled as 

absurd since the contrary is the case. The SA was egain and again the 

special organization of the party, always ready to help. Urier natural 

conditions or in states of nmerge. "I of any sort, it was on the spot, 

provided shelter end aid for those threatened or stricken. and was 

active in housing emergencies by founding settlements in community labor 

without any sort of recompense. That can be no criminal organization which 

has readiness to help and humanity written on its shield. Especially also 

during the last War, the SA, d*ring and after the fearful ravages by the 

air raids, distinguished itself by its readiness to eacrific*,

lany hundreds of thousands of innocent leaders and men of the SA, serving 

only their idealism, are to be held as criminals; this is without doubt 

the deeper significance of indictment raised in Nuernberg. Of these 

200,000 have found a soldier’s death at the fronts for their fatherland, 

genuinely believing in an ideology which is considered by the denocracies 

as a false doctrine. The so-called crime of these SA adherents consists 

only therein, that they were adherents of the National Socialistic idea, 

that they staked all for their nat‘ on, for the state which was recognized
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by all nations of the world and with which diplonatic relationships were 

carried on until the outbreak of wer in 193. by all the states which 

are now prosecutors. To inpose a collective responsibility on the SA 

opnnly is sonothing new in the Ger.en concept of law. I hold nyself 

duty-bound to save the honor of my living and fallen comrades as a former 

leading personality of the SA, if. only from moral grounds, to take a 

stand to rehabilitate it as its sacredness demands.
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Being informed of the penal characti. of a CaLso affidavit, I here

by make the followin statenent in lieu of oath, civin particulars con- 

cernin the docunonts and the indictrent counts subzittodby the prosecutor 

of the International lilitary Tribunal of Nuernberg:

1) The objectives and tasks of the Si are genorolly set forth in 

ADOIF HITLE21s book "lioin Karppfl in the 9th Chapter which can be 

prcsunod to be ronprally known. Furthermore, the tasks, objectives, 

activities end methods, as well as structure anl or anization, 

of the SA are set forth in detail in the service directives and 

oducnti nal rogulations. The task of the SA hcs also been repeated

ly and clearly outline.1, quite publicly in •OI HITLT.’s speeches. 

The educational rogulations and sorvicc ircctivos were to be found 

in book-shops and likewise all publications concerning the SA ser

vice and its organization were to be oun ' in the periodical 

uTh. S. Idan" and its supplement "The SA Officer" both of which 

could even be bought in railway station bookstalls. It was obvious 

that in a disciplined orgenization like the B, observance of the 

ivon regulations and directives should have been strictly enforced 
/

and any infraction of then severely penalized. An implication of 

SA nanbors in a gonoral, collective ; lan to porticipato in actions 

which are bound to be describe 1 as crininal could not occur without 

the lnovlodgo of the suprono SA conand and woul.d, if such was ac

tually, tho case, be ruthlessly prevented and the culprits punisho 

and coopcllod rogardloss of who they wore. It is utterly inpossiblo 

that secret or cenizati ons with cririncl. objectives should have 

existed within the SA without boing discovered, adnitting that thc 

existed at all. In this connection, it must be pointed out that 

it was expressly sti; uletod in the oath fcrnulc that no S/ mombor 

need com; ly with orders . iolatin oxisting laws. In the position 

I hold, any secret agroomonts or secret objectives of the supreme 

SA comnand were bound to come to my knowlodco but thorc were none.
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It xust also be omphasizod in this connection that after 30 Juno 1934, tho 

SA was co: plctoly withdrawn fro political leader ship, horces Chief of 

Staff ROEHi was a IRcichsrinistorit, his successor VITOZ LUTZI boconc 

ioroly "Roichsloitori, a position which was not even eny longgor conferred 

on the last Chief of Staff, WILILi SCHEFIN. Since 1 July 1935, tho roforc, 

the supron.o corand was not represented in the Reich ccbint, ncithor

id it have any influence on the plans of Foroi_n policy or the decisions 

of the suprono leadership of the Reich. I,therefore, consider inndniissiblo - 
tho contention that tho SA has participatcd in the planning, preparation, 

initiation or conduct of a war of agcrossion or of any war, involving 

violation of intorntic nal treaties, agrcoments and pronisos or had 

previous inf or me ion of such.
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2) The Si-Or enization never received an order fro execution, on the 

contrary such an order in principle uos dclibcratoly rofusod b/ Chic, 

of Staf? LUTZB, as well as by Chief of Staff Schc, onn. It was most 

strictly forbidden for all nonbers of the S. to bo a ncber of a 

secret league. If the State dernndod the dctachroon • of run to spe

cial units as, si.c. in 1933., after the seizure of power, to the 

auzilicry police in order to reinforce the State police cuth riics, 

or to the protection of objects (Objoktschutz) or to other s* ocicl 

tasks of the political sys: a, the cseicnont to.-k place by the 

cnorgoncy service obligation, while r-lioving the Supreme S.-Lotdor- 

ship and of responsibility its subordinate offices.

3) In the sphoro of church policy, a clear interdict! ■ n had been civon 

as carly as 12 Tay 1934 by the decree of forcr Chief of Staff TOT11, 

according to which any participation of the C. in political Conon- 

strations against the chu . i whatever and any kind of moasuros 

against clorcy on of both denominations was forbiclen.

4) Insofar as sa-nonibors were uilty of looting and solf-onrichrent 

dur in ' the capaimn agoinst the Jews in 1930, these nen, accorcding 

to ry knowledge, were han. . over to the regular c urts and pu- 

nishod, in the same way as he lirty elements of the populaco 

that had chiofly availed thonsolvos oi the op; ortunity to plundoer. 

The Suprono SA Leadership was not informpd of the caracicn in ad

vance, had received no orders for this purpose nor 1 assed them 

on; but had disap. roved them in every respect.

5) I never received any inf ornation about the SA boin_ used or or lored 

for guardinc or centrellin. prisoners-of-war, concentrat i n or for- 

cod labor cans.

6) Although I was employed in londinc positions in the SA ever since 

the seizure of power in 1033 and after this time in the Supreme B..- 

Lcadorship for 8 years, I never saw or heard about an order, accor- 

ding to whi.ch confusion was to be created and politica] opponents 

terrorized. I do maintain, however, that the SA Or anization had 

to take over the protection of the Party from onory terrorism 

during the strug le for the local seizure of power, terrorism 

which at thnt time was mostly carried out by armed terrorists,
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and so accinst the IRot Front", "Spartakus" and "Reichsbanner."

7) The SA attached the crcatost irjortance to having only irreproachable 

non, without a criminal zast, in their ranls. Irpuro elements were 

oxpelled. Fron the year 1935 on excerpts from penal re cords were ob- 

tcinad from the competent courts and examined. If it appeared that 

previous criminal convictions were recorded, a dismissol from the SA 

followed on the .rounds of unfitness.
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A creat nany cases ar known to me, in which ncnbcrs of the Sh, because

of cririnal actions in or off duty, were punished with czrpulsion and

surrendered to the ordinary courts. According to an acrccrent with the

Reich linistry of Justice, all courts of the Reich have been instruc

ted to inf or 1 t he corset ent superior SA offices of those charged with 

any punishable actions of SA nonbers before condennation, so that the 

SA was able to exclude these cle nts even before condennation from the

ranks of the SA, if this appeared necessary on account of the severity of 

the punishable action. On the oth r hand, no case has bocono known to no 

in which a nerbor of the SA, convicted of a crinc, has escaped punishrent 

by a regular court. The Supromnc SA Tribunal had jurisdiction in all pu

nishable offence in the SA service, but decided also on tho decision and 

punishment in cases in which cri.inal proccodings were initiated by ordi

nary courts with regard to the consequences, which were to follow for the 

entire organization of the SA with regard to the cuilty person."

8) It has never been known to no that crinos or offences a ainst hunanity 

woro conmittod by the SA, also, I assure you that with regard to nysolf 

I never have participated in such actions. It was equally unimown to no, 

that the SA is said to have violated intornaoionclly binling rules of 

warfare. Here also I assure you that I did not take part in any such 

offenses.

In the sane vy I assure you that on the part of the SA leadership 

or nysclf no connon plan was ever worked out, nor did a conspiracy for 

the execution of the above-nontioned actions take place.

9) The SA was never urge or trained to use force. Training and education 

woro strictly clocked centrally by the Suprono SA Leadership and were 

subject to const ant chocking b ‘ spections ordered especially for this 

purpose. Violations by individuals of clear regulations were punishod 

as lack of discipline.

10) If in an organization of nen of 1,4 nillions, individual persons of this 

organization coittod offences or even crires, as this is fully possible 

in such an ontonsive organization drawn on a voluntary basis from all 

classes of the population and is also hurinnly understandable, then those
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individual crins cannot provide an occasion for declaring the entire 

orcanization criminal. The organi.zation of the SA to ny knowledge, 

neither received an order to connit a crime nor issued such; it, there

fore, cannot logically be considered as criminal and still less declared 

as such.

Hans ?

Signaturo : ille. ible

I certify above true 

signature as witncss 

Darmstadt

1097
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I hereby certify that the above signature agrees with the 
accompanying letter.

F ignature • illegible
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Contribution to tho defense argument of the SA 

that it is a criminal organization.

I loclaro in lieu of oath that I have made the following declarations to

tlo host of my kmowledge .

Pers nal d. tu.
My name is aloxendor GHOSSKOPF. I was torn in Strassburg in Alsace 

on Docenbor 14th 1884, am of Catholic faith, marriod; was municipal ad- 

ministration employee in Cologne by profession end em living now in Wahl 

(Pho inland), Linder Mauspfad 37 3.

Luring the oeriod 1919 - 1933 I was for a few years a member of the 

Social Democratic Party and on that account I had in 1933 to fear that 

I would lose my job. In crier to avoid that danger - I had • wife and 

three children to take care of - I joined the Stahlholn Association of 

front soldiers. Many politically like-minded friends did the same in 

order to have e political alibi. Together with this organization I was 

tzenef rrot t the SA reserve in April 1933. I belonged to the SA until 

called up for military service on 26 August 1939. During that time I made 

s vor1 requests for discharge which, however, were refused. Even upon 

ay entry into the army I was not formally discharged; but from then on 

I had no more relations with the Sa. As a soldier, I was no longer subject 

to them. I consider®i myself discharged. In these 6 years I reached 

the rank of enMOber echarf uelrar", despite the fact that I never had led 

any "Schar” (troop) or even the smallest unit. I was a good sportsman 

and occupied myself exclusively with snorts. I refrained from any active 

participation in politics and found that belonging to the party was not 

intolerable because I thus escaped being seized by the party for some

political activity.
I an mabue tho Following factual explanations on the Danie of Fy zozsrna1 

oz,ozkonco ana cbsotvstacne and frem the remark. made by machez SA leader. 

aa I wos critical of the inner workang of the SA, I believe y obsorvetton 

wore pertinent. I have ofton opokon about thaso things with lako-mindd

comrades.

H5128-0101
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Portinentmeterial: It is not intended to prove here that "before the 

assumption of power by Natit nal Socialism the SA did not have the task 

of disseminating this policy among the people or that this task was not 

a criminal cne. It is also not intended to prove that this task was 

theoretically not imposed on the Sa after the assumption of power.

We intend to prove here that the greater part of the men who 

joined the Sa after 31 January 1933 or who were transferred to the SA 

fron other non-Natic nal Socialist associations did not take this step 

voluntarily, that they did m t realize the import of their act, and that, 

vhen later they had misgivings, they were held fast by "brutal measures, 

f' r instance, the dismissal from work.

It shall further be prove that the service in the SA after 1933 

progressively and increasingly consisted in military sports and that the 

political part f its activity was more and more driven into the back- 

ground; furthermore, that advancement in the SA after 1933 was obtained 

in the Unterfuehrer service ranks (up to Obertruopfuehrer inclusive) 

not chiefly fron the political c int of view, but in each case according 

to aptitude for military scrts and that these ranks were in the course 

of timo conferred without regard te existing leader positions, so that 

little by little ell men physically and mentally fit became Unterfuehrer, 

without over having led a unit or even the smallest part of one. These 

ranks in time cemo to have merely a decorative significance.
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To tills it must bo c.dded:

tmhen . ower wes trens ferred to Hitler or seized by hin there wore in 

tho Acich about five nillion unor loyed. These woro drawn into the SA 

by an activo propcgenda an tho promise of procuring work anl brcnd. Many, 

others, articularly those who had belonged to tho lcrist partios at 

first fled fron persecution by the National Socialists into tho Stchlhelm, 

Association of Front Golcicrs, which was considered non-political but whic 

was in o position to National Sociolisn. It also pronisod work and bread. 

Doth or enizations bocono abnormolly larg. In accordance with the totals 

torian rotentions of National Socialism a continued independent existence 

wes nado impossiblo for the Stchlholn and it uos therefore nearly evory- 

whero transferred into the S in each case according to the attitude of 

its hicher leaders. Individual mombors woro not consulted as to their 

wrishos. tChocvor did not follow uas labeled as a traitor to the people 

an. threatened. Thus di" the SA increase from a snoll croup of agitators 

int. a pi antic organization of nillions. Evory iscornin person gained 

the iprossion that the only roncining cin of the S.l was to restrain 

end watch all unsafe but militarily fit olononts so as to prevent any 

ro: ctions.

U to the 201: affair this tromondous reserve of men was not 

r nisod systo cicolly or politically at all, but civen military 

training quito supcricially and this probably for reasons connected with 

the putsch. For a whilo tension even existed between the party and the 

S... The SS loolco. dor upon the S.. as inferior.

I. largo jorcontago, indeed, was in the SA cgainst its will. The 

onl] thing they had cared about wa.s to obtain work and bread or, if 

they were snal1 officials, to coin security against interference of 

the Porty. The formor soldiers and the workers liked the sports, the 

hikes in the open whilo singing the old soldiers' songs better than the 

distastoful political service with the Party.

The way requests for dischergo from the SA were treated is shown 

by tho folloving personal experience: The Chief of Staff LUTZE had refer

red before the press in Berlin to the "performances" of the SA and at
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pne t2me strcesed the fact tha.t belonging to the SA was purely voluntary 

and that no SA man was kept in the SA against his ’dll. Upon this I re- 

nowed my previous requests for discharge and this time I referred to the 

statements of LUTZE. I declared that I did not want to remain nny longer 

in the SA. I was informed that the SA was no transient hotel and I was 

given to understand that upon a further repetition of my request my 

employers would he notified. Some time later I was made Scharf uehr er.

After the bloody repression of the ROEHM putsch, in which , however, 

the hinoland SA did not take any part, the Party age in wanted to attract 

the SA, which had practically slipped away from it. The SA had aroused the 

anger of HITLER ahd felt itself left out in the cold. It started a course 

of political instruction, but this soon died out because the old SA leaders 

were not suited for the purpose. It was always the same trite old eatch- 

words that were repeated. The old SA leaders just were no teachers in 

spiritual matters. For the most part they were not taken seriously by the me 

and inwardly rejected. There was little interest for politics. NS literature 

wa^ accepted only ’unwillingly. Hardly anybody wanted to have the "Stuernert 

becnuse of its aims and its low level. The enrolment following the appeals 

for i: struction never exceeded 25 - 30% of the actual force. In the end 

511 ncanr ci proseuro and threats were no longer of any avail.
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Einelly, the SA had in fact no longer any assigned task. It 

stagnated; there was talk of dissolution. The supreme SA command beat 

the prepada drum and, the less work there was done in the SA, the more ado 

vas nade by the professional leaders. Those offices fought for their 

existence.

In order to give the SA a new task, HITLER created the SA sports 

badgo. This gave the multitude which threatened to be split asunder, 

a new impulse, but not along political, but along athletic lines. 

Practice was not cerried out with military weapons, but there was merely 

practice in target shooting with small caliber rifles, which was indeed 

Cone by any shooting club, Map-reading and use of the marching compass 

were practised: There was no question of a real military training.

An active propaganda by word of month, in writing and by film tried 

to justify the necessity for military training by trying to prove that 

Ger.any, was again encircled as in 1914, and that all neighboring states 

were armed to the teeth in order at the given moment to fall upon 

Germany in order to destroy it: If it ojly now became known that the attack 

on thle Glciwitz transmitter by Polish troops wa.s a fake staged at the time t 

HITLLR, it can bo imagined with what means the German public was at the 

tine worked upon. But who can hold it against a man if he takes up 

arms, when a foreign power invades his country, and seizes a radio 

tra n sni t t i ng s ta t io n ?

In 1933 there were in the Sa, boside working men and small artisans, 

a number of small officials who formerly had be n soldiers. These men, 

used to obedience and well-trained as soldiers could be used to best 

advantage, for which reason they were jealously held on to. These men 

also would have been glad to have been released particularly in view of 

later disappointments. There wa.s, however, no niggardliness in the distribu

tion of stars and collar stripes. In the course’of the six years most
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of the Lion by and by reached the rank of Scharf uehr er or Truppenfuehrer. 

During the war many SA men who went to the front are said to have been 

furtner edvanced in rank, in meny cases they are hardly likely to have 

boon able to hear of their promotion.

The preliminary military training, which was during the last years the 

only occupation of the SA, was so badly carried out that the other 

associations, for instance the HITLER youths, refused to accept the SA 

as teachers and turned to the Wehrmacht.

From the point of view of the Prosecution a clear distinction should 

be made between the old SA of the so-called "fighting times" and the 

inflated Sa of after the seizure of power, The former was in fact a 

political fighting troop. The men coming from it also had priority in the 

new SA. Only they rose to the rank of Stumfuehrer, With this rank only did 

the real corps of leaders begin, as was the case in the Wehrmacht where 

the non-comissioned offices belong with the privates, and the corps of 

officers represents a closed body of leaders. The words of the Prosecution 

to the effect that the task of the SA was to hammer National Socialism 

into the G ruan henrts apply only to old SA, which also in the new SA 

represented the actual corps of officers. The new SA men did not hammer, 

they were hamored, although without any appreciable success. The only 

satisfactory thing in the SA was the good comradeship among the men and the 

readiness to help. These virtues, however, were not the products of the 

SA spirit, but arose from the fact that most of the men had been soldiers 

in the first world war.

It must of course be admitted that there were also in the SA quite 

a few hotpurs. In such a large organization all types are naturally 

represented so that anything may be prove d by citing examples.
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Is, howover, a snall percentage of evil-doers enough to declare a 

whole organization as criminal against hunanity, en thereby destray 

norally and economically hundreis of thausanis of nen who are not 

aware of any quilt? The SA never even hinted at the crimes for which 

the Party and its sub-organizations now have to answer. Nor did the 

Cologne SA take any part in the estruction of Jewish houses of worship 

nor in the other excesses against Jews.

(signed) Alexander GROSSKOPF.

Doc. Reg 369/1946

I certify herewith to the above signature of Mr. Alexander 

GROSSEOPF, municipal aninistrative official in Wahn (Rhineland) 

Linder llauspfad.

I have not taken cognizance of the contents of the document

Cologne, 28 February 1946

The notary

(sig) FRANKEN

Seal:

Wilhelm FRANKEN

Notary in Cologne. .
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1. Introductory Romarks.

I an plocsed to malo use of the opportunity to discuss the question 

vhcther certain organizations which existed in the National Sociclist 

State are to be treate 1 as criminal. I trust .y oxplencti ons will con

tribute to a solution of this problem. accoring to the basic and actual 

facts and thereby serve the cause of truth and justice. lay I say at 

the outset that ry fun lamontal ex donations are based on the irrevocable 
obli, tory

and for all tines and concitionsrinciplos of Clristian morality. ly 

actual stotononbs naturally refer to the facts which I was ablo to ob

serve, nainly therefore, to the conditions and events within the 

Catholic, roligiously inclined inhabitants of ostorn Gorueny.

11. Fundamentals.

The present lively discussion concerning the possibility of a collective 

guilt scons to suffer fron the double nccning of the word nguiltn..

The wor ’. ncy be used in a very wido sense,to designato any type of 

nisdonoanor, even only a juridical one. Un'er the conception of colloc- 

tivo guilt then, would fall all those obligations which accrue to the 

norbors of an organization as a result of the attitude of their autho

rized representative loadorshi . It cannot be disputed thet a collec

tive cuilt applies in this sense n t only to the National Socialist 

Orcanizati ns at to tho entire Goman Nation a.s well. The word 11 uil.6l 

can Iso be used, however, to descibo a condition in which a person 

finds hirsolf as arcsuit of a . oral offense. In this sense, only tho 

inclividual x arson may be considered cuilty insofar as he has wi 11 -i ngl y 

and knowingly violated a noral obligation. However, it is not in accord 

with Christian teachings to try cu. punish as dishonored or crininal 

a person against whon there is no proof of deliberate and voluntary 

transgression of a .oral law.

H5128-0108
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That has been scic does not noan that under circunstances, nooly when 

their declared cins and methods aro immoral, organizctions must also 

be branded as morally corrupt and crimincl. lombors of organizations 

uust, however, be affected only insofar as they have joined this organi

zation voluntarily with the knowlccgo of the orgc.nizcti n's noral 

corruptness, and thereby approved. of its criminal cins or have actually 

crti cipat ed voluntarily and knowingly in the i morcl activity of the 

orgonizati on. Only on this supposition can the moral cuilt and punishab

le acts of its morors be deduced fr m the objection to an organization.

The cbov- conception of the Christian moral toachings concerning 

collective cuilt, is for Catholic Christians particularly binding end 

will romnin so for all tines. Quite recently it was expressly confirmed 

bJ the pope who, on a solemn occasion declared before tho world: 

"Err ncous exceptions are circulctin throughout tho worl , which 

declare a person cuilty and. responsible just because he is a nombor or 

i art of a certain conunity, with i first attorptin to invest!’ate or 

grovo whether by acts of c mnission or orission ho is personally cuilty. 

That means that one usurps the ri Jits of God, the creator an: roocmor 

who, in the mysterious plannings f his cvor-lovin_ Provi lonco, alone 

is absolute nostor of events encl as such, in his boun less wisdom,
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nay decido to linlc togethor the fate of the cuilty end the innocent, the 

rosponsiblo and the irrcsponsiblo." (allocution of 20 Fobruary 1946).

III. Focts.

In epplyinc the Christian doctrin s set forth to juclgo monborship 

in the National Socialist Party and its branches, three periods are t > 

be distinguished:

a) The period before the seizure of power. At thet tino it wos clear to 

ono able to judgo that the party represented ideas which are not in • 

accord with Christian noral teachings. To join th novoront was entirely 

voluntary. The bishops publicly pointed out the norally corrupt character 

of the movomont. However, accordin to ny observation, the crcat nnsses 

of followers did not join the movomont during this period in order to 

further their norally corrupt cins, but because they had expected a 

done stic political victory of the movomont to briny about an irprovoront 

in the wretched cconoric, social and political. conditions of Gormeny.

b) The first period after the seizure of power. The Party leadership now 

attorpte ' to create the improssion that with the tekinc over of the Go- 

vern ont it had. abjured its ai , which were not in accord with Christian 

principles. In this nattor, HIT I hi .self cevc the host solorn assu- 

rances. At the sane tine there was no doubt that to stand, apart from the 

movonont was for the individual connected with the greatest disadvantages. 

In the face of this now state of affairs, the bishops declared that they 

could no longer uphole the ormor wernings and prohibitions. Also in 

our sections nuncrous persons joined the Party and. subsidiary
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clubs, particulorly the SA, the Hitler Youth who had nothing further fron 

their ninds than to thereby participate in the service of morally corrupt 

or even crininal. endeavors. There were at the tian SA formations vhich 

took over church duties, and HJ for nations in the country who differon- 

tictoc themselves nly by uniforn from church- re li pious youth-organiza

tions.

c) ^1C l"ter period.

I very soon became apparent that Hitler in 1933 had deceive 1 the Coman 

people concerning his view point and intentions. Since then the bishops 

again and again have found it necessary to publicly fight the . orally 

corrupt i oas an.. tendencies of the Party end Government. In order to 

spare the believers, who had joined the Party in cod faith the pangs 

of conscience, the lishops even had public announcements nde from, all 

pulpits that the oath given to Hitler could never be obligatory to 

anything vhich was in contradiction to the will of God. The compulsion 

to join the J arty and its branch s remained. In : v opinion therefore upin 

this period more membership in a ty or -their auxiliary organizations 

w 8 by no means considered in the public opinion as proof for the appro

val of Party' tendencies. This applies perticularly to the professional 

organizations, to the youth organizations and the S.. Eony younger 

people joined the S particularly in rdor not to be obliged to join the 

Party itself, according to my observations, some SA formations only 

carried on a fake existence and often were unable to bring their members 

together for years.

In the face of those facts, I would consider it a great injustice, 

if someone were to be considered deserving of punishment for his mere 

membership in the SA or other Neti-no] Socialist organizations.

COLOGNE, 4 July 1946,

3/JOS. CDILLIS FRINGS,

Archbishop of COLOGNE
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Nuernberg r 18,7.46.

•TFID.VIT

by

Profcssor 3. C..JUS F.BIICIUS,

SA )‘

I, D. C.JUS F.BRICIUS, born on 13 luug. 1884 in Grcudonz, by profession

C. full professor of theology, residing in Hirchhorn on Nocker, at present
s.orn.

Court prison Nuernberg, being duly, depose and scy:

a) Personal Data:

1 cm professor of theology, ordained as a protestant clorgynn in 1909 , 

university toc.chct in Berlin since 1911, in Breslau since 1935. Maintaining 

relations ith numerous foreign Church Leaders through ny theological 

pulicctions, I alvcys strove for pcc.es in the church and among nations.

In 1932 I became a nonbor of the ISD.P for Chris ticn-Social ruasonS, I nevcr 

belonged to the S... in 1939, because of ny opposition to the anti Christian 

efforts of HIMLLER, I mas inprisoncd by him for two months, and in 1940 I 

was expelled from the Party by BOUHLER without logcl party proceedings.

iftor th t I had five years city arrest (Stad tarrest) c.nd in 1943 I lost my 

office as professor as a . enemy of the state. Since 17 June 45 I hc.vo boon 

interned in Ludwigsburg.

b) Concerning the Case;

Thc religious attitude of the Sh. Ls an objective obsorvor I have 

cscorte ined the following:

1. During the period after 1930, especially after 1933, large nuers of 

Protestant theological students in the institutions witoro I was teaching, th 

is the universities of Berlin and Breslau, were at the same time members 

c the SL. I myself - apart from my Christian-Social service for the 

uncmploycd - was also induced to join the Party because of the outs tending 

cherocter of these students. The fact that these future spiritual advisers 

of the people, young non of undoubtedly the most noble conviction, boccmc

H5128-0112
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tc or3 of the S- in such large nybors, proves irrefutably that the S. ccnnot 

hevo been a crimincl organization.

2. 4.S a student of theology from Lauban in Silesia reported to no in 1936 ,

since 1933 c.11 the menbers of the Young Men’s Christian Association from 

there, thc.t is an association of strongly Christian lcynen, joined the S.. 

together. It is not conceivable th t members of this world -wi do Christian 

orgcnizetion, thich has its headquarters in the U.S.I. , should hcvo joined a 

crininal org nizction.

3« -t the end of 1933 I htd a conference in Berlin with the two highost 

officers of the Salvation Irny; the latter inforucd me that the asylums of 

the Salvation -ruy or the homeless and neglected in Beilin had boon emptied 

in the course of 1933, bcccusc as c result of the National Socialist rising 

uno "oyncnt had considerably decreased. Thc Salvation Irmy voluntarily put 

these asylums at the disposal of the 3.1 for its purposes. Ls is ./ell known, 

the Salvation -rny is a Christian organization, which has as its principal 

goal the conversion of those '.’ho have gone astray. in1 so if the Salvation 

-rny transferred its asylums to the administration of the 3.., this proves, 

that it did not consider the S. as a criminal organization, but on the contrary 

that it considered the brown battelions precisely as a. Sclvction irmy.

Netos.

1. If in the period before 1933 individual Gernzns in great distress sought 

and found refuge in the 3.’., this does not mccn that there they allied then- 

selves with a gang of robbers. On the contrery, they wanted to extricate 

thomolves from the d esporato situation in which the Gorman people found 

itself under the pressure of the Treaty of Versailles, and - with tho help
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of onc party in one dcrocre.tic state - to return to c decent end orderly 

life.

2. If in later years isolctod attacks occurred cge ins t Christianity 

_ 1 the churches even within the SL, this, just as in the NSD.P altogether, 

is trccccblo to the acts of individuals, who fell cnay fron the Christian 

principles of National Socialism and must therefore be considered as 

illogitizeto.

The above-mo. tioned facts correspond to the truth. This stout 

has been made of my ot free wil l and vithout any compulsion. I nave read 

it through and signed it.

Subscribed and sworn to hcforc no this 22 day of July 1946 at 

Nuernberg, Germany.

s/ Signe.turo

Name, Grade, LSN

I, IVIT-. LIKOVSK, being thoroughly conversant ith both Enclish 

chd Gcxran, certify that I have acted as interpreter for thc sucarinc ol 

this affidavit.

3/ Signe turo.
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Affidavit.

Being informed of the consequences of a false affidavit and of the fact 

th t it will be submitted to the International Military Tribunal at 

Nuernberg, I state as follows in 1: eu of oath:

Personal Matter: Leonhard GONTERMaNI

Born on 16 June 1896 at Siegen/Westphalia;

Profession: Mersant;

formerly SA-Gruppenfuehrer and Chief of the Personnel 

Office of the Supreme SA-Leadership;

at present in Palace of Justice at Nuernberg, 

Bel ovant mat tert. Cn 23. 6, 1946 I discussed with Walter SCHLLEITBLRG 

his affidavit No. 3202/USA Exhibit 435 submitted by the Prosecution. Walter 

SCH TL..8RG stated in this connection that a misunderstanding might exist 

here; it might very well deal here with the talks of the SA-Leadership with 

the Rcich SS-Lesdership regarding the question of the City and Rural Guards. 

About the middle of 1943, after LUTZE’s death, Max JUETTNZTR, as permanent 

representative of the Chief of Staff, was the Fuehrer of the SA.

I know for certain that he neither desired nor suggested that the SA 

participate in guarding concentration camps, prisoners-of-war camps or 

in the supervision of forced labor; nor did he ever carry on or order 

discussions concerning this.

Also until the end of the war no directives whatever in this matter were 

sent to the SA; nor under the Chief of Staff SCHEPMAIII,

It would have been in contradiction to the very nature of the SA to concern 

itself with such tasks.

The SA s an orgenization wa.s not concerned.

s/ Leonhard GONTTILLAT

5 ubtcribcd and sworn to before me this 24th day of June 1946.

s/ Hobart B. STAINES 
AT 61281783 
1st Lt. Inf.

H5128-0115
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1, Paul SCHMIDT, fully conversant with the English and German languages, 

testify that I heve acted as interpreter for the swearing of the above 

affidavit.

s/Dr. Paul SCHMIDT
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Af fidav41 .

Being informed of the consequences of a false affidavit and of the fact 

th' t it vill be submitted to the I ternational iilitary Tribunal at 

luernberg, I state as follows in lieu of oath:

B.er so at 1 Ma 11 er: Leonhard GONTER AN

Born on 16 June 1896 at Siegen/Westphalia; 

Profession: Merc’ ant ;

formerly SA-Gruppe nfuehrer and Chief of the Personnel 

Office of the Supreme SA-Leadership;

at present in Palace of Justice at 1. rnberg,

. >.1 evunt mat ter ? On 23. 6, 1946 I discussed with Welter SCHEL: MBLRG 

his Affidavit 1o. 3202/USA Exhibit 435 submitted by the Prosecution, Walter 

SCH LLS . G stated in this connection that a misunderstanding might exist 

here; it might very well deal here with the talks of the. SA-Leadership with 

th Reich SS-Lendership regarding - 10 question of the City and ural Guards. 

About the middle of 1943, after LUTZE’s death, iax JUETTNaR, as permanent 

representative of the Chief of Staff, was the Fuehrer of the SA.

I know for certain that he neither desired nor suggested that the SA 

participate in guarding concentration camps, prisoners-of-war camps or 

in the supervision of forced labor, nor did he ever carry on or order 

discussions concerning this. 

Also until the end of the war no directives whatever in this matter were 

sent to the SA; nor under the Chief of Staff SCHEPMAVN, 

it would have been in contradiction to the very nature of the SA to concern 

itself with such tasks.

1 as an orgeni zation was not concerned.

s/ Leo nhe rd GON TORT

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of June 1246.

s/ Robrt B. STAITNES 
AT 61281783 
1st Lt. Inf.

H5128-0117
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I, Pnul SCHMIDT, fully conversent with the English and German languages.

testify that I have acted as interpreter for the swearing of the above

affidavit.

s/ Dr. Paul SCHIDT
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Dr.HORST ILAUBL Nuernberg, June 1946

Declaration in lieu of oath.

I, Dr. HORST LAUBE, born on 12 April 1892 at Chennitz, frnerly llinicterial- 

rat in the Reich llinistry of the Interior and residing at Garrisch, at 

present in the court prison at Nuornberg submit herewith the following 

declaration in lieu of oath, being fully aware that this deposition is 

destined to be subnitt ed to the International Military Tribunal at Nuern

berg and that any false declax ons would be severely punished.

I state:

After having undergone the nornal education for an administrative offi

cial of the higher grade, I occupied in the nornal career of a profes

sional adninistration official tlo post of Lan’rat in Btollberc from 

1933 until 1935, and the same port in Zwickau from 1935 until 1910.

In 1910 I was temporarily cal.lod up to the ohrmacht anil appointed to 

the llitary Govornnont in France. From March 1944 I was charged with the 

direction of the subordinate 'ranch in the Ministry of the Interior in 

which the principal affairs of t employees serving public bodies and 

of the officials were dealt with, and finally as I ini st-rialrat.

Between 1919 and 1933 I was employed in an honorary capacity on 

the Council of the former Provincial Association of higher ranking official 

in Saxony dealing with trade union matters.

Having belonged to the Gora Peoples Party I joined on 1 lay 1935 

the NSDAP and from 1934/35 collaborated in an honorary capacity with the 

Security Service in questions of its interior acninistrotion, and since 

1937 as SS Untersburmfuchrer.

Having co: ino contact with many officials of nl1 careers, salary 

groups and localities on account of my various posts an. activities, I 

considor myself competent to make general depositions regarding the 

relaions between the officials end the NSDAP.

H5128-0119
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Only a very small nunber of those officials, who nad chosen this life 

long profession of official out of inner conviction, and who from the 

very start wore properly and. oxportly schooled for thcir corcer joined 

the NSDAP. Only after the Party sad, in a manner the legality of which 

was not contested internationally, succeeded in 1933 if1- forming a govern- 

mno recognised by international law, after the other parties had been 

dissolved and had declared itself to be the sole admitted political form 

of organization of the German people, greater number of officials and 

teachers of all kinds were prepared to join the party. This happened 

principally because the official had, in his official capacity, in any case 

devoted his knowlodgo and strongth to the nation and soon after the assump

tion of power, the Party leaders made use of the officials' duty of obe

dience and their dependence upon the political references to bo obtained 

from the Party, for the purpose of inducing as many officials and teachers 

as possible to join the party or its organizations.

Legal basis for the relation between tho official and the party 

were in particular the Poragraph 26, 27 and 23 of the German Law for 

Employees, together with the Reich Principles issued for its enactment, 

dealing with the employment, o intncnt and promotion of employees dated 

14 October 1935 together with the regulations issued frun time to time 

for the individual careers of officials.
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Those principles and rules did not generally represent the start of new 

adjustments, which had first to be transferred to administrative practice, 

but they to great extent lent legal form and basis to an actual condition 

created by the Party. As the actual conditions were later again changed 

by numerous sanctions of exceptions from the general regulations, it was 

intended from 1944 to bring the Reich-Principles and the Regulations con

cerning careers into agreement vith actual practice. This seemed to be 

imminent in April 19-65. According to the rules hitherto valid, an official 

could as a rule only be engaged or promoted if he guaranteed his unconditional 

backing of the National Socialist State at any time. The minimum of loyalty 

of the official towards his State and leaders is a self evident demand, the 

fulfilment of which any state must and will demand at any time from its 

officials, who are its repre sontetivos and o-gonts. This therefore is no 

peculiarity of any authoritarian system, but likewise the custom and right 

of democratic states. The method of its execution is alone everyvhoro 

authoritative for the consequencos of such a principle.

The political judgments, which wore to certify the roliability of the offi

cials within the meaning of tho German Civil Service Law, were established 

according to the principles whic’ 1 been issued by the Ptrty through the 

Party Chancery and not by the State, in which case the Reich Ministry of 

the Interior would have been corpotont •

as the Gauleiter, who fancied the selvos to be more and more independant, 
regarded these principles as cenarc" directives only,, they considered them

selves authorised to give orders re arding the establishment of political 
certificates by far exceeding the ones of the Supreme Party leadership.
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Even in the event of the Party Ohancery ordering the official, wno is

Partymenber to be presumed politicelly reliable, this did not prevent the 

Gauleiter of Saxony fron demanding, that any official, in order to prove 

his reliability, must put himself ne his family at the disposal of the State 

to perform small tasks for the Party or any of its organ! ations- By this 

means moreover, the Party could increase to the desired extent the workers 

required for the performance of its small duties. The official, if he did not 

wish to imperil the basis of the e: istence of his family or of his career, 

hod no alternative but to accede to the den nds of the Party. He believed 

also by so doing to fulfill in the best manner his duty towards the 

connunity, because he had to consider the service in the P .rty or in any 

of its organizations according to the principle repeat ealy proclanud Party 

and State aru one and the same" as a service for tno community as 

service in the National Socialist’ State, recognized by International Law.

To which Party organization the individual official finelly offered his 

services was not seldom a matter of chance or a question of particular 

personal syupethy towards the representatives of the local Party organization; 

Moreover it was often of some ilpo tance whether an organization offered the 

possibility of .aking use of techicel knowledge and experiences in the 

Party’s service or of cultivating personal inclinations. This may explain 

that ,for instance, many teachers from amongst the officials deciced on 

the EIILSR Youth service or Party training; officials engagod in Charity 

matters decided on the NSV, cashiors on the discharge of Party financial 

matters, members coming from farming families decided to enter the Ridersb 

SA or Ziders' SS, technicians the national Socialist Motor or Plying Corps. 

The result was, that the officials belonged to the different organizations , 

to these which are considered crin: al by tne Board of Prosecution as well 

as to those which are not stated to be of a criminal cherecter•
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The attempt to withsw from this Partyservice world have led to the 

severest cons oquencos according to the Disciplinary Penal Code pnd the Police 

Code. Even a resignation from his poet, oven under the rorzancietion of lawful 

claims was,since 1939. expressly dr led to the official. Oon61doring the total 

devotion which the ISDAP claimed to be entitled to, it would have boon eboolut 

impossible for tho official to create for himself • new ozdstanco against the 

will of the Party.
Sven if many officials, as well as many Germans, recognised more and more 

slowly the contrition between the Theory of the political slocp " t " 

and the practise of the actual execution of the Party program, and the attitu 

of the authoritative leaders of the Party and State, tho officials took theso 

slips in general for local divergences of tutbulput subordinates, which could 

still be removed. Of the conditions in Concentration camps and measures really 

trken against the Jews, of which they only learned pfter the end of the wer, 

tho officials as a whole had just as little knowledge as the Majority of the 

German people. The knowledge of the true association of the leadership in t 

national State had remained limited to sts.11 circles, which, at tho control 

point, could remain in the closest contact with authoritative headquarters. 

They mast Also boar the responsibility for it.

Having mysolf boon an administrative official, I cen from 4 own 

experience better Judge the special conditions of this particular group.

So, for instance tho Gnioiter of Saxony, who was t the same time Roich 

Stat th-'It or, demanded that the Lendce.oto appear in Party uniform and their 

activity in a party organization. The tried to achieve their entry into an Re 

org nization by preventing, them from wearing the official uniform lawfully 

permitted by the Reich.
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He directed the district leaders (Kreisleiter) to turn ou of the hall 

officials who wished to attend a party meeting in their official unit oF-3 •

For the Landrat or the administrative officials, activity in the 

staff of the District Leader or in the District Office for nunicipal poli- 

cy, would havo been nost suitable. Since, however, it aas to be foreseen 

that in administrativo qucstin ", in particular of a nunicipal-political 

neture, divergences of views between representatives of the Socto an- 

of the Party would become inevitable, because of the splitting up botucen 

Party considerations an1 clains do logo foronda and practical adninistro- 

tivo work de lego Lata underpinned by professional officials, many pre

ferred not to joinbithno political authoritativo power of the District 

Leader as political leaders. Precisely for this reason also adnini.stro- 

tivo officials, like many other officials, often declared thensclves 

prepared for honorary cooperation inth Security Scrv.cc, especially 

as there it was possible for them to take also a critical attitude to 

all acute local adinistrativo problems of their professional sphere, 

on the strength of their own tochnical knovlodgo and 1 ofo ssional 

czorioncc, whereas this woula appoar hopeless through official channols 

when high Porty Loaders hi ahd Ptato Offices c.g, Gaul iter end Rcichs- 

statthalt or were combined. The following wore among such problems for 

ozaunplc:
Relationship of the Party to the State.
Unity of the administration.
Policy of incorporation of the large towns. 
Exacgoratcd organizabion of economy.
Rolccionship between the borough where the plant is 
ostel lichod and the borough whore the worker is domiciled.

s/Dr.HORST LAUBE

I certify that Dr.1ORST LAUBE rsonally appeared before me on the 

day of Juno 1946 and after being duly sworn, signed tho above stato- 

rent in my presence.
signature

Captain Inf. 0.353 239

I, IREIIE VRDOVI, certify that I an fully conversant with the English 

and Gomen languagos and that I have acted as interpreter for the 

swearing of tho above affidavit.

s/IRICIU VRBOVA.
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Guenther PAPE

Brigadier General

Nuernberg, 22 July 1946

Affirmation in Lieu of Oath.

re : The Army Group Units called "Feldherrnhalle".

Personal: Brigadier General Guenther PAPS, Commander 1. Tank Division 

Feldherrnhalle (PZ Div. THH) from September 1944 to the end 

of the war.

Born 14 July 1907 in Duesseldorf.

From 1 April 1927 regular officer in the army.

re subject

1. Question: Then did you take over the 1. Tank D*vision FEH?

Answer: In the beginning of September 1944 I took over the 1. Tank

Division FHH then being re-organized.

2. Question: Were there any other units in the army which were called 

Feldherrnhalle, perhaps also such with the designation Sit 

regiment or SA Division FHH?

Answer: As far as it is knowm to me there wa.s in the army one

Battallion in one Infantry Division, later a Regiment, 

which were entitled to bear the additional designation FHH, 

About the end of June 1943 this regiment wes incorporated 

into the 60. motorised Infantry Division, At this time this 

division was reorganized into e Tank Grenadier Division 

with the designation "Panzer—Grenadier—Division Feldherrn-- 

hallel (PZ. Gren. Div. FHH). In September 1944 this division 

wa.s formed into the l.-Tank Division FH; at the end of 1944 

the 2. Tank Division FHH was formed from the remainder of 

the 13. Tank Division. From both parts, with the addition of 

the IV. Tank Corps

H5128-0125
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and other army units the Tank Corps FHH was formed in the 

beginning of 1945, Just as in the case of the units of 

"Grossdeutschland" , the units of the FHH were, as a 

privileged unit, the depot Brigade FHH in the depot army. In 

addition to the army units just naned, there has existed a 

normal Brigade FHH, formed out of convalescent wounded and 

remainders of this Tank Grendadier Division FHH, which had 

been almost entirely annihilated near Mogilew in the Spring 

of 1944.

All these units designated FHH were exclusively army 

formations. They never had the designation SA Regiment or 

SA Division. They are not to be confused with the SA .Standarte 

FHH.

3. Question: What were the relations of the SA to the army units celled

FHH?

Answer: The army felt itself Larticularly closely connected with the

Sa, as it wa.s formed, just as the SA, out of the mass of the 

German people and did not only pick the best as did the 
an appreciation

Waffen SS. To give/ to all men serving in army units and SA men 

who distinguished the: selves, and thus to the Sa for their 

educational work, the army units, called FHH, were 

established at the beginning of the war. They wore the armlet 

FHH in addition to the army uniform. When these units were 

mentioned in the High Command Communique, then it was 

simultaneously an appreciation of all SA men serving with 

the army. With each year of war the reserve situntion in the 

army deteriorated. On the one hand by the fact that the army 

bore the main burden of the fighting, on the other hand by 

the increasing demand of the navy and airforce, but mainl: by 

the continuously increasing Waffen SS. This resulted in a sore
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deficienoy of fresh officers and H,C,0. for the arny. It ws, 

however, possible by a preferential quota of volunteers for 

Grossdeutschlend and FHH, to procure additional good material 

in the way of men with leadership qualifications for the arny. 

On the occasion of the taking over of 1. Tank Division FIIH, 

General GUDERIAN or his Chief of Staff, General TEOiLLE, in the 

Fuehrer’s H.Q. gave this as the reason why the arny desired good 

relations with the SA, and why it was desired to create, apart 

fron the Tank Division EHH, a Tank Corps FHH with 2 Tank 

Divisions.
influence

The SA had no/or even right of commandover the units of the 

army designated FHH, They supplied a nunber of volunteers and 

cared for the mentioned troops units with charitable gifts, 

books etc. The relation between ny division and the SA was 

exactly as loose as betwe n my old Motorcycle Riflenen Bataillon 

3 and its traditional tro p unit in the old army of the Eniser, 

the oldswadter Dragoon Regiment.

Question Where did the reserves for the army troops designated EH come 

from?

Answer: The reserves for the arny troops designated FHH came only partly

from the SA Standarte Feldherrnhalle. The volunteers, enlisted 

by the SA Standarte FHH, with the EITLER Youth and with the Reich 

Labor Service (RAD) took a short military sports trsining with the 

army before joining the ranks. They were then called up as soldiers 

for the Reserve Brigade FHH, ie. the army. There they underwent 

the usual recruit drilling customary in the arny, and were 

transferred to the front units according to requirements.

I may mention in this conneetion
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that at any time the army Sa leaders, regardless of their Sa service grade, 

like every other soldier after the proscribed training period, were 

promoted officer or N.C.0. But only then, if the full military suitability 

existed* With the re-organisation of the Division FHH into a Tank Division 

a great many expreri encsi specialists from other old tank divisions were 

needed. The young volunteers, who were recrutted through the Sa Standarte 

FHH, could not however, be trained into highly qualified specialists so 

quickly. Moreover, after the complete annihilation of Tank Grenadier 

Division FHH - I believe at the end of 1943 at Narva - and its re—forming 

in spring 1944 at Mogilev - and also of the 1. Tank Division FHH at 

Budapest in the beginning of 1945 - only a fraction of the needed 

replacement of volunteers could be furnished by the SA Standarte FHH. 

The mass of the members of the Division were, therefore, normal army 

reserves. (see also Qeustions 5 and 6)

2 • * i Were then any SA Leaders in the Officer Corps of the 1» Tank 

Division FHH under your command^

In the 1. Tank Division the following SA leaders were in the Officer 

Corps at its formation in autumn 19 14:, -the Commander of the Divisional 

Administrative Company, the Divisional Supply Commander, a Company 

Commander with the Tank - Grenadier - Regiment, moreover the Comnander of 

the Engineer's Bataillon of one Artillery Section, killed or missing at 

Budapest, as well as the Divisional Surgeon. On the occasion of the re- 

formation of the Division in the beginning of 1945, an Artillery Section 

Comnander was added to the above - mentioned officers. All the others wore 

normal reserve or regular army officers. With the
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2. Tank Division HHH,as far as I know, the percentage of 3.. locders was 

still less, as this Division brought with it the skeleton corps of the 

old 13. Tank Division. It is not know to me that a S leader in 

the officer corps was with the Staff of the 4. Tank Corps and the 

Corps troops. The small percentage of SA leaders in the officer corps 

of the army troops, designated FHH, is to be explained by the fact 

that the mass of the SL leaders from the first day of war were in 

action with the army troops and wished to romain with those with thom 

they had trained in poacotinc. They did not wish to be with the FHH 

divisions only formed in the course of the war.

, Jas the percentage of Sh members in the army units, designated 

FHH, greater than in other troop units?

The percentage of true SL members was not greater than in the 

regiment or battalion of the 3. Tank Division under nycormand. H10 

above-mentioned officor percentages were c.lso normel. In ly Tank- 

Grenadier - Regt, there were c+ that time for example 2 3.* locders 

as company chiefs. To young volunteers from the S. Stand arte 3101 

formed 50 % of the Tank Groncdicr Regiment of the 1. Tank Div. TH.. , 

with the other units of the Division at the utmost 25 %, portly 0 % 

of the total. For example, th rO were 8 Catholic priests in one 

of my medical companies. At tho second ro-fornc.tion of the 1.Tank 

Div. FHH in the beginning of 1945 were even some irny troops units, 

for example the artillery Regiment and the Tank units supplied just 

as thoy were. Ifter the short military sport training with the Si. 

Standarto FHH, many
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of the young volunteers, as I could often confirm from talks, fell 

themselves to be not SA men, but furnished as reason for their 

voluntary report to the FHH, that they wished to join a well 

equipped Tank Division with armlet of the army, and not the SS or 

something similar.

s/ Guenther PAPE

Subscribed and sworn before me this 23 Day of uly at lucrnberg/Gera.

s/ S.A. BI ATDIR

Capt. Inf. 0358239

I, UOVE, certify that I am fully conversant with the English and 

German langur cos and that I have acted as interpreter for the swearing 

of the above affidavit.

s/ Irene ULOV.
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UR No. 693 for 1916

Attested at 32 lorbert strasse, Colome, in the Ir ist 'c ron 

of the Notary, on 7th L-^y 1946.

Before the undersigned

Eduard Cremer

notary at Cologne

there appeared:

Doctor Josef Haubric h, Attorney-at-aw, resident at C:logne- 

Marionburg, 

knowm to the notary.

He declared:

I was married to a Jewess who committei suicide in Htruary 194- 

when she was bidden to appear before the Gestapo. I n Se3 was 

constantly persecuted politically until the Americans rarod in;

I was never a nenbor of the NSDAP or their associr tes ar. c.. mnomm as 

an anti-fascist. I am now an attorney-at-law and town—uncillor.

I have professionally made enquiries as regards do 1S Aiders’ 

corps in Cologne.

I have ascertained that the NS Riders’ Corps via. only founded 

after the seizure of power in 1933 and partly arose i r ush co

ordination of riders’ associations, which here in to 'Jest and 

particularly in rural districts consisted entirely f devout Cethlics,

The NS Riders' Corps in Cologne stood aprrt f n the real SA 

and had almost entirely sporting and society ai s: it kept awey from 

political and ideological activity. There was no so— called politi cel 

schooling at all.

It was precisely those people who wanted t avoi entering the 

NSDAP who joined the N9 Riders' Corps. That v.: why, if tor on, the 

NS Riders' Corps was regarded by the Party wit. mistrust.

H5128-0131
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In any caso, it is in no wise to be co .lor.red 1i th_the SA,

I affirm the truth of the above stotenents in lieu of oath.

This written statenent was read out, agreed to by the pc: ern 

who appeared and signed by his own hand.

(signed) Dr. Hnuori.ch

" Everd Gro j.; c r.

Certified as a true copy, which is hereby granted to Dr. Josef 

Haubrich, Attorney-at-Law, resident at C olo ene-Mari enbure -

Cologne, 7 th lay 1916.

The Toterys

(signed) Eduard Crencr,
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Turenbers, 29th Juno 19 56. 
Courthouse

CRS 13.

.x f f i d a v i t .

I make the following Statoment to he produced at the International 

Military Tribunal, lTurenberg. I affirn the truth of the statenent 

in lieu of oaths -

I - re. my •person; Name Heins Wilhelm Gud rian

born 17th June 1888

at Kuln on the Vistula

Religion Protestant

last rank General

present abode? Courthouse, Nur ember .

II- re. the matter:

in the tine before the outbreak of World War II, I was from Hovonber 

1933 to September 1939, as Chief of Mobile Troops, the highest 

ranking Ordnance officer. not only of the Panzer trooys but also of 

the whole of the Armed Forces’ cavalry. Oving to my position and 

knowledge of the building up and development of the Gruan armed 

forces, I can vouch for the following facts:

Between the Gcrnan armed forces and the ITS Rit ers Corps there was 

no military co-operation, either in respect of tactics or strategy. 

The cavalry of the armed forces saw to the trainin' of its rier- 

recruits itself and was not dependent on the co-ou ration of the ITS 

Riders Corps. Relations with the ITS Riders Corpe were neither 

sought nor developed by the armed forces. I knei Litzann, chief of 

the ITS Riders1 Corps, personally but never co-operated with him as 

regards military matters. The opinion that the function of the US 
i

Riders' Corps was to ensure recruits for the armed forces is wont

and could be formed by someone totally unaware of the real circustances.
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The 80-called aider's Certificate arose from the understandable 

desire of every enthusiastic rider, when he ws called up to the 

Arny ’ to join a mounted unit, just as a mountaineer or a skier 

wanted to serve in a mountain-troop unit. But the Arsed Forces were 

seldom able to take the rider's certificate into account, oving to 

the Fuehrer's orders for notarisation, and thus the percentage of 

cavalry to the total arny declined steadily. Whereas, up to 1935 

there were still 18 cavalry -regiments, at the beginning of the war 

there was-only one compact cavalry brigade, which was subsequently 

enlarged to a division during the war. Panzers had taken the place 

of the cavlary, and that was particularly emphasized by the fact 

that 40, of the panzer officers cane from former cavalry regionts. 

In view of this development an affiliation of units of th - tn 

the arned forces was neither intended, nor did it take pl- co.

I at firm the truth of the above statement in lieu of oath.

(signed) Heinz w, Guderian

I, Erna W. Schwa benland, 

fully conversant with the 

English and German languages, 

certify that I have acJ .d 

as interpreter for the 

swearin: of the above 

affida. it.

Sworn before me at Nuremberg, Gorany, 

the 28th of Juno 1946,

Jack G. Wheeler,

1st Lt. G.C. 13304 98

(Signature, Grade, A.S..)

(signe a) Eua W. Schwabenland.
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Affidavit

Instructed as to the consequences of making a false Affidavit, 

I make the following statement, in lieu of oath, to be produced 

at the International Military Tribunal, luremberg: -

1 - re. my person. My name is Emil E. Maschmann

born 4 th December 1899

at Mayence

Heligion Protestant

Prof e ssion Bank procurator
(now unemoloyed)

Present domicile am Rosengarten 12, Mayence

II - ro. the matter:

1. AS sports-writer (Truppf. Dienstgr.) 150th Heiterstanderte

of the urpfalz group I had from 1934 to 1939 amole occasion to

have an idea of the working of their service, i.e. Aider Companics 

of the widespread Standard Organization - Taunus region and tno 

Xheinhessen Province included -. For this reason I consider myself

entivled to give a short description of these separate forna010ns, 

both from a purely sporting angle and the political recruitin : of 

their members.

2. -s, after the seizure of power, it seemed superfluous to use the Sa 

.3 in the years up to 1933, they had to be given new duties. The poli

tical leadership therefore, at that time, organized not only the whole

f the sporting world (founding the Reich league for physical culture 

1934), but also sought for a further field of activity for the SA in

duties aimed at snorting objectives.
that

Thus it came about/notoring sporting associations, as well as marine

and riding associations, were affiliated to the SA at shor j

The former succeeded after a comparatively short while in gaining their

independence, owing to their political influence with itl r, -ich was 

only 'ranted partly to the Rjora’ Corps, as their top-leaders remained 

subordinates to the Sa Leadership, although their whole service duties

were quite different to those of the remainder of the Sa

H5128-0135
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3. Te members of the NS Riders’ Coris were, during the whole period of 

National Socialism, treated, by the Party and the SA in general as 

loutsiders" ; they were not invited to any demonstrations of a political 

neture against the Church, Jews and guilds. T never knew of a case in 

vnich a member of the NS Aiders11 Corps of the Kurpfalz group took part 

in the events that occurred on 9/10. 11.1938. The members of the IS 

Aiders' Corps only learned of these events afterwards.

4. . raining in the NS Riders! Corps had nothing to do with the following 
/, 

of military objectives. hiding, driving and horse breeding served no 

military requirements. It was carried on in towne as sportins o.ivity 

and in the country as a necessary agricultural activity (horsobroecing)- 

I do not know that in the Kurpfalz group of the NS -iders Corps ormed 

forces manoeuvres or exercises were carried out. Furthermore, co—ope- 

ration with infantry units for military or tecticel objectives never 

took place. There was, equally, no training in the handling of military 

weapons.

The Aider Certificate only confirmed the sporting knowledge of a rider 

end was no proof of military fitness. In most instances the Draft 

berds took no notice of a lider Certificate or ridership trainin ' when 

t was a matter of calling men to the Armed Forces. These men were more 

cften than not posted to technical or other motorisoc units.

5. diteraturo read in the IS Aider Corps was purely sporting liter bure 

concerning horses, more particularly "Die deutschon Reiterhofto" I -he 

German Aider's Reviow"), "St. Jeorge", "itlehrer von Amsel-r" ("-i- 

ding Lessons" by Mueseler) etc. 1o notice was taken of political Cily 

papers and wo wondered greatly at the propagande articles ublisod in 

them and which gave a totally false impression of the activities of the 

NS Aiders' Corps. In our opinion it was a matter of pur 308317 ineorved 

articles which sought to justify certain high-u and paid Porsons in 

the top lecdership of the Sa keening their positions, whilst they tried 

tc impute to the NS Aider Corps an importance which neither the latter 

nor the Armed Forces recognized as being true.
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6. Tho Prosecution authoritios have recognizod the ISICK. and 1/S-I, oqually 

citod, as soorting organizatiors and consequently excluded from prose- 

cution. The decisive viewpoint in excupating these two formations, 

which is precisely their soortive nature, must even more so he certainly 

applioi to the NS kidors’ Corps.

But the formal rason for which the Rider Corns is still under sus icion, 

viz. the }Ldor Chiefs oing subordinato to the SA. Chief, appears inz18- 

nificent when compared to th. t ely sporting aims and activitic: ex the 

three inividuel associations, as the I ternetionel Military Tribunal, 

vihhich placed justice bofote ovezythins. has dealt with two Precede " 

cases, no right thinking men could understand it. if the IS Miler C:"Ps 

were to La treated on a differ t footing to tho two other oporsine 

associations.

I affirm ch. truth of the foregoing in li u of oath.

(signed) faschmann

Sworn before me at lurombars, Germany, 
the 27th of June 1946.

.T_.ck I. Bailey
Si, nature

Major TC 044258
Grado L.S.]7

I, Betty D. Richardson, being fully conversant ribh Uhe Eng-*sh and 

German lenguacos, certify that “ havo acted as interureter for he 

swearing of the above affidavit.

tty D. Richardson
Signature

Civ. 409
Grade
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A f f l d a t l t

Instructed as to the consequences of an affidavit, I make the following

statement, to be placed before the International Military Tribunal at

Nuremberg, in liey of oath

As to my person; My name is 
torn on 
at 
Religion 
Resident at

Rudolf Erpf
2nd October 1887
Stuttgart
Protestant
7 Kanonenweg, Coburg.

As to the matter;

1* For 17 years I was a member of the "Johannis zum wiedererbauten Tempel"

("The rebuilt temple of John") oc-masons lodge at Ludwigsburg and

held in it for 7 years the rank of steward of the lodge and finally

master of the lodge. I was, in consequonce, never a member of the

NSDAP, but was on the contrary considered a political enemy of the

Nazis. As an ardent rider, I belonged to the Ludwigsburg Horsemen's

Association, in which I fulfilled the post of deputy-chief.

When, in 1933/34, the Party carried out the affiliation of all 

associations and sportsmen, the chairman feared that the Ludwigsburger 

Horsemen's Association would be broken up and therefore had the

association turned over to the NS Rider's Corps. As a matter of fact 

two rural riders' associations in the neighbourhood of Ludwigsburg;

the Schieberdingen and Moeglingen ones were actually broken up because 

they refused to be transferred to the NS Riders' Corps.

As the lozding member of the lodge I merely took part, as a guest of 

the NS Riders' Corps, in its riding work. I carried on relations with 

m previous riding comrades in Ludwigsburg until my transfer to Coburg 

in 1936. Although I was a member of the lodge, I was also accepted 

there as a guest for riding, I consider, in view of my close relations 

“ith riding circles in Ludwigsburg and Coburg, as a non-member of the 

13 Rimers' Corpe I can g.ve an unbiased opinion as to its aims and acti 

itiese in the NS Rider Corps horseracing and hors©breeding were to the

H5128-0138
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forefronto We felt drawn to one another, not by any political ties, 

but by love of horses and joy in sporting events. Service in the NS 

Rider Corps consisted of riding, driving, veterinary work and hunting 

and horseshows, in v hich ladies also took part.

As far as I know, the NS Rider Corps never took part in any cases 

of political activity against those who thought differently. I 

remerber very well that effc”>' were continually being made to 

separate the NS Rider Corps fron the SA. But in consequence of its 

political untrustworthiness and lack of influence the NS Rider Corps 

rompined subordlnnte to the highest SA leader. Meny who tried to 

avoid political service in the Party joined the NSRK in order to 

devote themselves to sport. I can say quite freely that the Reiter- 

sturn Was nothing else than a Riders1 Association who wore brown 

uniforms. Riding was taught in the Roichs riding schools. When 

those taking part retruned they said no mention of politics had been 

□ado during the lessons.

I never heard anything about the SA in general having anything to do 

with concentration camps or thet when guilds* property was occupied, 

they tock part in it; nor in the guarding of Pow did the co-operate.

I can affirm that among NS Rider Corps circles thor was never any 

talk of a war of aggression, nor would it have be n planned or 

intended or even accepted joyously. On the contrary, we were glad

that the Olyrpic Games at Berlin, which I also attended, could be

considered as a festival of international understanding and brothor- 

lincss.

Prior to 1933 a bronze, silver or gold medal was given in riding 

circles for proficiency. Whorcas every horserider and member of the 

NS Rider Corps tried to win the decoration, the Riding Certificate 

awakened little enthusiasm. I1 gain the Rider’s Ccrtifloato no 

political or military knowledge was demanded. This certificate gave 

the right - but only on paper - to young men to do their service in
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a nounted unit. It is therefore quite wrong to say that the NS 

Ridor Corps had to provide for recruits to the Armed Forces 

cavalry.

It is too absurd to say that the NS Rider Corps did, by its 

activities, co-operate in the preparation of a war of aggression.

The importance of horses in warfare declined steadily after the first 

World War. On Hitler’s instructions, horses in the GernanArned 

Forces were steadily replaced by motorisation. Hitler had no love 

for horses

In addition, I would like to mention that in the Coburg Riders 

Company a half-Jcw, Dr. Egon Scheldt from Coburg, as well as 

Banle Director Florey from Sonneberg, whose wife is a Jewess and was 

put into a concentration camp, rode alongside ne. Another lodge nenber 
/

was Dr. Freys old, Attorney-at-Law. All these people, who rode in the 

SA, had no possibility of bein • taken into the NSDAP but within SA 

riding circles they were in every respect considered and recognized.

I am at any time prepared to repeat these statements on oth before 

the International Military Tribunal.

As a proof that Hitler did not wish to hear anything abott. horses 

and did his best to replace horses by motors, above all in the Armed 

Forces, I wish to draw attention to the following: About 1940, a few 

comrades of my son-in-law had to go to Berlin, as sub licut nants in 

the cavalry regiment No.18 of the German Armed Forces, to take the 

oath. Some of these young officers were received by Hitler. In the 

ante-room they were instructed what they would be allowed to speak 

about with Hitler. The were strictly forbidden to turn the conversation 

to horses and riding; otherwiso itler would have flown into a rage.

I affirm the truth of the foregoing in licy of an oath, 

(signed) Rudolf Erpf

Sworn before me at Nuernberg, Germany 
this 26 th day of June 1246.

Robert W, Spilnor, 2nd Lt. Infantry 
Signature 'Grade,

6. 1334040



I, Betty B. Richardson, being fully conversant with the

English and German languages, certify that i have acted.

as interpreter for the swearing of the above affidavit.

Betty D. Richardson Civ. 409
Signature Grade
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Instructed as to the eon sequences of a false declaration,- I make the 

following staterent to the International Military Tribunal, Nuremberg, 

in lieu of oath : -

I, As to my person i My name is Hans Jakob RIETLI

born 5^h March 1898 in Stuttgart

Religion Protestant

Profession up to 17th June 1946 State architect, 
technical school

Residence Stuttgart 13, Rotenbergerstr. 117.

II, As to the matter:

1. I belonged to the Stuttgart riders* company from 2nd January 1934 to the 

end of March 1937 and again from 1st April 1939 to April 1943. 

During these many years of membership, and in particualr in the two 

years when I had to leave the riders company at the demand of the NSDAP, 

because of my previous membership of a lodge, I spoke to many comrades 

of ny company and, whenever the occasion presented itself, to riders in 

other companies about the existence and duties of the Rider Companies, 

For that reason I may be allowed pass a general opinion as to these 

matters.

2, In the question as to whether the affiliation and consequently the 

mixing into the Party could be accepted or not, what was decisive was 

the effort to collect the majority of horsemanship amateurs into

separate groups in a ’workable economic manner, in order that they might 

enjoy their individual sportmen’s lives, in spite of the change-over, 

and without making any political demands possible.

a) The Wurtemburg NSRK was, from the SA in general, a separate unit 

in the pursuance of its duties. Our service was independently orgnized, 

apart from the SA. I never knew of any ease where a member of my former

company was troubled by the SA legally.

b) The independence from the Party and the SA was particularly evident 

in financial matters. The horses, stables, carriages, saddles, harness 

etc* were not the property of the Party or the SA», but were paid for 

by the members. The cost of buying and maintenance was not borne by the
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SA but was paid for by the rembers. If members of the SA wanted to ride with 

us,. they had to pay for doing so; hour by hour, just like any other guests. 

3. There was no obligation to read National Socialistic propaganda litera- 
a)

turee The evilly-known paper "Der SA Mann" had no official character 

but was part of the business " 'peculations of the Eher publishers. Their 

contents were so often a crass exaggeration of the real conditions 

that all circles of the NSRK, with whom I came into contact, refused to 

read that paper. Other papers, such as the "Der SA-Fuehrer" never 

reached the greater majority of the members at all. In the colunns of 

these papers there .ere articles by authors who were mainly occupied 

in some Party official job and sought to stress the necessity of their 

jobs by such stuff, even more so when they had little to do. Precisely 

in the NSRK there was an un surmountable mistrust and horror of persons 

employed officially, viz. paid Fuehrers.

b) On no member of the company was pressure put by the leaders to get him 

to leave a religion. Religious beliefs remained unmolested.

c) Recruits to the NSRK were trained in decent fellowship, readiness to 

help others and love of animals, whilst avoiding intentionally political 

tendencies,.

d) Sporting capacity was tested by exams for the Rider’s Badge in varying 

degrees. This badge, the receipt of which was eagerly sought, contained 

no swastika and was already in existence prior to 1933.

e) Many Rider’s Companies had a ladies’ section, whose members took part 

in the riding lessons and cros -country rides, vhen there were sufficient 

horses.

5• I wish to particularly stress that NSRK members with whom I came into 

contact never took part in demonstrations against people of other beliefs. 

Jews, priests or guilds, nor had they any knowledge of such being planned 

Furthermore, when the excesses took place in November 1938 no member of 

the NSRK participated in the .

Hie Rider’s Companies were never asked by the SA to take part because 

their members were looked upon as bad National Socialists and 

consequently politically untr mworthy.
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When the ROEHM Putsch took place in 1934 the SA marched through Stuttgari 

but no riders were there. The, only heard of the whole insurrection 

after it took place, through ihe broadcasted reports and the press.

6. a) Riding was not taught vith the idea of training horse lovers for 

war. At the time we sincerely believed in HITLER’s assurances of peace

ful intentions. The rider companies in Stuttgart carried on their duties 

independently; no cross-country exercises were carried out with the 

SA or any branches of the Armed Forces and which might have been for 

military-tactical purposes. Ner were any army forces added to the Rider 

Companies; there was an intention to do this but we were able to prevent 

it.

b) The possession of a Rider’s Certificate was only in exceptional 

cases useful in getting a recruit for the army into a mounted unit. From 

conversations with cavalry officers, when we had tournaments, it always 

became patent that the young officers and non-ormissioned officers had 1 

very exalted opinion of our 1* ier Companies and that they much preferred 

to have young men with no pr . ious horsemanship knowledge as recruits, 

c) From the -whole building up of the Armed Forces it became apparent 

that HITLER did not attach much importance to horses in modern warfare. 

He only encouraged motorization. I know of two cavalry regiments which 

became panzer units and had to give up their horses. But NSKK and NSFK 

are justifiably classified as sporting organizations, which care not 

among the accused.

d) The assertion that service in the NSRK was of military value is 

quite erroneous. If it -were so, then every sport such as rowing or 

learning to fly or drive motor vehicles would also come under suspicion,

e) The conception of the word "soldier" is inevitably bound up with 

the handling and technical knorledge of firearms. Members of the NSRK 

only practised shooting with a all calibre weapons.

7. There nas room in the NSRK for political opponents of National Socialism 

Numerous members had joined is because they were able to carry on their 

sports without being obliged to join in the general political work of 

the SA. I nysolf wes. a free • -.an until my lodge was forcibly broken
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up after 30th January 1933» an at "the demanc of the Party I had to leave 

ny Rider Company in April 1937; but in April 1939» contrary to the 

dictates of the Party,. I was able to rejoin ay old corrades and riders 

at their behest until I was called to the Armed Forces in A ril 1943. 

Although, for the reason stated, I should never have been taken into 

the Party, no discrimination ms shovm to me in the Rider’s Company, 

mhen in 1938 the members affilinted to the Party received the cormand 

to join the NSDI.P, and a numbeo of then did not do so, both they and I 

remained quite unmolested in t : Rider’s Corps.

8, The horses bolonging to the Stnttgort rural Rider’s Association .'ere 

fron 22nd July 1937 onwaris insured with the British "Eaglo, Star & 

British Dominions Insurance Co,, Ltd," London/ Hamburs, under Policy 

No. 1,60202/45232 dated 28 th' July 1937. I do not think that at that 

time there was any connection of the NSDL.P that paid premius to a 

foreign insurance company.

I affirm the truth of the foregoing in lieu of oath.

(signed) Hans TIETTI

Sworn before ne at Nuernberg, Ger many, 
the 27th of June 1946.

Jack I. Bailey 
Si -’nature

Major TC 
Grade

0442584
1.S .N

I, being fully conversant vith the English 
and German lanzuages, certify that I have 
acted as interpreter for the shearing of 
the above affidavit.

Betty D• RICH-DSON
Signature

Civ, 409
Grado
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Affidav1 t

-nstructed as to the consequences of a false effidavit, I make the

following statement to be produced to the International Military

Tribvnal at Nurcmber in lem of oath :2

1 - As to gy person: My nano is 
"born on 
born at 
Religion 
Profession 
Present domicile

II -

Egen Wagner 
12th larch 1892 
Esslingen a. N.
Protestant 
technical erployos 
5 Ottilienstrasse, 
Esslingen a/Neckar,

As to the matter:

1. Personal nombership of the Esslingen Riders! Corps from 1934 to 

1945. Service rank in 1934: Cbertruppenfuehrer (technical 

sergeant in Sa), (compulsorily transfrod from the Stahlholn) ; 

finally Oberstarmfuabuer (1st Lt.) in the 113 Riders! Corps.

I spoke about the attitude of the Riders’ Companies with most of 

the nembers of my Company and also with members of others. I 

ro ularly attended the horse-shows and talked there with many 

numbers of the 113 Riders ’ Corps from all over the Reich. For 

this reason and in view of ny lengthy membership I may be 

allowed to form a general opinion, and above all of conditions 

in Sc ut Germnny.

B3 - Thore was practically no connection with the SA in general. The 

IT' Rider Corps was, as an independent special Corps, subordinate 

to the Reich Inspector of Riding & Driving in Berlin. The 

connection with the Sa only came about because this Reich Inspector 

was himself subordinate to the Phief of Staff of the SA.

3. The aims and duties of the RS Riders Corps in South Gernany were 

cclusively restricted to horses, vis, the care of horses, driving 

and riding.
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To ny knowledge of the circunstances, there was practically not 

teaching of idealogical or political matters.

The NS Rider Corps did not take part in political denonstrations 

against people of other religious belief, the Church. Jews, guilds 

etc., nor in the excesses of 9.10./11 1938.

The assertion that the activity of the NS Riders 1 Corps helped te 

prepare the war can only be characterized as absurd. From World War 

I onwards horses no longer played an important part in nodern warfare. 

That applies not only to Germany but to all nodern countries: riding, 

driving and the care of horses were practised solely for sport’s 

sake or for agricultural purposes, I do not know of any cases in which 

the NS Riders ’ Corps, in any part of Gernany, undertook warlike 

exercises or manoeuvres. I have never heard that military cross

country exercises were carried out by units of the NS Aider Corps - 

whether with infantry units of the SA or with units of the Arned 

Forces, Military or tactical considerations or duties formed no part 

of the NS Rider Corps ’ work. There Was no teaching how to handle 

military weapons.

The Aider’s Certificate only meant that those who hold it were 

proficient in their sporting knowledge: riding, driving and the care 

Of horses. The Aider’s certificate by no noans meant that the holder 

was suitable for the army.

In actual practice, the Alder's Certificate hardly played any part 

because the arned forces only required a small nunber of riders and 

drivers and there were trained in their own centres. Most holders 

of the Aider's Certificate were consequently drafted, not ino 

cavalry units, but into motorised or other technical units. If the 

reproach is made to the N6 Aiders' Corps that because it trained its 

nembers in riding and driving, then it helped to prepare for War, 

then the prosecution would be more justified in accusing every 

automobile club or school where people were taught to drive motor
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vehicles of preparing for war, because in modern warfare the use of 

notor vehicles is much more irportant than knowing how to ride a horse. 

Thus, the accusation of preparing for war should apply meh more to 

the IIS-C or NSFK, but they are not among the accused in this trial.

The newspapers and instructional matter that was usually read in the 

NS Liders’ Corps was: 11 The German Horsemen’s Review", "St. George", 

"Jucsoloris Hiding Lessons" etc. These are all purely specialised 

horse & sporting literature.

The SA paper called "The SA Man" was usually not read. The few copies 

received usually lay arovnd. In the quarters in a dusty condition.

The magazine "Hhe SA Fuehrer" Was only known to the higher authorities. 

Both journals were in no wise representative of the duties and 

activity of the NS Aider Corps. It is true that in these papers many 

articles were published which wer usually laughed at, because they 

were a grotesque contradiction of the real activity of the NS Aider 

Corps, liost of them were obviously falso proparands, easily recognized 

by hors clovers. Their clearly recognized object was to justify the 

existence of the NS Aiders' Corps, as far as Hitler was concerned.

But the principal paid authorities of the NS Aider Corps had clearly 

an interest in the continuance of it. That is why they contributed 

many untrue reports of the supposed military importance of the NS 

Aider Corps and its importance in the so-called pre—military training. 

They hoped by so doing to prevent dissolution of the NS Aider Corps 

by Hitler, who Was a well known opponent of horseriding.

Actually, all these propaganda articles have nothing to do with the 

real activities of the NS Aider Corps, which was a purely sporting 

and agricultural affair, as I have depicted above.
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The nenbers of the NS Rider Corps were already against any war 

because the greater nunber of them was peasants, who in any case 

did not want to hear of war.

In the cities the NS Rider Cor-3 often had an internatinnal 

nature because foreigners thus had personal and social connect

ions open to then Thus, the 1 blowing foreign guests regularly 

took part in the riding lessons given by the Reserve Section of 

the NS Rider Corps in Esllingca :

the American vice-consul at Suttgart, Francis Spalding;
the British consul " , Viaurice Smith;

n Swiss officer, Fred B±renstihl
" American Jumper, "Madelaine Roentgen-Lie Harg;
11 Norwegian, Lire. Pfeiffer.

I affirm the above to be true, in lieu of oath.

(signed) Eugen Wagner

Sworn before ne at Nuernberg, Permany, 
the 27th of June 1946.

Jack I.Bailey Major TC
Signature Grado

0442584
A.S.N.

I, Betty D. Richardson, being fully conversant with the 

English and German languages, certify that I have acted 

as interpreter for the swearing of the above affidavit.

Betty D. Richardson 
Signature

Civ 409 
Grade.
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Statenont made under oath, to be produced to the Internetional Military

Tribunal at Tuernberg.

1. as to my -person: I, farmer Frio

21st October 1887 at Froemrn, Krui

ny permenent residence is the Korter

SUEMMER M A N 1 , was born on

Jnna, Westphalia. I an a Protestant; 

state near Unne.

II» as to the matter: Since 1924 1 3 the Cheirmen of the roondenbor6

Rural Riders’ Association (Reiterv e". in) and also District Chairmen of the 

Krcis Unna Rural Riders' Association. Later I became Provincial Chairman 

of the Rural Riders’ , Driving & Bre dors’ Associations of the Province of 

Westphalia, and I held this position for 12 years. The Province of West- 

phalia is one of the nost inportant horsebreeding parts of Germany and we 

had in our province no less than 180 such Riders, Driving & Breeders 

Associations.

These rural Riders & Drivers Associations had nothin, whatever to do 

with politics. They rathermore fulfilled a peasantry requirement, as the 

young peasants could only gain kno eige of horsebreeding and the care of 

horses through these associations, i cluding the treatment of sick horses 

and the improvenent of draught-horsea. The aim of the associations was to 

promote horsebreeding and improve t = economic importance of horses

When, in 1933, the ITSDaP seized power they drew the whole sporting 
/

life of Germany to the novement. The rural Riders Associations had to fa.ce 

the choice of either joining the Party or bein closed down. In the latter 

case the whole, considerable means of the associations would have been 

confiscated, and the dissolvin'; of the rural Riders Associations would nave 

meant that they could no Ion or fulf' l the task of helping horsebreeding. 

Under the pressure of these circumstences, tne joining of the Riders 

Associations to the Party organization took place. a few of the Riders 

Associations joined the SS. The greater number of them were attached to 

tne Sa as independent NS-Riders’ Corps.

Furthermore, after this so-called "affiliation'1 the nature and tne task 

of the Riders Associations did not a I ter, although they were now called IS
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Riers Corps or SA Riders. The SA Riders here in Westphalia pursued their 

habituel sportsmans life and kept ewey from politics. I myself hed the rank 

of Ooertruppfuehrer and led the Froendenberg troop. No man in my troop had bee 

r. nclibor of the SA or of the Party prior to 1933. No member of my troop took 

p' rt in any demonstrations whatsoever against people of other political ays 

of thinking. Political or ideological schooling was not practiced. A laz e 

part of the Riders did not blong to the Party. During riding lessons enployet 

wo rlne n and ladies in civilian dress took part and they had nothinj to do with 

the Party or SA.

Relations with the Party and f in enerl were always strained. We 

were considered politically untrust’ ' hy because we had nothing to do with 

the st or:.. troops of Adolf IZIR and openly criticised the measures of the 

Party.

Th assertion that the duty of tne Riders Association was to supply the 

Armed Jorces with recruits for the cavalry is unfounded. The Armed Forces 

had thoir own training establishments for their cavalry, within the Armed 

Forces. In this connection, the Armod Forces would not let the Sa have 

an bhing to say and did not even cons.er tne so-called rider’s certificate, 

whilst on the other hand people who hed the purely sporting riding and 
had 

driving badge/preference to enter tho cavelry.

The best proof th t the Sa cev leads did not have tne task of training 

troopers for the Armed forces lies in the fact that when war broke out in 

1939 most of the members of tho Sa c valcade who were farming oro not 

recruited, because they were workin their farms to supply food which 

3 iportent end indispensable.

In conclusion I should like to point out that in the case of rural 

peasants their co-operation with the a cavalcade by no means had the object 

of helpin National Socialisn or militarism, all the more because peasants 

F.3 dead against war. But the fact was that their horses were taken by the Sa 

cavalcade and horsebreeding, as such, constantly improved.

(signed) fritz SUEMLERILA 17
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This stetement was confirmed by oat., before me Otto EYLARDI, German Leryer 
of the Antsgericht, UNa, and the Landgericht DORTMUND i/W. in my pres. ice at 
UIVIA on June 25th 1946.

(signed) Otto Eylardi (attorney-at-Law)

This statement was confirmed by oat. before Otto EYLARDI, German Lawyer 
of the Amtsgericht, UNNA, and the Landgericht, DORTMUND i/W, in my 
presence at UNNA on June 25th 1946.

(signed) W. . Gyllenspetz, Major PSO. II, 
fo 0/C.EQ.Mil.Gov.L/K.Unna CCG (3.S.)

UNNA, 25th June 1946

To-day the farmer Fritz SUEMER__T2T, livin ft Korton, Eroemern, 

L/K. UIA, appeared before the undersigned Public Safety Officer of H.Q. 

1020 Lil. Gov. UNIA. He was not personally known to the signer but was 

identified by Rechtsenwalt Otto •YLARDI jr., who wes personally known 

to the signer, as the farmer Fritz SUEMMTRMANN.

Herr SULRMAIN submitted che statement attached to this report 

(late of statement: 3/6/46). The stetement was read over to him, wheroon 

Eorr SUELERLITN declared: -

The statement read over to me is right in all particulars. And I an 

willing to confirm it by osth. I w the meaning of the oath and know 

that perjury is liable to prosecution.

( igned) K.n. Gyllenspetz, Major PSO. II

fir 0/C. HQ. Mil. Gov. L/K. Unna CCG (B.E.)
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Carl ' i - .2

Kcein- Lincenih 
am rrielercom 9

Gologne, June 19th 1946.

I am rakcin h icLoning af idavit for ti ■ Inernational lilitary 
Tribunal in Hoax "' } and I .now or at lse affidavits are punishable 
under the Lav:: o: •he Military gove: nment and under German criminal 
law.

My name is Carl Simon, born 8/11/1883 in Koblenz, by profession a 
merchant; residence as mentioned above, married, father of four childrei

I have not been a member of 13 NSDAP or of any of its organizations.

1) as . front combatant of the world war I entered the Stahlhellm legion 
of combatants, at the beginnin of 1926, and became at the end of 1926 
local roup leader (Ortsgruppenfuehrer) of the local Stahlhelm group 
Colog ne-Suelz, Colog na-Klett berg and Cologne-Zollstock. In 1930, 
I became Gau mana er (Gauges • eftsfuhrer) of the Stahlhelm Gau Cologne 
who h id t im ; 10-20.0 members. In addition I was entrusted 
fr r 1933 to 1931, ’ ith the l dership of the Stahlhelm circle (St hl- 
h:be.ruis) C lome city left Rhine bank. At the end of 1934, I became 
deputy '■ 1a l. c - of the St?' 7helmgau Cologne until its dissolution 
in Novober 125. if terwards, I liquidated the Cau area.

Eefor 195, he Sophlhelm Gnu Cologne belonged to the Re cional Federeti 
(Land sv: .bn j .A stiek. It: rea was che re ion extending from Koblenz 
t > i it the u ’ nd B. Lgian frontiers. After the assumption of power 
by bile N3D.P J , Leg ion was divided into tho Lecions Lower Rhine md
Ara n r. A cho end of 1936 - up to then - Regional Legions of the 
toil' in vcro divided into svb-groups, which corresponded to the Gau 
urute or NSO)AP. Rogional ader of the subb-croup-Achenwas count 
CL-r.ns Scisscl.

?y folloninc statement ref. rs to the entire -district of the Stahlhelm 
fro" F ' Lonz to Duessoldorf, with, in my estimation, ICO.000 members.

2) Conte crin th,; tims and purposes of tho Stahlhelm, I declare that 
the Stahlhclmnmo an absolute enemy of any war of aggression. This 
1 .i‘un . g oxo- d it all assemblies md in the publications, 
or ■ . relsvions o th; Versuill.es tro ty, the Stahlhelm,

- ei . a he uovsl of burdens laid upon ( smanyr. but ex-
j ir L ’ A 6 ] nanner, oy negocicions with ha ne ty partners.

T‘bi At hlh l c mpuigned for tn.- union cf the coonbants of all coun- 
unies, hich as imed at th. voidane of ony ucvre wars. VThon, in 
A ; ye r 93, confrence o- the combat ns of s voral countries

k pic i ' ■ st, the ’ )AP prohcitcd tn. participation, which 
’-J :r : dy bcan annonncad, . th,. 0:9 1h lm In the summer of 1933,

th- del. - t e cf th rribi ' gion ( r 1 .s combabs) came, at the
nd of ihoir -ris:i r “ ( > mar. _ to Cole e, as . uenis of the Stahlhelm 

Ai Cau Cobo no. Thc Cnu 7. idership nd 3h ■ fecapo, how ver, 
ronii ' 1 ! c ' t nc - - rr r ’ nte vhich ner ; to have taken 

p..ce, . ' .. jo b; th ninenlore of tne NSDAP took place.

3) Up o hli ssu otion of p • r by uh DjP, the relations between 
eteh.hs. ■ n ’ A’f w re ven stroinad. A ' Lro ounerous attacks

s‘. trrLhl.
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Thon the el-ins for power o" the NSDAP bocnmo known, n 1nge 
afflux of persons coning fr . nil classos of t ho people into 
theStchIhphm occurred in ouunn 1932. This afflux boenne 
stronger at the beginning of 1933, and consisted of mombors of 
all political prtics up to the oxtromo Left.Racial, political 
and religious differences di not play nn. part. This circum- st nce incro osed the nemborship of the Stahlhelm in the district 
from Cologne to uosseldorf to about 100.000 menbors. In the 
whole of Gormnny, the figures rose to 2 to 3 million nenbors 
of the Stahlhelm owing to this inrush. The cause and the aim of 
this afflux was the opposition of the old and new stahlholn non- 
bers against the clains for rower of the NSDAP. This led, olrcad 
since tho spring of 1933, t. numerous dissolutions, confiscation 
and erresiE of Stahlhelm groups, their members and thr property 
in April 1933 I myself was tolton, as a Gau manager, into protcc- 
tivo custody for two days by the Gestapo, with some comrades.
I "28. arrested anew in July 1933, in September 1933 in pril 19; 
in this latter case owing to sabotage of the SA reserve.

4 .) Thon thoLogion leader (Bundosfuchror)Seldto put, in the spr 
pf 19;>4, the Stahlhelm under the control of the Supreme S: leader 
(Hitler) and dismissed, on April 27th 1933, the deputy Legion 
leader Duostorberg, the indignation within the St-hlhclm was 
universal. •t that time, nc™ members rorc continuously being 
enlisted in nearly all dist-cts and all Stahlhelm pcoplo pro
vided with new uniforms, in order to be able to start a revolt 
at a suitable date.

In.the tine to come, agreement o were reached between Hitler, the 
chief 0- staff of the SA Roc . and the Legion leader of the 
Stahlhelm Scldto, concerning the coordination and the incorpo- 
ration o_ the Stahlhelm by . SA, agreements which were made 
known co the Stahlhelm adherents only in an incomplete and, 
partly, distorted form.

5 .) lrondy on June 31st 1933, the IScharnhorstu i.c. the 
Stahlhelm youth, was mandatorily melted with the Hitler youth; 
it W s c lied up with its sul ordinate leaders and informed that 
it was to be, from now on,a part of the HJ.

6.) In September 1933,the whole of the ITehr-Stahlhelmn, i.c, the 
Stehlheln members up to their 35th year inclusively, were includec 
in a similar manner into the S, and throughout without and agains 
the will of the members.Fer ins tance,about 32,000 Wehr Stahlhelm 
members were called to a roll-call in the Gau Cologne.On this 
occ sion a high-ranking S.. lonler held a short speech and issued 
the order,that from now on they were a part of the Si. 1. short t_ 
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7 .) In September IS 34 the order bccac known that the so- 
callcd "Original Stehlhelm" (Ternstahlhclm) , i.e. the older 

onbere had to form, within their ranks, the SA reserve I 
(Stahlhclm). This order canc from the Legion's direction 
(Bundcsfuchrung) and was based on an agrccment between the 
latter and the SA chief of staff and Hitler. In January 1934. 
it Was madc known that this SA reserve I ( Stahlhclm) was 
made a part of the SA and was to be fusioned there with the 
-until then- SA reserve of the SA men into the SA reserve I. 
For the rest, however, the 3 reserve I originating from 
the Stahlhclm was to have a certain autonomy within the SA 
and was to keep its leaders with the exception of the highest 
ranks, as well as its fiel rey uniform, just as up to now; 
also, they were to remain members of the Stahlheln.

8 .) That, in this way advertised incorporation of the SA 
reserve I (Stahlhelm) took then place; in the Gau Cologne 
in the first days of April 1934. It happened by an order 
emanating from the chief of staf of the SA and the Legion 
leader of the Stahlhelm, Scldte, without any previous con
sultation of the Stahlheln .sobers and without their con
sent being asked for. A fusion according to units, as had 
been the case with the Me hrstahlhclm, did not take place. 
The transferred Stahlhelm embers were not allowed to quit 
the SA reserve voluntarily, in order to join other unions. 
Individuals who wanted to leave the SA either because of 
bodily unfitness or because of other reasons, had to make 
applications for their release and had to state their rea
sons.

I want to state the following concerning the incorporation 
of the SA reserve I (Stahlheln) into the SA in April 1934:
The ’orders issued for this fusion by the Regional leader 
of the Regional Legion Lower Rhine of the Stahlheln did not 
correspond to the order oC the Legion's direction. This 
latter said, that the fusion of Stahlhelm and SA was a 
voluntary one, so that the Stahlhelm members had the right 
to decline any service in 1 .c SA. But the overwhelming 
majority of the transferred Stahlhelm me bers did not know 
anything about this actual rdcr of the Legion's direction, 
so that they assumed that hcy were taken over into the 
SA automatically and as cu ulativcly. Owing to this circu- 
s mnee, they did not take ...y steps to prevent that fusion- 
nearly all of them - and remained in the SA reserve I 
and at the same time in the Stahlhelm, which had been chan
ged in the meantime into tlc National Socialist German 
Combatants Legion (Stahlhelm) - RSDBB. Iven after the 
fusion, they wanted to cultivate the old comradeship, and 
remained in the expectation of some change of political con
ditions, the more so, as once again their autonomy within 
the SA had been promised them. A small number of those 
transferred Stahlhelm mcnbces, it is true, has then applied 
for a withdrawal from the SA. But these applications were 
granted only in a very few nascs, and their result was, that 
great difficulties were can cd to the applicants in their 
economical position. A withdrawal from the SA was connected, 
in 7act, with the greatest difficulties and drawbacks.
Only I and my close collaborators had known the actual text 
of above-mentioned order of the Legion's direction, accor
ding to which the transfer of hc Stahlhelm into the SA 
should have been a voluntary o. 0, whereas the Regional 
leader Count Clemens BcisseL had published this order in a 
distorted form, i.e. in t. sense of a compulsory transfer. 
This was the reason of my express refusal of the transfer 
into the SA, and of the refusal of some leading comrades.

H5128-0155
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This resulted in a renewed protective custody lasting a few d.ys, for 
sabotage of the SA reserve, in April 1934.

I rominod, of course, in the Stahlhelm as responsible leader of the 
Gau Cologne and had just s before the closest connection with the 
St thlholm members transferred into the SA, as these remained, on the 
whole, Stahlhelm members ■ participated in our common comradeship 
assemblies in the evenings. I am, therefore, in a position, to bear 
witness to their further attitude towards the NSDAP.

9) On the occasion of those comradeship evenings nd at the monthly 
assemblies of the Stahlhelm members of the entire Gau C logne, the 
original Stahlhelm members and WTchrstahlholm members now in the SA 
currently complained about bad treatment and insults on the side of th 
SA leaders and the elder SA members. The attitude of the transferred 
Stahlholm mumbors towards the NSDAP and its organizations rumninod 
unchanged. They comforted themsolves with the hope for a speedy change

I consider it as absolute! nt of question that the Kernstnhlhelm and 
Tehrstahlhclmmabers transf rred into the SA hav participated in 
possible criminal nims and nets of the SA within the meaning of art. 6 
of the Charter, or that they nave helped those aims, if known to them. 
At any ratI do not know o. any cases of participation by St thlholm 
members in the C lor ne Gau, although I was fully conversant with the 
conditions of the Stohlhel: mbers in the Si, even after the dissolut
in November 1935. Soon af the Roehm riot of June 30th 1934, the
greater port of the still existing Sthlhelm units were gradunlly pro
hibited and dissolved throughout Germ ny owing to alleged anti-state 
plots. Not onc sin la case .s known to me,that in the Gau Cologne a 
former Sbchlh.lm member has participated in the destruction of Jewish 
property 01 in bad trencments or persecutions of Jews or in the dcstru 
ction of syn , ogues and Jewish dwellings in November 1938. On the con
trary, many Stahlhelm memburs have helped the Jews in this time, as 
alrendy earlier and still l- ter on. in September 1944, when the last 
actions a inst Jewish mix narriages and half-breeds were executed, 
a largo number of Stahlhel . I mbers has warned the half-breeds in time 
and has helped them to escap .

10) On the occasion of the oansfer of Stahlhelm into the SA, the 
Stahlhelm lenders received in our Gau, in most cases, a rank in the 
SA which w S usually two, but at least one rade lower than the cor- 
res pondin Stahlhelm rank. Hardly anybody in the SA then became more 
than Obortru pfuehror, even if he h d been in the Stahlhelm, c. . 
Battalion or regiment commander. Very few exceptions wero made, for 
people who either had already had a lendin position in th. SA or the 
NSDAP or who had somo claims on them. Accordingly, Count Clemens Bciss 
became at that time immedi ly Standart enfuchror with the rank of a 
bri gade c ormandor.

The first promotions of th tahlholm members in the SA were announced 
after about 19 years. As far as I ’enow, only one person has become a 
Sturmbannfuchror in the SA i: the Gau Cologne.

The transferred Stahlhelm 1 drs have mostly done their service in th 
SA in a subordinste capaci in addition to their profession and withe 
pay, where's the older SA le ders did full-time service .nd were paid.

The transferred Stahlhelm I ders themselves hve, nearly all f them, 
contributed to the maintenance of the old Stahlhelm spirit and to tho 
opposition against the NSDAP in the ranks of their subordinates after 
the incorporation.
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11.) Lccording to ny intimatc knowledge of conditions it is 
certainly not truc thot, n- far as the Rhenish districts are 
concerned, the Stchlhclm nci bors transferred into the. SA 
nay have become voluntarily ncrbors of the SA .and wanted to 
help the purposes of the K5 AP. They never would have entered 
the SA - reserving, of covac, certain exceptions - if they h 
not occn incorporated by orders fror above and by deception 
and duress, as stated above.
It was hardly possible for the transferred Stchlholm nenbers 
to leave the party. It was ccnorally known that any such with
drawal was followed by police supervision, dismissol fron one 
job, and, possibly, closing of one's plant or business. Such 
results were constantly thr. toned by the superior SA offices 
Curinc the whole time after the fusion of Stahlhclm and SA. 
In cases where the transferred Stahlhclm members did not do 
any SA service, the were dismissed from the SA, with the 
result that they lost their position, especially when they wo 
officicls. For the rest, thc ma jo ity of the transferred 
Stahlhclm members remained in the SA in order to cultivate 
the old fellowship, while bcir political attitude remained 
as mentioned above. Epcci ly the Icmnstahlhclm ncribors now 
in the SA renninoc there as a separate body and formed a fore 
body which was considered. od treated as such by the SA lea
ders and old SA members.
Should former Sonhlholn lc” ers vho hold positions of higher 
and highest rank after the usion with the SA, assert that the 
transferred St ahlholm nonbi :S, or at least their majority, 
had become willing ncmbcri £ the SA, then this is by no 
means the case. I cannot but assume that those persons would 
like to cover and to extent to their own conversion by such 
an assertion.
Owing to my constant contact with other Gau and Regional 
legions I am in position to assure that this is the case, 
on the whole, for nearly all Regional lcgionc. Until the end 
Of,the war, forcr Stohlholn members were considered by party 
offices an' Gestapo as innbers of a former anti-state organi
zation and often porsccute
1?.) Thc SA reserve I organized at the time of the fusion 
of the Kornstchlhclm , and comprising the K.rnstahlhclm nom- 
burs, has occn dissolvod ir the Gau Cologne some years before 
the war, in connection with the shrinking of the active SA 
formations, an the ncnbc s wore di stributca among the active 
SA formations. Those active SA formations now got smaller 
rescrvc groups. Now, e.p. an active SA Sturm was composed 
of Gener .ily four groups, 1-2 of vhich were reserve groups. 
Ih mcmbcrs of thcsc TCSCIVe groups retained the !l RI on the 
bcbs of their official uniform as before. All the Kornst hl- 
helm, ncbcrs transferred in 1934 came in such/way in the ncwl 
formoc reserve groups of active formations of the party.

signed; Carl S i n o n

Sworn before ne this 20th dny of June 1946 
(signed) Montgoncric, Maj. R.A.

SO II Lcgal 808 L,i Mil. Gov. Dut
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Dipl. Ing. Dr. phil Richard . • N Z L, Ercibur6, i.Ersg.
ly nanc is Richard EIZL, born on 29 July 1892, resident of
Freiburg i.Ersg., Obcrricdc-str. 27, I on by profession n 
consulting engineer.
I never belonged to nny porty, joined in 1925 the Stohlholn 
where I hnd the following lending positions: 
1926 in the district hcadquarters, 1927 for special duty, 
Legion Hendquartcrs for Econonic matters, 1929 Regional Uni
versity Lender, 1951 Deputy regional lender, 1so rcsionnl 
junior Stahlholm Leader, " 2 deputy Lender of the Lndes-
verb hnd (brunch) Badcn-Wcrttomborg (as the Rcgionnl Lender 
was ill) fron iorch 1955 on Regional Le dcr Badon ucrttcmbore 
From August 1955 on until 1. ch 1954 on lenve, from Harch 1934 
on agnin Regional Leader of the NSDFB- branch Baden (Nntionnl- 
sozinlistischcr Deutscher T ontkncmpfcrbund, - Nat. Soc. Ger

man or Veterans Legion)
Facts;
1) relationship between St__Lhclm and USDAF and its organiza- 

~ ' tiers.
Already from 1950 on thcrcltions were strained, as the 
Scchlhclm rejected to the r adicnlis, of the ISDAP and, especi
ally in questions of economy and religion, had a different 
point of view. So for inst nee were the members of the NS 
continuously forbidden to ■ ttend lectures given by the under
signed. The habit of the NS to admit with open arms expelled 
or resigned no bcrs of the oahlhelm had an aggravating effect 
it were exactly these new . Umbcrs of the Stnhlhcln expelled 
NS-mcmbors who used to incite against the Stahlholm. Repeated 
attempts to establish a loyc. relationship with the NSDAP, wei 
regularly frustrated by the non compliance with every ’’gentle
man’s agreement’’ on the part of the NS.
2) The taking ober of the Rchrstahlholm by the SA 
took also place in the district Baden' . u'ert tomb erg : in the fall 
of 1955 in the course of the placing of the entire Stnhlhclm 
under Hitler in accordance with Hitler’s decree of 4 July 
1955 and"''the executive decress of the OSAI (Supreme SA Comman
der Roehm) of June and July 1955. Hereby the Subheaders of 
the SA deviated from and regordc ’ 6l 2 assurances and direc
tives of the OSAF, given in the decree, in exactly the same 
way as in the whole Reich. The attempt of the State leaders 
and of the men charged with the incorporation to secure some 
alleviations were, in the ond, of no avail. A possibility of 
the Young and Vehr (Originel ) Stahlholm men to evade the 
taking over did not exist, icy were transferred against their 
will. ’ "
5) The Kernstahlheln (Ori^/nal Stahlholm) (Age 55 to 45 years 
had to be taken over into the SA RI (Reserve 1) in accordance 
with OSAF of 6 November 1933 (i.e. Hitler's order!) The for
mation of SA units in the region Badon- Tucrttcmbcrg took place 
in an way similar to that in thc whole Reich. As the SA group 
leader concerned intended a reduction of the formation strengt 
the Stahlholm attempted to sabotage the trans(r partly. About 
the consequences of this attempt see below! In accordance with 
order OSAF from the beginning of 1954 and with other measures 
of the Gru.Tuc. (Group Co: . end) the SA RI coming from the 
Stahlholm was later also broken up and by order taken over 
almost everywhere into the active SA.
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4) The resistance of the ' ahlh^ln Lien against the taking oyc. 
was especially in South he7• a^rn Romany strong. The 
National Conrand and their representatives as well as nearly 
all Sta. leaders tried in innuncrablc conferences with the SA 
group to obtain compliancc wich the agreement National Corman 
OSAF and the principal orders. I mysclf, had several sharp 
arguments with the Group C rnender. In addition there were 
several favorable circunst aces for the regional sectors 
(Landcsvcrbond), such as . ngc of Brigade connandcrs and 
above all the possibility of using the Swiss newspapers. They 
always reported cxtensivcl about the happenings in the "neigh 
hour country and were in full sympathy with the Stahlholm.
The consequences of this struggle showed up only some months 
later when in other regional’ sectors, but all the more strong 
Tohrsta-SA-mcn (former original Stahihclr men) which did not 
recognize the transfer and did not show up for duty, were by 
force brought in by police and constabulory, threatened with 
arrest or arrested rightu 3, subsequently expelled from the 
SA and permanently watched by the police, host severe oconomi 
damages, often dismissal fi m work and bread, disciplinary 
transfer, demotion to lower.' income ratings, a.s.c. were the 
consequences. All comrades who even tried to get out of the 
SA again w.rC reported to ' .C Gestapo as 11 politically unreli
able." and kept on file and rtchcc as statc enemies until tho 
end of the National Socialistic State.
Examples;
a) "The regional commander (L ncsfuchror), that is myself, 
was arrcstcc ininny 1955 on orders of the Gnultitor, brought 
t, the concentration camp Tisslou and. only released at the 
end of June 1935 on intcl..ntion of numcrious high persons. 
Subsequently I wns indicted for high treason. Although the 
Reich Minister of Justice ouashed the proceedings before the 
special court for lack of evidence, permanent survey mice and 
being spied upon by the SB it. Gestapo were the consequence, 
together with 12 to 14 Sc: :nhcs of ry home, censoring of 
telephone and mail and de- ivation of the right to serve in 
the army until the end of 939.
In July 1938 I, with my wife an a number of other prominent 
Anti IS men, were again arr sted and imprisoned in the Gestap 
jail in Stuttgart until 30 ugusi 1938 and indicted for high 
trcson. Only by General Bodenschatz and Udet vouching for me 
was I released again.
b) The district commander .uustait, comrade Bra- z Benz was 
already shortly ftcr he transcrof tin chrsto. to the SA 
as SA-sturrbannfuchrcr arrested, brought in by the S3 and 
subjected to chicaneries Curing proceedings of many month’s, 
his public house publicly boycotted a persecuted in a simi
lar way as under a).
c) The deputy Regional Co? ndcr Ernst Leppert was just as I, 
arrested in July 1938 md kept in jail, under indictment for 
high treason, until the on of August 1938.
d) The Gaufuehrcr Karlsruhe Dr* T7arth arrested and persecuted 
exactly as under c)’.
5) The bonds between the transferred SA Wk.n in the SA were 
maintained everywhere, in spite of the prohibition of parti
cipation in meetings of the Korsato (Original Stahlhcln) or 
the later NSDFB- St ahlhelm, in spite of the breaking up of the 
Tchrsta-Units, in spite c unishnents, pressure and terror. 
Then the transferred Jungsi. (Junior Stahlhcln) and Kernsta 
(Original St.) (SARI) were forbidden by the SA to take part 
on STa-mectings, frequently also the dual membership
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in the Stahlholn, I issucd the "Hcimatrechtbofchl" (Home 
right order) of 1 June 1:74 which guaranteed to every Sta- 
man, transferred to the .1, the "home right" in the Stahl- 
holn.

It is en established fact that the Stahlholn men in the 
SA wore lways considered to be forcign bodies and con
sequently unreliable. Th.y were neglected in promotion, 
never regognizod fully as SA non, prejudiced cconomicolly, 
in a number of cases oVe: expelled from the SA for unrelia
bility and then kept on record as "p.u." (politically unrel 
ablo) with the police an Gestapo.

Nearly all transferrod Sta men never, neither in mentali 
nor bohavious, become SA men, but always remained Stahl
holn mon.

6) The attitude of the tr-nsforrea Stahlhelm non 
had to ny knowlodgo boon in accordance with the ideals of t 
Stchlholm and the State nin 5, I doon it impossible that th 
men took p art in ter or actions such as Jew baiting or 
attacks on the Church. I id not hear of a single such case 

The NS - mi l i tn r ism we snlways rejected by the Stahl- 
helm, since it alweys r. .aroc itself in innumerable de
monstrations of the nu. a1 Command as well as of the 
regional corm ndors a ainst a new war and rather in the 
contrary attempted at ov.ry occasion the contact with Torei 
wer veterans.

On the other hand, ha. the transferred Sta -men as well 
as those who had remained in the Stahlholm everywhere and 
always tried to oppose : 10 radicalism of the NS and they 
hnd never given up h po to be able, in cooperation with 
othor oppositional circl .3, to break one day Hitler’s 
dictatorship. The tolerance for other political and 
philssophical opinions experienced in the front line 
enabled the Sta men ag in and agin to biuld a bridge of ur 
standing between -11 men who rejectod and fought National 
Socialism.

7) Persecution for : ! i :ious an 1 racial reasons
I do not know of a single such case on the part of the 
Stohlholm. But I know . f such persecutions of Sta comrades. 
Examples: a) The Sta com ado, former consul, Bielefeld 
who belonged to the local group Freiburg was expelled by th 
Gestapo from the Stahlh Im, his wife forced to divorce 
him -nd he bins if pers uteC so much by the Gestapo that 
he chose- suicide. His erol took place with a large 
part icipntion of the local group Freiburg. Comrade Biclo- 
full was a Jcw.
b) In Jnnuery 1936 the " osier Nationalzoitung" published t 
exclusion of 12 Stahlhelm members f ion army service as

fficers

H5128-0160
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with special reference to the fact th-t all these men 
wore Cetholics. On checking this news proved to be correct. 
Those men who previously had leanings to the Zontrun 
Party and who joined the Stahlholm because of its attitude 
f o r the Church and against the ITS were now declared un
reliable by the ITSDAP for their positive attitude to- 
wards the Church as well as for their previous membership 
in the Sta .
c) The Regional Commander (that is nysclf) as a devoted 
Catholic was under the special protection of his Zxcollency 
the Archbishop of Fr ciburg, who, in his diocese, forbade 
from the pulpit all attacks on the St hlholn - the best 
proof for the friendliness of the St hlholn towards 
roligion - In 1958, while in jail in Stuttgert, this 
attitude was expounded as high Treason conspiracy of the 
Regional C c mmander .
8)—y attempt of leaving the SA was either in vain or 
resulted in severest persecution.-
Honorable discharge was hardly ever granted — in oxcop— 
tionnl cases for very good reasons of health. Applications 
for rosigne tion woro either not answerod or their with- 
drawel was demanded undor heaviest pressure. Frequently 
even heavy punishnonts were inflicted for "bchavicu, not 
suited to n SA man*1.- Those cases of leaving of which I 
heard concern expulsion with all economic and political 
consequences, registration with tl lice and Gestapo, 
ocon mic boycott, disciplinary transfer for civil servants 
or even loss of job and pension. After June 30, 1933 the 
terror was exercised less by tho SA but rather by the

rgnnisetions of the NSDAP, for instance PO, by the SD 
and the Gosta 0,
---- -JLhiiL'ellcd SA man was c.-nsiu,rA -n, outlaw 
Those Sta-conre /.os who through n ruse or through faulty 
transfer lists wore not included in the transfer fared not 
much better. That fact alone, in the end the fact in 
general that an STa man did not go over to the SA, sufficed 
to represent the concerned as politically unreliable.

Long nftor the liquidation of the Stahlholm on 10 
lovonbor 1935 until the collapse the ISDAP considered the 
previous membership in the Stahlholm as synonymous with 
enory of the State or at least with an open or secret 
opposition against Rational Socialism.

signed; Dr. Richard Wenzl
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th 
day of July 1946

signed; A. . Schrader Jr.
1, Albert E Schrader JR. being thoroughly con
versant with the English and German lan uages 
certify that I have acted as interpreter for 
the swearing of the above affidavit .

A.. Schnder Jr.Lt .Comdr .USR
H5128-0161
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Statement.

Ralizing tho si nijicenco of an affidavit and boing awara of the fact, 

that th j rindorin 01 E false statement under oath, is punish able by tho 

occupying authorities end the German courts, I nako the following state

ment:

I. concernin, a, person: Dr. Kurt Losko, 40 ysars old (born 17 April 1906, 

Colognc), apalicant on probation for higher legal service, (Assessor) 

addrJs5: Colo ne, Blumentholstrass , 23.

Member of b ; Stchlhulm sinc 1927. District leader of the Sch rn- 

horst-Youth asooci tion in Cologne since 1933. In 1934/35 lagal 

expert (Recht s referent) in the centrnl office of the Stahlhelm in 

Berlin, in 1935 - 37 logol adviser to the liquidator of the St thl- 

helm, Banktdirectcr (retired) Th. Cruss.

After liquidation of the Stahlhelm ssigned to NISDAP without applic

ation. ( Intry date, I pril 1936)

II. concerning facts: The Stahlhelm was in opposition to the ISDAP and its 

ideol O' .

fill elements of anopositional attitude gathered in the Stahlhelm 

after 1933, especially after the liquidation of all other parties. 

In general vf orous intervention was expected to be taken against 

the part- in cooperation with the Reichswehr. The less understandable 

was therofcro the removal of Ducstorocrg and the betrayal of Seldte 

by puttin himself under th r : rs of the highest SA leadership 

(Sprin 1933) .

The transfer or th Scharnhorst nd the incorporation of the Tahr- 

stahlhelm was carried out by announcing the facts of the transfer in 

the form of an order durin a roll call. The possibility to resist 

this order did not exist for the individual member since the trans

fer S c-rried out, cunultiv_y und with simultensous transfer 

e lists of respective members.
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The transfer of the Kemstahlhelner into the SA-Reserve was 
carried out in a similar manner. Here too it was carried out 
against the will of the individual by order and transfer of 
the lists of members.
With drawal from the SA was possible - according to official 
regulations of the SA - only in special cases (physical unfit
ness for service or old age). All other applications for with, 
drawal required the stating of special reasons and were almost 
always rejected in the years of 1935 to 35. For persons trans
ferred from the Stahlheln such an application resulted in 
most cases in a dismissal from the SA. In the many cases which 
came to my knowledge in my official capacity, the argument 
advanced for the dismissal was, that the applicant had shown 
his reationary attitude and his opposition to the SA, already 
by the sole act of applying for withdrawal and was therefore 
unbearable to the SA. The dismissal from the SA was marked in 
the disciplinary lists of the SA ( Straf listen) a copy of which 
was forwarded to the competent Police, resp. Gestapo 
offices. Thus, the dismissed was characterized as at least 
politically unreliable, if not even an enemy of the state. The 
result was his dismissal from public service, and his removal 
from all other organizations of the party (even of the profes
sional ones). Private persons and business people risked the 
danger of a boycott or the closing of their establishment.
From my activity as legal advisor in the Central office (Bundes- 
ant), I know of numerous cases where such procedures were adop
ted against former members of the Stahlheln, who had applied 
for withdrawal from the SA. Especially numerous, with above 
mentioned results, were cases in which members of the Stahlheln, 
after joint-membership in both the Stahlheln and the SA was pro
hibited and members of the Stahlheln transferred to the SA had 
applied for remaining in the Stahlheln.
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! U , members of the Stahlheln, marked by the practice of 
the SA to dismiss instead of granting withdrawal, were as 
a rule arrested as politically unreliable elements at the 
next best opportunity and frequently transferred into con- 
c e nt r a t i o n c emp s.

As far as these cases cane to the knowledge of the Central 
Direction (Bundesleitung) - which in consequence of the 
liquidations and the suppressions of the Stahlhelm in the 
various parts of Germany in 1934/1935 and the herewith 
connected destruction of organization was generally not 
the case - it was my task by authority of the chief of the 
Central administration, to get those men released from 
protective custody or from concentration camps. In this 
capacity I was constantly travelling throughout Germany 
in 1935 in order to help the internees. Of course the 
results of an attempted withdrawal became known in the 
local associations and restrained most of the former 
comrades from further applications for withdrawal.

Furthermore in connection with this, I conducted in the 
Spring and Summer of 1935 alone about 100 workers trials, 
in which the re-institution in their work rasp. office of 
dismissed former members of the Stahlhelm was fought for. 
It should be mentioned hre, that even in the most favor- 
ablo cases, that is to say where the courts possessed the 
courago not to consider a dismissal from the SA as a 
justifiable reason for notice, the employers of the dis
missed former member of the Stahlhelm would rather pay a 
high sum of compensation than to be prepared for 
rc. installment.

After the liquidation of the Stahlhelm, Seldto in a con
ference with Hitler
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wes assured thet the consequences of a disciplinary dis
missal from the SA of former members of the Stahlholm 
were to be abolished. This assurance like the other 
promises of Hitler during the dissolution of the Stahl- 
helm has in no way been complied with. On the contrary, we 
still had ap. 2 -300 cases submitted to us during the li
quidation the clarification of which was simply rejected 
by the competent offices of the SA. Thus it came about 
that comrades had to suffer the consequences of their 
dismissal from the SA, as late as 1938 and 1939, end 
in two cases I know of, up to 1943.

Dr. Kurt Lesko 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
18th day of July 1946 

I.J. Schrader Jr.
I, ALBERT E SOERLDER JR being thoroughly 
conversant with the English and German 
languages, certify that I have acted as 
interpreter for the swearing of the 
above affidavit.

•.A. Sc hra 1or Jr. 
Lt. Comdr. USNR.
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I, Doctor of lavr Georg Ducsterborg 
-3 -

born on 6 Aug .1906

In Bremen

at present time prisoner of wrer in the CIE 91 Darmstadt

being dul3 strorn, depose nd say:

I am the only son and only child of Lt.Colonel(retired) 
Theodor Ducsterborg and his vrifc Florentine Ducsterborg 
nto von Tccllenburg.

I never tras a member of the NSDAP, nor of any of its organiza
tions. I studied lavr and during the war from 1940 on I vas 
occupied as Chief staff intendant (Oberstabsintendant) in 
the administration of the Countcr-intolligenco of f ice (Ant 
.usland- .burchr) at the Uohrmecht High Command (OK). Later 

on I directed that office of vhich the chief was Admiral 
Canaris a friend of my father's. Admiral Canaris, on account 
of his disagreements with the Third Reich, surrounded himself 
by men to vrhom he had absolute confidence. In my ca.sc he also 
wanted to protect me against the continuous persecutions by 
the Gestapo and the Security7 service (SD) to vhich our 
entire f nily was exposed for political and racicl reasons. 
For instance in the years 1934 to 1939 he warnea our family 
several times against waves of rrostotions, so thot ever’ 
time vre were able to leave Bcrlin, under false names, for 
days or weeks. Uy political opinions were also known to Colono 
oftho General Staff (i.G.) Hanson, executed after the 20th. 
July 1944, rho had quite lengthy conversations with me, vith 
regard to the keeping ready and use of money, at disposition 
of the Counter-intelligence (Abwehr), for the uprising of the 
20th July. All my military superiors were executed at that 
time. By chance I cxcepcd from being ar rested.

As son of the Lt.Colonel retired and second Chief (Bundcs- 
fuchror) of the Stahlholm (Organizat ion of wrar veterans) 
Ducsterborg I know about the state of Cfairs and events in 
the Stahlholm.

The Stahlholm was a democratic organization of the voter as 
(alto Front soldaton) of the first world war comprising all 
parties and having a purely democratic constitution. It was 
directed by two chiefs (Bundosfuohror)ho, in regular intorvalt 
wore elected by the chiefs of the regional units (Landesvoren 
fuehrer). These too were elected by their subaltern cadors 
and so forth down the scale to the lowest leaders, chosen -ron 
the mambors out of their ovn ranks. Th s chiefs (Bundesfuohror) 
were bound to sign jointly, they had to answer for their 
activity, politics, financial matters etc. before the assembly 
of regional chiefs (Landosvorbendf uchror) and were bound to 
follow the resolutions of this assembly. From this democratic 
system of election of leaders the situation often resulted, 
that privates acre elected to leaders by their comrades vrhich 
then had veterans officers as subaltern loaders, that prances 
and generals stood within the ranks nd vrore lead by workmen 
etc.
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From the described democratic constitution of the organization 
(Bund), fro;-. the attitude hostile to the leader-principle 
( Fuchre r orinzip), from the c 1m and moderate attitude of the 
members, the veterans of the first world-or, the opposition 
of the St hlholm resulted against the IISD.P together with its 
methods of proceeding and mouy of its leaders. The Stohlholm 
belonged to no party, it comprised men of the parties of the 
right, the middlo and the left, workers, peasants and small em
ployees making up the majority of its members, as vroll as land 
ownors, manufacturers(Fabrikont) and former officers. The oppo
sition was increased, by the bitter attacks of the IISD .P and iti 
affiliated orgoniz tions: in the press and in speeches, surprise 
assaults against individual embers and violent interruptions oi 
assemblies of the Stahlholm, up to the intentions of a rising 
of the Stahlholm in the years 1933 and 1934.

In the rr nles of the'Stahlholm and among its officers antisemi
tism’ did not prevail,as an cample my father whose grandfather 
had had himself baptized wa; opoctodly elected second leader 
(Zweiter Bundcsfuehrer) of L a legion.

My father became the center of the opposition of the Stahlholm. 
From 1931 on he found himsol. in clear opposition to Hitler and 
his loader; and he seized every opportunity of fighting against 
them. He refused upto the last to submit or join the Stahlholm 
to Hitler or the party. On account of that ho wras most violently 
attacked in speeches and press for political -.nd racial reasons.

Starting out from this opposition my father was also advanced 
as a candidate for the presidency of the Reich, to prevent those 
who wore against Hindenburgt policy, as well as the moderate 
right from voting for Hitler.

Ey father refused, in spring 1933, any higher state position or 
material donation, offered to him by the new government, bee -.use 
he was not oing to be bribed.

On 26th April 1933 occured the breaking of the constitution of t 
Stahlholm organization by the first Reich leader Soldte, who unc 
false pretense had my father in his Berlin office, removed and 
arrested by force of arms, ” let my fcchor know th t it was 
Hindenburg’s wish that he silc .Id resign. Hindenburg himsol late 
assured my father, that ho know nothing about it. Thist step was 
taken by Scldtc in agreement ith Goering. He had tried before 
continuously to vrin over the .ajority of the regional leaders 
t his policy, the submission f the Stahlholm to Hitler. The 
majority however of the Stab elm leadership remained in opposi
tion. It was an openly known fact, thnt at ' he meeting of tnc 
regional loaders, at that t. < at vhich, according to the artic
les of the organization, the leader of ' ho legion (Bundosuohror 
would have to be newly elect ",Soldte would not h~vo been re
elected. Shortly after Scldtc joined tho party -nd placed tho 
legion undo; litlor .

In those months, February, ’ rch, ipril 1933 there came voluntar 
ly every day Stahlholm men from all walks of life, armed , 
as protective guards, to the collar of our appartment house in 
Berlin, as pr otoction for my father, as they lenow tho as suras , 
of the londers of the NSDAP of those days, and wanted to prevent 
them.
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ly father continued to be considered the man representing the will to 
opposition of the preponderant part of the Stahlhelm. A large number of 
leaders stayed in continuous connection with him. Nearly every day simple 
Stahlhclm men cane to our apartment to assure him of their fidelity. These 
demonstrations of fidelity continued for the wrholle year despite the fact 
that my father was put in the death cell in Dachau on 1 July 1934, on which 
day he was condemned to death by the Special Court (Sondergericht) in 
Munich and he onl came out again alive through Hindenburg’s intervention, 
and then, had to spend a longer period of time at the Columbia prison in 
Berlin, and our apartment, our mail and telephone were continuously watched. 
Despite this, worlmnen and peasants appeared even after their wreelts work 
on Sundays from out of town with flowers, and mon presented themselves, who 
without remuneration wanted to form a protective guard for my father in 
our apartment. The continuous watching and marking down of our visitors 
was knovm to these men and inspite of that they continued their opposition.

A unification, however, of the will to opposition in the Stahlhelm was 
prevented forceuly by Seldto. The Stahlhcm opposition fell to pieces 
after various leaders had been removed.

The transfer of the Stahlhelm to the SA was accompanied by strong terror 
against the anti-National Socialist Stahlholn men. - The resistance was to 
be broken down by removing and arresting ny father, by waves of arrests in 
all parts of the Reich, by fights in the local groups, by surprise attacks 
on individual members and by removal of leaders of the opposition. These 
measures during the period of transfer had in part the desired effect on 
the little Stahlhelm man, who feared or had to fear for his family. More 
than the measures of force, the measures of deception of Soldtc, and the 
men behind him, were to lead to success. He had my father close the whole 
press including the Stahlholn press, his measures were prosentcd as being 
a proved by Hindenburg and the Rcichcabinct. On the other hand Hindenburg's 
tclegram of thanks for his services rendered to the Fatherland was published 
in the press, whoroby the little Stahlholn man was to be shown again that 
Hindenburg was in agreement about evory thing. in this way all means were 
put to work : once Hindenburg causes the forced removal by use of arms and 
the arrest of the 2nd leader of the Bund, then Hindenburg expresses his 
words of thanks for loyal service. All this was made known to the Stahl
hclm man, only that in the first place Hindenburg knew nothing about these 
other measures, except about the retirement of my father. This the Stahl- 
holm man did not come to ’mow. Furthermore, matters were carried on by 
using promises and assurances.

In the transfer of the Stahlhelm to the SA, what wa.s decisive for another 
part of the men, was their military discipline, which caused them to follow 
the orders and instructions of the new leaders, put in office by Seldtc,

The transferred Stahlhelm men, insofar as they really had not already per
ceived the true situation were to have an unpleasant awakening. In the SA- 
Stuerme (SA-Companics) these men were maltreated, suspected, and assigned 
to lew positions. They were always considered as opposition and reaction. 
They were watched over by their new comrades as well as by the Security 
Service (SD)and the Gestapo. Arrests did not diminish.
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A ncW opposition forncd again, men and eX-lccders of the 
forner Stahlhelm came to ny father and tried to win him 
for foolish intentions to mnko a putsch. Individual new 
SA-Stucrmo (SA companys) voh hunkered after a putsch. 
During all the yc rs upto the end of the war dcnonstrotions 
of loyalty by men, transferred to the SA were given to my 
father, who was always con idorcd as the person, who had 
resisted Hitler, who had on right in his opinions that
Hitler meant war and Ger. 's downfall. As if by a miracle
he escaped death on the 20th July 1944, though for years he 
had been in regular, confi ntial contact with Gocrdolcr, 
TTagner, Couht Blumenthal and had exchanged political ideas 
with them. His social conn ctions led to proceedings for 
integrating the armed might:, which was stopped only in July 
1945 by the state attorney's office (Stantsanwaltschaft) 
in Grirnn/Saxony. Though his political opinions were known 
everywhere, he had kept th confidence of many men that 
were transferred to the SA at the time. They all abhorca 
Seldte as the traitor of the Stahlhelm and of its men. 
None had forgiven him the abuse of their confidence, By 
word and by letter they expressed, this again and again to 
my father in all these years.

signed; Dr. Georg Dusterborg

Subscribed and sworn to bef rc mo this day of 27th June 1946. 
I further certify that T h vo read the above declaration.

Darmstadt CIE No 91 
signed; Martin H. Weik 

Martin H. Weik 
1st Lt Inf

326th Headquarters
Intelligence Detachment
ADO 175
Official
Rubber Stamp

Camp 91
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A f f i davit

I, attorney-at-law Dr. arl Mayer , Nuernberg 
Uhlandstr. 15/II born February 10th 1894 in Zweibrucken, 
declare on oath the following, to be presented, to the 
International Military Tribunal in Nuernberg:
1. In the year 1929 in Nuernberg I joined the Stahlhelm, 
Legion of Veterans (Bund der Frontsoldaten) owing to the 
folowi ng reasons:
a) there was at that time a strong rightist agitation going 
on among the German people, and I considered it necessary 
to channel this movement, if possible, into a moderate and 
constitutional organization like the Stahlhelm, instead of 
into the "NSr;AP with its SA and S3.
b) the radical flank groups had their militarized combat 
formations; the NSDAP its SA and SS, the KPD the "Red 
Combatant Union" (Rctfrontkampferbund). Moreover, there 
existed the "Roichsbannor Black-red-gold" )Reichsbanner 
Schwarz-Rot-Gold) as a uniformed combat formation of the 
SD and the leftist Bourgeoisie. I thought it necessary to 
contribute to the strongthoning of the "Stahlhelm, Legion 
of Veterans "(Stahlhelm, Bund dor Frontsoldaten) as a combat 
organization of the moderate rightist movement.
c) the Stahlhelm, Legion of Veterans, (Stahlhelm,Bund der 
Trontsolda ten) aimc at a loosening of the restrictions 
imposed by the Versailles treaty, including the sphere of 
military sovereignty, but only with legal means and in con- 
formity with international law.
d) the lenders and members of the Stahlhelm were for an over 
whelming part, just as myself, combatants of world war I. 
They know ner and its terrors and refused, therefore, anothe 
war or preparations for it, unless it were one undertaken in 
rightous defense.
0) The Stahlhelm's platform was one of Christian ideology 
and of social equality. It -■■.Iso made efforts to educate 
youth in the spirit CF. Frankischer Kurier of 11 September 2 
"The Claims of the German Movement' (Fordcrungen der deutsch 
Bowegung) (Du storcrg on the aims of the Stahlhelm).
Frankischer Kurier of 29 April 55 "The 10 Commandments of 
the Junior Stahlhelm" (" Die 10 Goboto an' den Jungstahlhelm 

2. After the dissolution of the leftist organizations Rcichs- 
bannor end Kotfr-ntkampferbund in the year 1955 the "Stahl- 
holm", Legion of Veterans "remained the sole combat or- 
cenizntion besides the SA -'nd SS, and many hundred thousands 
of Germans joined the Stahlhelm, at that time because they 
s- w in it the last non-nationalsocialist organization, which 
was yet able to counterbalance the SA and the SS. The 
severe str-in botwcon Stahlhelm on the one hand, and the SA 
and SS on the other, which existed already before 1955, 
increased accordingly more and more.

"Der Stnhlholm" No.14 of 2 April 1955 (occur
rence in Brunswick)

-1-
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"Frankischer Kurior" of 14 April 1933 
ronces in Berlin)

(occur-

IFrnkischor Kurier" of 22 June 1933 (dissolu
tion of the StehlLholr in the Rhine province oct

The ruling spirit of the Stehlhelm may be decribod by the 
foil-wing event, which I experienced mysolf: 

in the ycer 1931, the Bavarian Stahlholm lender (Stahlhelm- 
fhrcr) colonel (Oberst) von Lonz gavo a speech in 
ivcrnborg in front of about 200 Stchlholm leaders of Northerr 
Bevaria on tho occasion of the fusion of "Reichsflagge" and 
1tahlholmi . In the course of this speech he spoke ironi- 
colly of holy Adolf", who hung on every wall in the Munich 
Brown House, that it incited to "vomiting", and spoke of 
the SA es the "brown plaguo".

In Vorch 1932, the Hu. rnborg Stahlhelm held - great electoral 
mcoting in the Hercules-SaoIbnu on the occasion of the Reich 
president election. The Nuernberg Stahlhelm leader at that 
time Braun hold a speech, in which he declared that 
every Stahlhelm member who did not vote for the Stahlhelm 
candidate, the second leader of the legion (den 2.Bundesfuhrc 
lioutennt-colonol (Obcrstleutnant) Duostorborg, was a 
scoundrel.

This resulted in the withdrawal from the Stahlhelm of many 
members who sympathized with National Socialism.

In the "Munchcn-Auesburgmr Abondzoitung" (unich-lugsburs 
Dvinin: Pepor) of 19 November 32, No.311/32 one can find 
the following opon letter of the Stahlhelm leadership to Rcic 
president von Hindonburg:
" In tho nono of the Stahlhelm, Legion of Veterans, which 
is conscious of bcing in unison with the majority of those 
Germans who are willing to work and are roedy for a con
structive’ policy, we implore Your Excc Honey to consorve 
the nutho r itarinn form of govornmont independent of parties. 
The result of the Reichstag election of 6 November 32 has 
■rev n nec noro the impossibility of a settled parliamentary 

mejority. The German people does not want any morv to be 
rul ,d by -rir/HrtraFit ray K.''lt wants strong 
^yvernment inde- Ind .lit f parties, "in order to, be able to 
I ~ fill nt 1 .'st " 7-. c c~f u 1 "ci n s~t ru ct i y e w o r k.11

This letter has been written at a time when it was clear 
th t che NSDAP cirod at exclusive party rule in Germany, a 
few months boforo the a c tur l" ,rs oTzur e of power" by the ISDP.

Thon the rort nfflux into the NSDAP began, in March 1933, 
and this movement Iso affected the Stahlhelm, I spoke my
self in a mooting of tho Nuernberg Stahlhelm group St. Loren 
with tho utmost sherpnoss, against any joining of the NSDAP. 
I w s then deputy leader of this local group.
3. In the year 1933 the first Stahlhelm leader S o l d t e 
be an step by stop to deliver the Stahlhelm into the hands 
of the WSD.P. The'Stahlhelm members considered this attitude
f Seldto m re an 1 noro as - t r o a s o n t c w a r d s tho Stahlhelm. 

On 26 April 33 the second legion leader (dor 7;Bundo sfuhror) 
Duostorborg was dismissed from his position (cf.Frankischer 
Kurio:r of 23 April 33. )
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On 27.4.33 S e 1 d t e declarec through the radio:
"I herewith Ceclare ny entry into the National Socialist 
Gcrman Torkcr’s Party (NSDIP) Accordingly, I place ny- 
sclf and the Stahlhcln, IcgidVctcrens, Stahlhch, (Bund 
dor Trontsoldaton) founded by Ic, as a compact military 
unit under the command of the Fuehrer Adolf Hitler.........."

"Thc Stahlholnt No 13 of 30.4.33.
On 27.4.33 the Bavarian regional leader colonel v. L e n z 
(Baycr. Landesfuchrer Oberst) was dismissed fror his position 
"Der Stahlhelm" of 7.5.33.
On Ty 1st 1833 Rudolf Hess published the agrccmcht 
reached between Hitler and Scldtc, that "the Stahlhelm was 
to remain a contact body"
However, at ’ike’’ same time the regulation that a menber of the 
NS IP could also be a nember of the Stahlhelm, and vice-versa 
was repealed. This regulation was intended to achieve, that 
ncmbcrs of and candidates for thi ISDIP could join afterwards 
the ranks of the SA .nd SS, if they wanted to enter a combat 
formation" (Accordingly, not into the Stahlhcln!). 
"Fraenkischer Kuricr" of 2.5.33 No 121.
On 21.6.33 Scldtc subordinated the Junior Stahlhcln to the 
Suprene SA leadership(Ob rsten SA-Fuchrung) and attached the 
youth organization of the Stahlhcln, the"Scharnhorst Youth", 
(Scharnhorstjugend) to the Hitler Youth.
"Der Stahlhcln" of 25.6.33 No 26 anc thc proclenation by Hit
ler of 26.6.33 Fraenkischer Kuricr of 28.6.33 No 177.
Hovovr, thc procln ation by Hitler of 26.6.33 recognized 
thc Stahlhcln (Kurnstahlhclm) (Original Stahlhelm) as an 
autonomous organization along with SA, SS and KJ.
On 2.7.33 Scl.tc issued a federal order containing a prohibi
tion of admission or application of new Kornstahlholm monbers 
(lcispnper cutling).
In October 1933, the Tchrstahlhclm (Jung stahlhcln) was made 
a part of tho active SA by order. At first, the Kcrnstahlhclm 
remained yet unchanged.
In December 1933, the Ecrnstahlholn was rc-boptizod SA reserV' 
I (Stehlhelm), but still renninc an autonomous formation 
along with the SA and SS. It even retained its grey uniform, 
but had to we r a swastika rmlot and adopted the rank desig
nations of the SA.
I myself took over at that time, with the rank of an Ober- 
sturmb annfucl ror, the cor wand of the units of the SA reserve 
I (Stahlhcln) f rued out of the old Kcrnstahlhclm, which 
cxistc in urobcrs, Fuerth and Erlangen. For further detail,' 
also concerning the SA reserve II, which was formed in the 

old. veteran associations, of. annex to "Der
Stahlhclmi of 3.12.33 Nr. 49,
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4.) In the spring of 1934, the nccsures ordered by Seldte 
for the mass integration of SA reserve I ( Stahlheln) into 
the SA or SS reserve began anew. In this connection it was 
explicitly guaranic. d, that the old Stahlheln units up to 
t!m brigade woulc1. be retained as ~cbm'pact formations.
1nysclfc?.ic~ not participate in the negotia’tions coneerning 
this integration. They were conducted by the then regional 
leader Landcsfuchrcr) of the Stahlheln for Northern Bavaria 
D e c h a n t. Dechant participated at that time in a leader 
necting of the Stahlheln in Northern Germany, I cannot 
remember any more here, at vhich this integration was dis
cussed. He told me that most of the Stahlheln leader were 

gainst this integration, because one could not trust the 
promises given by the Nazis.
Seldte is said to have declared in this connection;

"If necessary 7. 65."
(This was meant to signify, if necessary, we have pistols 
Cal. 7.65)
Seldte was successful and the integration was ordered.
I myself took part in the formation of "Standorte R 19" 
formed out of the old Stahlheln at that time, and which was 
terminated in June 1934. The reasons which were decisive 
for this resolution, which was arrived nt,, under difficult 
conditions, after thorough discussion with other leading 
local comrades, were the following;

a) the promise given us, that the old Stahlheln units would 
be also retained in the SA reserve as compact formations up 
to the brigade levcl. (Franconia: "Brigade R77" and ''Nurenbcj 
"Standorte R 19", about 3000 men.)
b) th fact, that Hitler was then only Reich chancellor and 
la rr v. Hindenburg still Reich president.
c) the Reichswehr was nt that time not yet co-ordinated and 
at least the rank and file wins sharply against the SA. It 
was not yet co-ordinated, nor had it sworn fidelity to Hitlei 
but to the Reich president v. Hincnburg, who died unfortuna
tely on August 2nd 1934.
This discord was .Iso known to us and led in Nuremberg too to 
drastic incidents; e.g., a few Reichswehr soldiers at that 
time were. thr shc ' by a larger number of SA leaders innan inn 
in vhe ncichoourhood of the Hcinberg exercise ground, in the 
presence of SA brigade commandcr (SA Brigadefuehrer) 
B r c y m a n n.
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The regional police (Landespolizei) endeavored to bring GA and Stahlhelm lea

ders closer together on the occasion of a comradeship evening given in its 

mess, at vthich I participated, The prevailin': mood was one of tenseness 

and irritation! The host was only able to avoid an open scandal by exertin gr 

pains, because the CA leaders were arroused about the conduct of general 

Steph anus during a speech of the Bavarian minister of the interior 

" asner.

The strain between Reichswehr and SA reached its pealc on the occasion of the 

so-called Roehm Putsch ?t the end of June 1934. At that time, the Standarte 

R 19, consisting of Stahlhelm members, had decided, in the case of an open 

conflict to march, together with the Reichswehr a ainst the old SA. Prepar

ations had already been taken for this eventuality and in particular contact 

had already been established with the local Reichswehr offices in Nuernberg, 

as well as with the central offices in Berlin.

5. On the occasion of the political examination of the leaders and men 

originating from th Stahlhelm, I was refused by the Gauleitung as pol i ti call; 

unsuitable (because of my woll-knovn anti-nazi attitude and as "related to 

Jews"), did not ou any A rank either, and withdrew in November 1934.

A few months later, bout Tcbruary 1935 or somewhat later, the Standarte 1 19 

ws dissolved - 1_  „.'ici of the given promise - and its men distributed among 

units of the ol • SA or S. reserve. I do not have information any more con

cerning particulars, but I was informed that at that time many old Stahlhelm 

members, took dvantago of the opportunity to press their withdrawal from the 

SA.

A true Stchlhelm mem er did not fit into the SA.

Nuernberg, Hay 6th. 1946.

(signed) Karl Layer.

UH 1 O, 518 I herewit 1 certify the authenticity of above signature of 
I

attorney-at-law Lrr. 7r. Karl Nayr, in Nuernberg, Uhlandstrasse 13/11. Herr

Dr. yer has shot me as proof of identity his registration card issued by the

i lilitary Government.

icissenbur , Bavaria, by 9th 1946.

(signed) Geislinger, Notary 
public.
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